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Foreword

I don't know what I think until I see what I've said.
E. M. Forster

Is writing important?
Some people say "no," arguing that advances in

technology will soon create a "paperless" society.
This argument ignores the crucial role of writing as
a tool for thinking and learning. As the quotation
from E. M. Forster suggests, composing requires
the pulling together of thoughts, ideas and data
making logical connections between bits of infor-
mation. Precision in writing is intertwined with the
ability to think clearly.

Practice in writing thus builds analytical skill and
the power of observation. When students write
about a topic, they often understand it far better
than when they simply read about it or discuss it in
class. For this reason, writing is an important
tool -not only for English classes but also for
classes in virtually every other academic subject,

Instruction in writing, as a method of improving
language, can also be an aid to upward mobility. A
person's language dramatically affects the impres-
sion he or she makes on others. When someone
uses nonstandard English or expresses thoughts
in a muddled way', many listeners are likely to
assume that the speaker is inept at other things,
too.

Writing has come into the spotlight recently
because of disturbing evidence that students' writ-
ing ability has declined markedly. Many' reasons
are given for this decline, but there is general agree-
ment on at least three points:

Teachers have received little formal instruction
on how to teach writing.
Insufficient classroom time is devoted to writing.

Much of the writing that is required focuses
solely on the end product in other words,
teachers are testing writing, not teaching ho
to do it.

The news is not all bad, though. Increased aware-
ness of the problem has generated a resurgence of

interest in writing instruction. One of the most
promising answers to the problem of training
teachers, in fact, started in California with the Bay
Area Writing Project (BAWP) at the University of
California, Berkeley. This project taps the expertise
of practicing teachers to deal with the "Johnny
Can't 'Write" problem. Under its auspices, teachers
exchange ideas and learn what research tells us
about the writing process. They also study theories
of how to tea h writing. Above all, they write. This
writing experience gives them valuable insight into
what their students face with each classroom assign-
ment. The consequent empathy changes their expec-
tations and approaches. Because of its demon-
strated successes, the BAWP's format has spread
beyond the Bay Area as the California Writing
Project (CWP). It has also been adopted in many
other states. Added together, these adoptions of the
BAWP represent an enormous expansion of the
original idea- and in an amazingly short time.

School districts and teachers inside and outside
California have pioneered other promising approaches
for teaching writing. Schol..z and practicing teach-
ers have also developed new ways to evaluate writ-
ing so that the resulting data can augment instruction.
In addition, the renewed interest in writing has also
spurred research efforts to increase the understand-
ing of the writing process.

Perhaps the most promising development is clear
evidence that once teachers are exposed to new
knowledge and approaches, they are eager to imple-
ment these approaches in the classroom because of
a greater appreciation of the importance of writing
and a renewed commitment to help students become
better writers. Administrators are also showing
more interest in writing than they have in the past.
They are supporting in-service training efforts for
their teachers and increasing the emphasis on writ-
ing throughout the curriculum.

The techniques and resources described in this
special report are intended to help teachers, curric-
ulum directors, school administrators and school
board members follow through on their commit-
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rnent to teach students how io become better
writers.

Although it was born amid negative national
publicity, the concern about writing has grown to
provide positive and constructive solutions. One
such solution is the Handbook for Planning an
Elk( live Writing Program, which is one of seven cur-
riculum handbooks we are developing t( trength-
en instructional programs in the schools of Cali-
fornia. The handbook on writing is designed to
proy ide the schools w ith a standard for assessing
their existing writing programs and a tool for help-
ing inem design new programs. In addition to the
production of the handbook, a series of regional
workshops were held throughout the state in 1982
to help educators and others at the local level learn
to use the handbook. The workshops were spon-
sored by the Department of Education, the Califor-
nia State Steering Committee for Curriculum Develop-
ment and Publications, and the California Writing
Project.

Teachers, fortified with new information and
techniques. are enthusiastically returning writing to
its rightful place of prominence in the English cur-
riculum. The growing interest in writing research

vi

and teaching techniques bodes well for the future of
writing.

Another promising sign is the growing recogni-
tion that writing can help students learn other sub-
jects. In addition, subject-area teachers are beginning
to take greater responsibility for th;' writing skills
of their students. This broadened understanding of
the role of writing should help ensure that the new
found interest in the "second R" will not be merely
another passing educational fad added to the
curriculum. In fact, in California the graduation
proficiency requirements give writing the same sta-
tus as reading and mathematics,

Writing is not and will never be an easy subject to
teach. Students will always struggle with the chal-
lenge of trying to express themselves in a clear and
interesting manner. But students now have a much
better chance of becoming good writers. It is an
opportunity that must not be lost.

7
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Preface

The effort to help students become competent
writers has been a major priority in California since
1976. During this period, the California Writing
Project (CWP) has emerged as a major strategy
that schools and districts can use to deal with this
important need. The growth of this project, its
working strategy and its debt to the Bay Area Writ-
ing Preject (BAWP) are described in this document.

Clearing up a state as large as California to deal
with improving the teaching of writing has not been
easy. By its very nature, the problem is complex.
Any possible solution calls for action from a dispa-
rate array of people and resources and, further,
means that these people and their organizations
have to work cooperatively over a long period of
time. This, the CWP has done; indeed, various
individuals with support from their organizations
have been working together at the state, county and
local levels since 1975 in a way that is unique and
can serve as a model for other educators.

Most of the major actors in public education in
the state have played important roles in creating
and implementing the CWP. They include the Cali-
fornia State Department of Education, the system-
wide administration of the University of California,
almost all campuses of the University of California,
the Chancellor's Office of the State University and
Colleges and several individual campuses, the Chan-
celloi's Office of the California Community Col-
leges and some member colleges, the California
Postsecondary Education Commission and many
offices of county superintendents of schools across
the state.

As with any large, complex organization, main-
taining a continuing working alliance among so

many diverse groups is no easy task. Over the years,
however, the working relationship has grown and,
indeed, prospered. Since the BAWP began, a large
number of additional writing project centers have
been established that follow the BAWP model.
Seventeen additional centers have been established
in California that focus primarily on improving
writing skills. (See page 27 for a list of the Cali-
fornia Writing Projects.) Under the auspices of dif-
ferent agencies, including the California State De-
partment of Education, committees have been
formed, position papers have been developed and,
finally, legislation to support improved writing pro-
grams has been enacted.

Collegiality, mutual trust and support are princi-
ples adhered to by all participants. rhis, of course,
does not mean then' have been no differences of
opinion concerning the nature of the problem, the
responsibility for general and specific task:, or the
strategies for solutions. Participants have, however,
been determined to work problems through until
they agreed upon solutions that would do two
things: (I) solve the Dblem at hand; and (2) con-
tinue effective working relationships among var-
ious parties who tended in the past not to communicate
with each other.

George Nemetz, Consultant in English, has repre-
sented the California State Department of Edu-
cation throughout both the BAWP and the CWP
efforts. We are confident the activities will continue
to be important factors in education in California.

8
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Competencies in Writing Expected O.-Freshmen
Entering Colleges and Uniirere4fierilitv Califorpia

EDITORS NOTE:. The following was excerpted from pages
2-4 of Statement on Competencies in English and Mat ,lie,-
matics'Expected of Entering Freshmen, which was isifued
in 1982 by the academic senates of Lim CaliforniatOinmunity
Colleges, the Califotnia State University, and the University
of California, in cooperation with the State Department of
Education, the California Postsecondary Education Com-
mission, and the President of the Association of Indepen-
dent California Colleges and Universities. Copies of the
document are available for $2,50 each, plus tax for California
residents, from Publications Sales, State Department of
Education, P.O. Box 271, Sacramento, CA 9002.

A-substantial-number of students who-enter
California colleges and universities are not pre-
pared for college-level work. Deficieneies in
basic sidlls particularly in English and mathe-
matics, prevail despite the special importance
of competence in these areas. Adequate prepa-
ration in English and mathematics is needed to
provide basic skills in communication-and anal-
ysis, not only to prepare students for additional
work in these disciplines but else to provide
access to otherdiaciplines and prepare students
for a wide spectrum of career choices.

Students whek plan to continue their educa-
tion at a college r university Must have a clear
understanding of what basic academic skills
wilt be expected of them. As beginning fresh-
men, students should have acquired the com-
petencies in writing, reading, and matheinatics
described in this statement. The importan?s of
acquiring these skills cannot be overstated--
These skills are an essential foundation for sue.
cessfulcollege and university eoursework. The
minimum proficiencies now required for high
school graduation are not sufficient to provide
this foundation.

There are, of course, varied and complex
causes of underpreparation of entering college
freshmen; hewever,the one of concern here is a-
Jack of understanding among studenti, parents,
and educators of the eompetencies expected of
entering cellege students. It is the responsibil-
ity of college and university faculty to specify
and cOmmunicate these competencies. It is the
responsibility of secondary school teachers to
determine the methods of instruction by which
these competencies ettn be taught.

Writing Skills .

Clarity in writing reflects clarity in thinking.
College and university faculty espeet students
to be able to undentand, organize, synthesise,
and tommunicate informetion, idea*, and opin.
ions, Students must also be able to make criti-
cal judgments, to diatinettiek primary and role-
wage ideas from those dna isret,sohordhaese or
irrelevant. Students will be r.qnd In *air
pollee, courses to demonstrate them abilities

by writing compositions, reports, term papers,
Md essay examinations. Because the learning

process as well as the quality, of the student's
written work depends upon these abilities, it is
'crpcial-that these abilities be developed before
students enter college,

Emphasis upon the following writing skills is
not meant to diminish the importance of other
forms of writing or an appreciation of litera-
titre. However, the skills listed below are funda-
mental for successful baccalaureate-level work.

1. The ability to generate ideas aboUt which
to write;

2. The ability tO formulate a single state-
ment thay clearly expresses the central
idea of one's essay;

3. The ability to construct *paragraph that
develops and supports the paragraph);
main idea with examples or reasons;

4. The ability to organize pliragraphs into a
logical sequence so that the central ide*
of the essay is develoPed to a logical
conclusion;

5 The ability to use varied sentenee struc .
tures and type. effectiveir in order to
indicate the meaning, relationship, and
the importance of ideas;
The ability to write sentences with pre-
eise and appropriate words, to distil'*
sub& between literal and figurative use
,of language, end to avoid inappropriAte
jargon end cliche;

7. The ability to vary one's choice of wards
and sentences for different audienees
and purPoses;

8. The sibipty to present one's own ideas as
related to, but clearly distinguished from,
the idea* of others, which bullibdes the
ability to use documentation and avoid
plagiarism;

1. The ability to support one's opioions
and conelusiens, including the appro .
priate use of evidence;

la. The ability to use dictionaries and other
reference materials for the purpose oP
checking words and facts used in one's
writing; and

U. Th. ability to proofread one's essay for
errors and omissions of both forn and
subetauee, to revile and restructure Where
ideas are poorly organised or Where evi.
dens is lacking, to correct the draft for
errors in capitalization, spelling, and
punctuation, ensi to produce a finished
paper relatiyely free et sentence frog-
went*, comma splices, agreement errors,
and improper pronoun references.
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Chapter 1

"American teenage:s are losing their ability to
communicate t' rough standard written English."
With that con.ment and the results of its 1974
assessment of writing, the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) sparked a national
debate on the state of writing in American schools
and colleges. NAEP found in 1974 that thii teen-
and seventeen-year-olds wrote in a shorter, "primer-
like" style and used more incoherent paragraphs
than their counterparts tested four years earlier.

The bad news from NAEP came on top of a
continuing decline in scores on the verbal compo-
nent of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT). Between
1963 and 1977, the national average for verbal
scores dropped 49 points, from 478 to 429 (out of a
possible 800). A study commis3ioned by the College
Entrance Examination Board shows that the rate of
&cline has accelerated since 1970. In 1979, how-
ever, California's students taking the SATimproved
their scores over the previous year, thus marking a
turnaround for the state after a long period of
decline. The decline continued in most other states.

The writing problem has been felt in the business
world. According to a personnel official for the
Bank of America quoted in Newsweek, "Errors we
once found commonly in applications from high
school graduates are now ctopping up in forms
from people with four-year college degrees." The
magazine also noted that the Civil Service Commis-
sion had doubled its in-house writing programs "in
order to develop adequate civil servants." (6)*

*This number and all other numbers in parentheses refer to the
Selected References at the end of this chapter where complete biblio-
graphical data are givrn.

1

In California, the average twelfth grade writing
score on the Iowa Test of Educational Develop-
ment (ITED) fell from the 42nd percentile to the
32nd percentile between 1969 and 1975. The national
average for the test is the 50th percentile. Seniors
now take the California Assessment Program's Sur-
vey of Basic Skills, which is equNalent to the
ITED, and until last year their scores had revealed
a continuing problem. However, in 1980-81 the
seniors improved their scores in all content areas.
Written language scores were up 7 percent; read-

. ing, up 0.3 percent; spelling, up 0.2 percent; and
mathematics, up 1.2 percent (9).

Special studies provide a basis for comparing the
performance of California's twelfth graders on the
Survey of Basic Skills with the performance of stu-
dents who took tests produced by national test pub-
lishers. On the basis of the 1978 norms set for these
tests, the performance of California's twelfth grad-
ers has improved relative to the rest of the nation.
In written language, for example, the comparison
for 1980-81 places California's seniors at the 43rd
percentile on the ITED; 40th, on Tests of Aca-
demic Progress; and 57th on Sequential Tests of
Educational Progress.

Even with these recent improvements in test
scores, a survey taken not too long ago on the 19
campuses of the California State University and
Colleges' system revealed that 40 to 60 percent of
the 250,000 undergraduates in the system were con-
sidered incapable of college work requiring "the
ability to write a comprehensive sentence." (4) And
the University of California, Berkeley, which draws
from the top 12 percent of the state's high school
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students, has found that nearly half of its incoming
freshmen need a special course called Subject A,
generally known as "bonehead English." (See page
viii for a list of writing skills the universities in Cali-
fornia expect their entering freshmen to have.)

NAEP Results
NAEP, a federally funded agency that measures

the knowledge, skills and attitudes of young Ameri-
cans on a number of subjects, gave essay topics to a
nationally representative sample of nine-, thirteen-,
and seventeen-year-olds in 1969-70 and again in
1973-74. In both instances, the thirteen- and seventeen-
year-olds were asked to &scribe "something that is
worth talking about," such as the Empire State
Building or Niagara Falls. The nine-year-olds were
shown a photograph of a kangaroo jumping over a
fence and were asked to describe what was happen-
ing.

The essays were rated from two different per-
spectives by English teachers trained in NAEP scor-

ing techniques. The first group gave each essay a
"holistic" score, which represented the reader's
response to the essay as a whole. Holistic scores
permit reliable comparisons of essays, but they tell
little about why one essay is better) than another.
Under the second scoring methotti, the English
teachers examined the mechanics of writing and
categorized the essays according to various types of
sentences, punctuation, spelling and word usage
errors.

Comparing the assessments in 1969-70 with those
in 1973-74, each of which involved approximately
80,000 students, NAEP concluded that the writing
ability of thirteen- and seventeen-year-olds had
declined, but that the ability of nine-year-olds
appeared to have improved slightly. In the 1974
essays by seventeen-year-olds, NAEP found more
awkwardness, run-on sentences and incoherent para-
graphs than it did in 1970. The teenagers seemed to
be moving away from traditional writing conven-
tions and toward those of everyday speech, NAEP
said (12).

More Literacy at the College Level
Under a requirement recently imposed by

the system's trustees, students at campuses of
the California State University and College&
must prove they can write the English language
to graduate. The writing requirement was adopted
by the 19-member campus system in 1976.
When machinery for enforcing the measure is
in place at each institution sponsors hope it
will close an academic loophole which enabled
some students to struggle through remedial
English, avoid further writing courses or tests,
and graduate without the ability to write liter.
ete English.

So far, testing has shown that some juniors
and roiors do have * problem. At Californi*
State University Surmount°, nearly half the
juniors who took the tan meently did not moot
the required standar* when asked to write on
a topic for tio boor& Most who /ailed did not
addrew mobs garde*, *onolow

(Agot,a4180d1/01 .

upperclassmen to pass a writing eXitIll for near,
20 years, and scores 'have improved consider-
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School officials/notion that the MOO AtOsir
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On the bright side, there seemed to be no deterio-
ration in the way nine-, thirteen-, or seventeen-
year-olds coped with mechanicspunctuation, capital-
ization, agreement and spelling. Such mechanics
were being handled adequately by "the vast major-
ity of students," NAEP reported.

NAEP results also indicated that the gap between
good and poor seventeen-year-old writers may be
increasing. The good writers in 1973-74 were as
good as they were in 1969-70 (they had the same
average holistic score), and, possibly, there were a
few more of them in 1974 than there were in 1970.
The poor writers, however, did worse in the second
assessment than they did in the first (they had a
lower average holistic score), and there were defi-
nitely more of them. They wrote shorter, lesS stylis-
tically sophisticated essays and made as many
errors as students did in 1970. Also, more weak
essays in the second assessment were incoherent.

Among thirteen-year-olds, the 1974 essays were
shorter than they were in 1970. The vocabulary
used was simpler than in the previous assessments,
and most thirteen-year-olds committed at least one
comma error. The proportion of very good writers
dropped from 19 to 13 percent. The scorers noted a
marked increase in "rambling prose," which NAEP
defined as "somewhat unfocused writing containing
more run-on sentences and more awkwardness."
This increase was particularly noticeable among
males. More thirteen-year-olds in the 1974 assess-
ment also tried to spell phonetically words they did
not know.

The performance of nine-year-olds was more
encouraging. The proportion of essays ranked four
or better (on an eight-point scale) rose from 51 per-
cent in 1970 to 57 percent in 1974. The average
paper in the 1974 assessment contained more com-
plex sentences but was less coherent than the aver-
age paper from 1970. Apparently, the students were
moving toward more sophisticated writing and
were losing some clarity in the process. Most essays
by nine-year-olds were free of errors concerning
word choice, agreement, run-on sentences, commas
and periods. Very few nine-year-olds, however,
wrote fully developed paragraphs, and the percen-
tage of them decreased between 1970 and 1974. The
most rapid decline was among writers of high-
ranking papers (12).

California Test Results
NAEP results parallel the findings of a 1975

study based on essays written by 4,000 California
high school seniors. The California State Depart-
ment of Education published the results of the

study in 1977 in An Assessment of the Writing
Performance of California High School Seniors
(1). Analyses of the essays showed that although
the majority of the seniors could handle basic writ-
ng mechanics adequately, many could not develop

sophisticated paragraphs or manage complex sen-
tences. The essay examination was conducted by
the California Assessment Program (CAP), an
effort directed by the California State Department
of Education's Office of Program Evaluation and
Research.

CAP also assesses student abilities every year
through a written expression test consisting of
multiple-choice questions based on objectives devel-
oped by the Department's English Language Assess-
ment Advisory Committee. The tests were drawn
up after the California Legislature required, in
1972, that the state develop its own tests, based on
the instructional objectives and curricula prevalent
in California schools, rather than use commercial
tests developed for nationwide use.

The essay assessment was administered only
once. Although members of the advisory commit-
tee felt that essay exams measure students' writing
ability more accurately than multiple-choice instru-
ments, the cost of scoring essays annually on a
statewide basis was considered prohibitive. Results
of the essay assessment, however, were used to vali-
date the multiple-choice tests to ensure that ques-
tions did accurately gauge writing skills.

For the essay test, students were asked to com-
plete one of five tasks: describe a favorite object,
describe an automobile accident from a diagram,
give directions on how to make something, com-
pose a letter describing a pictured event or discuss
an invention "mankind would be better off with-
out." The essays were scored twice. First they were
given a holistic score. Then sample essays ranked in
the top quarter, middle half and bottom quarter
were examined to pinpoint common strengths and
weaknesses.

The 1975 assessment report concluded that the
vast majority of seniors in California were able at
least to communicate in writing and that "only a
very small percentage were completely unable to
communicate through written English." Despite
this positive overview, CAPlike NAEPdetected
great differences in the levels of skill shown by good
and poor writers. Students who wrote well tended
to do well in all dimensions of writing, including
content and mechanics. Those who wrote poorly
tended to have difficulty with all dimensions of
writing. In both the CAP and the NAEP studies,
average scores for girls were slightly higher than the
scores for boys.
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California seniors whose essays were in the top
quarter demonstrated strength in almost all dimen-
sions of writing, according to An Assessment of the
Writing Performance of California High School
Seniors. They frequently maintained a consistent
tone, and many wrote creatively, regardless of the
topic, the report said. Vocabulary choices were
judged to be precise, fresh and original, and sen-
tence structure was generally effective and varied.
The assessment report described paragraph devel-
opment as "ordered, coherent and well-supported
with vivid detail." Other strengths noted were cor-
rect use of standard English and proper spelling
and capitalization. The only weakness in the top-
ranking essays concerned punctuation (1).

California's seniors in the middle group dis-
played a wide range of writing ability. Among their
most frequently noted strengths were consistency of
tone, observatiol and description; they generally
used precise vocabulary and demonstrated a basic
grasp of proper sentence structure. But many had
difficulty with the proper use of pronouns. Their
writing also lacked variety and complexity and
often contained awkward phrases and redundan-
cies. The overriding weakness of this group con-
cerned paragraph development. Although these

students demonstrated some sense of order and
organization, their paragraphs lacked sufficient
supporting detail and consistency in the use of
tense; they handled capitalization and spelling
competently but had trouble with the comma and
apostrophe.

California seniors in the low quarter demon-
strated weaknesses in all areas of writing. Some
even failed to follow directions. Most low-ranking
papers were too short, and the longer essays tended
to ramble. Both the individual paragraphs and the
essays as a whole were weak in reasoning, support-
ing evidence, organization and logical develop-
ment. Run-on sentences and awkward phrases were
common, as were departures from standard En-
glish. Vocabulary was limited and lacked variety;
there were many mistakes in spelling and punctua-
tion. Like the middle group, the low group fre-
quently misused the comma and apostrophe.

The California Survey of Basic Skills
On the California Assessment Program's objec-

'Live test, the Survey of Basic Skills, students have
displayed strengths and weaknesses similar to those
reflected in the essays. This multiple-choice written
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expression test has been given to all the state's sixth
and twelfth graders annually since 1975-76. It tests
students' abilities in reading and mathematics as
well as in written expression. Results of all the
assessments, along with sample questions, appear
in Student Achievement in California Schools (8, 9).

Sixth Grade Results
In written expression, the overall performance of

sixth graders has improved slightly each year since
the Survey of Basic Skills has been given. Pupils
answered an average of 62.5 percent of the ques-
tions correctly in 1975-76, compared to 66.2 per-
cent in 1980-81. A state-appointed advisory committee
analyzed the 1979-80 results and identified, on page
108 of the annual report, three areas of strength
among the sixth graders:

Selecting the correct form of a word for a
sentence
Selecting the correct verb or pronoun accord-
ing to standard English usage
Discriminating between complete and incom-
plete sentences (9)

California sixth graders were strongest on word
forms, answering an average of 83.4 percent of the
questions correctly in 1979-80 and 84 percent in
1980-81. Below is a typical question from this sec-
tion of the test (the percentage of students selecting
each response is shown in parentheses, and the cor-
rect response is darkened):

Fill in the oval next to the word or words that best
fit each sentence.

She was extreme pain until yesterday.

o suffer ( 3%)
o suffered (11%)
e suffering (84%)
o suffers ( 2%)

Pupils answered an average of more than three-
fourths of the standard English usage questions
correctly. These questions test knowledge of pro-
nouns and verb forms, as in this example:

Fill in the oval next to the choice that is correct for
each sentence.

The doctors everything possible.

did (84%)
o done (16%)

Between 1975-76 and 1980-81, the state's sixth
graders made steady progress on sentence recogni-
tion. Test questions require students to distinguish
between complete sentences and sentence frag-
ments and between run-together sentences and

those with a normal word order. The following
example shows student performance on one item in
1980-81 and the average performance on sentence
recognition for each year of testing:

Fill in the oval next to the group of words which
needs more words to make it a complete sentence.

o They brought a present. (11%)
o We are happy. (16%)
o Barry is not here. (8%)

In the dark of the night. (65%)

Percent correct for all sentence recognition on items,
vear of testi;ig

1975-76 58.7 1978-79 63.0
1976-77 61.1 1979-80 65.1
1977-78 62.2 1980-81 66.3

A related set of questions required pupils to
select the most effective sentence or sentence ele-
ment, a skill involving recognition of the clearest,
most concise and most direct way of expressing a
statement. Youngsters have shown steady improve-
ment in this area, answering an average of 64.6
percent of these questions correctly in 1og0-81.
Since the questions tend to be relatively subtle and
sophisticated for sixth graders, members of the
state's English Language Assessment Advisory Com-
mittee were pleased that performance was this high
and had continued to climb. The following is a sam-
ple exercise used in the 1979-80 assessment (the per-
centage answering each item is in the parentheses at
the right):

Beneath each sentence you will find four ways of
writing the underlined part. Choose the answer
that would make the best sentence, and fill in the
oval next to it. The first answer is always the same
as the underlined part and is sometimes the correct
answer.

Besides selling candy, flowers and greeting
cards are also sold by Mr. Grog.

o Besides selling candy, flowers and greeting cards
are also sold by Mr. Grog. (15%)

o Not only candy, but Mr. Grog sells flowers and
greeting cards too. (24%)

o Cqndy as well as flowers and greeting cards, too,
aii of these are sold by Mr. Grog. (7%)
Mr. Grog sells not only candy, but flowers and
greeting cards as well. (54%)

The sixth graders were weak in four skill areas,
according to the advisory committees:

Spelling words with suffixes
Capitalizing days of the week and months of
the year
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Identifying the most specific or general word
in a group of words
Selecting a word which is most likely to convey
a particular feeling or attitude

The 64 spelling questions were designed to mea-
sure students' knowledge of regularly spelled words,
those with unusual spellings and those formed by
adding prefixes or suffixes. Students were given
several words and asked to pick the one misspelled.
One choice was "all correct." The committee was
satisfied with the students' performance on general
spelling items but expressed concern that they did
not deal as well with suffixes, as on this example:

Pairs of words are given below. In each pair, one
v,ord is spelled correctly, and the other is spelled
incorrectly. Fill in the oval next to the CORRECT
SPE L I. IN G.

O carcing (35( ;)
caring (65%

I he committee decided that the scores on this item
and similar items were unnecessarily low, because
the spellings follow regular and predictable pat-
terns for adding suffixes. The committee recom-
mended that spelling be taught in a systematic and
structured way, preferably using a spelling text-
book; students should be exposed to clusters of
words that follow a particular spelling pattern
instead of being given lists of unrelated words to
memorizeso they can learn generalizations for
adding suffixes.

The English Language Assessment Advisory Com-
mittee added that if students fail to piaster some of
the basic rules for spelling suffixes'in the third and
fourth grades, these lessons should be retaught,
reviewed and practiced in the fifth and sixth grades.

There were 14 questions requiring students to
recognize words that should be capitalized in a sen-
tence. Student performance in this area showed the
largest percentage gain over the four years of any
writing Skill, rising from 57.4 percent in 1975-76 to
64 percent in 198041. While pleased with the over-
all gain in capitilization, committee members
judged that student performance was still too low
on questions involving days of the week and
months of the year. The committee expected the
vast majority of sixth graders to know that the days
of the week should be capitalized, but only about
68 percent of them did so in 1979-80, as illustrated
by this question and others:

In the following sentences you are to look for mis-
takes in capitalization. When you find a mistake,
fill in the oval next to the line with the mistake. If
there is no mistake, fill in the fourth oval.

6

On monday my (68%)
o brother always rides (3%)
o his bicycle to school (3%)
o (No mistakes) (26%)

The committee also noted that many sixth grad-
ers capitalized only the first word of a proper noun
phrase that included more than one word. It con-
cluded that those students needed a better grasp of
the concept of proper nouns.

Punctuation questions required students to detect
errors in the use of the period, question mark,
exclamation point, comma, apostrophe and quota-
tion marks. This proved to be the most difficult
task of all for the sixth graders; they answered 57.9
percent of these questions correctly. It was, how-
ever, a skill in which California sixth graders'
scores have improved considerably in past years,
rising roughly a full percentage point a year between
1975-76 and 1980-81.

The following question was given in all of the
first five years of testing. (The percentages at the
right refer to the results for this one question in
1979-80, not to all punctuation items.)

The following sentences may have a mistake in
punctuation (periods, commas, apostrophes, etc.).
When you find a mistake, fill in the oval next to the
line with the mistake. If there is no mistake, fill in
the fourth oval.
o This summer we are (6%)

going to Hollywood California (57%)
o for at least three days. (2%)
o (No mistakes) (35%)

Percent correct for all punctuation items, by year of testing

1975-76 48.3 1978-79 54.8
1976-77 51.7 1979-80 56.8
1977-78 54.2 1980-81 57.9

Language choice questions were used to test the
students' ability to select words carefully for differ-
ent purposes. Some questions asked them tt, pick
the most specific and vivid word from several listed;
others directed them to choose a word that would
reflect a particular emotional tone in a given con-
text. In the 1977-78 testing, language choice was the
only skill in which sixth grade scores declined (from
56.5 to 55.2 percent correct). However, by 1980-81
the students had made up all of the lost ground,
with an average of 56.6 percent giving correct
answers. The following are examples of two kinds
of language choice questions given in 1979-80 (with
the percent of students selecting each response
shown in parentheses):

Pretend that you are writing a story. Fill in the
oval next to the word or words that will give your



reader the clearest, most specific, and concrete
picture.

EXAMPLE:
At the bottom of her lunch sack she found

o some food
a carrot

o a snack
o a vegetable

I gave my a bath.
poodle (52c)

o dog (36%)
o animal (lc)
O pet (1 t)

Fill in the oval next to the word or group of words
that answers the question.
Which of the following best shows that John's atti-
tude was unfriendly?

"Where are my bat and ball?" John.
o called (8%)
o said (20%)

grumbled (57ci)
o exclaimed (15%)

While sixth grade results on language choice
questions have been uneven, twelfth graders' scores
have declined. This fact concerned the advisory
committee, because students need to understand
the special effects that can be created by words both
for their reading and for writing. Since this weak-
ness appeared at several grade levels and in differ-
ent content areas as well, the committee recommended
that language choice receive more instructional
emphasis. Specifically, members suggested that
teachers construct practice exercises that would
help students choose words according to their
degree of specificity and their intended emotional
effect.

Further examples of test questions may be found
in Test Content Specifications .for the Survey of
Basic Skills: Written Expression and Spelling,
Grades Six and Twelve (10).

After reviewing the sixth graders' performances
on all written expression items in the 1979-80 test-
ing, the committee made three recommendations
for instruction:

I. A more efficient approach to teaching spelling is
needed at the elementary level. Children should be
exposed to homogeneous groups of words follow-
ing similar spelling patterns so that they can more
easily internalize generalizations that appiy to
many other words as well. Such instruction shouk.'
include more emphasis in the generalizations per-
taining to the spelling of words with suffixes. If

students fail to form such basic generalizations in
the third and fourth grades, where they are first
introduced, these lessons should be retaught, re-
viewed, and practiced in the fifth and sixth grades.

2. Some of the simplest capitalization iules pertaining
to days of the week and months of the year need to
be retaught and reinforced in the fourth, fifth, and
sixth grades. Intermediate students also need more
specific instruction in the skill of identifying all the
words in a multiple-word proper noun and rec-
ognizing that all of them must be capitalized.

3. Focused instruction and skill-building practice are
needed in the language eltaiees o help
students understand some of the issues related to
effective word choices. Such instruction should
encourage students to think about word choices in
terms of degrees of specificity and particular emo-
tional effects. For example, students should recog-
nize that "Pinto" communicates with greater precision
than "car" and that "grumbled" and "stated" con-
vey different emotions. Students need this sensitiv-
ity to language if tney are to write effectively, read
critically, and be alert to propaganda devices in all
the media. (9)

Twelfth Grade Results
The strengths and weaknesses of the seniors who

took the Survey of Basic Skills in 1979-80 and
1980-81 were remarkably like those of their sixth
grade counterparts. The state's English Language
Assessment Advisory Committee found the twelfth
graders strong in three areas:

Selecting the correct form of a word for a
sentence
Discriminating between complete and incom-
plete sentences
Inserting punctuation in sentences where the
sound of spoken English could be used as a
guide

The seniors were weak in seven areas:
Spelling words with suffixes
Inserting punctuation in sentences where knowl-
edge of a rule or convention is necessary
Recognizing the most specific or general word
in a group of words
Selecting a word which is most likely to convey
a particular attitude or emotion
Identifying basic grammatical elements in sen-
tences
Recognizing the most effective and concise
statement of an idea
Achieving coherence in paragraphs

Questions in the section concerning word forms
proved to be the easiest for the twelfth graders,
although scores on this part of the test had declined
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Jargon 101?
The teacher holds the post nguage guard-

ian during 'children's formatic years, arrurd-
ing to Empty Pages 4 Seach for Writing
Competency in School and $ ty, compiled

. by Clifton Fadiman and Jam Ifoward. "The
teacher's influence is more vita Allan a bureau-
crat e or a politician s languar- . ; more vital
than the broadcaster's language,'" ; more vital
than the parent's lang!tage, since the faiy as a
qualive io rstitution-has-weakeiria
siderably; more vital even than the work of pro-
fessionai writers, for only a minority read it."

At one of the nation's colleges or universities,
Empty Pages says, a student should find an
atmosphere conducive to fiterate expression.
But what is he or she to think, it adds, when
Confronted by a statement fike this description
of a .%;riting -course taken from a college catalog:

This course will examine both oral sind wfitten
communication and various other interactions

slightly since 1975-76. In 1980-81 the seniors an-
swered an average of 72.5 percent of these ques-
tions correctly. Most questions ask either for the
correct form of a word in a sentence or for a dem-
onstration of dictionary skills. Here is an example
from the 1979-80 report, with the percent of stu-
dents selecting each response shown in parentheses:

Select the form of the wcrd which is grammatically
correct in the sentence.

Some methods of teaching have been found
; others have not.

o education (2%)
o educate (2%)

educational (89%)
o educationally (7%)

For the 20 sentence recognition questions, twelfth
graders had to identify complete sentences, sen-
tence parts, sentence patterns and appropriate subject-
verb relationships. This was the second easiest skill
area for the seniors and the only area when:: scores
had registered increases for three years in a row.
The committee commented that these increases
may have been the result of greater emphasis placed
on the basics. Within the sentence recognition sec-
tion, however, performance varied greatly. Most
California twelfth graders could recognize incom-
plete sentences, but many could not name the gram-
matical parts of a sentence.

8

between members of the health team and their
clients in respect to various therapeutic and oper .
ational conditions. The 'technique 4 writing
clear, concisecand pertinent iiistnit4ons,.reports
and documents, in order to optimize the client*
(sic) therapeutic experience will he eiamined and
developed in detail. It is anticipated that maie .
rial covered in this course will not be limited to
intrahospital dialogues but will be txtended to
interactions with the clients (sic) families, and

- various other tenunisnity agencies and institutions.

"The student
many assume that it represent* Or way to
writeafter all, it describes a course in writ-
ing," notes Empty Pages.

Empty Pages la based on papers wrttten by
members of the. Commisskm on Writing, most
of them educators, and eompited and edited by
James &ward and Clifton Padimen. Copies
may be nbtained from Pitmen Learning, Inc, 6
Davis Drive, Belmont, CA toos:

Here is how they performed on one question
about incomplete sentences:

Identify the group of words which is incomplete GI-
needs additional words to complete the meaning.

The barking dog in the driveway. (71%)
o It is humid. (6%)
o Peace continues. (18%)
o There is the mail. (5%)

Fewer seniors were able to answer the following
question, which required knowing the parts of
speech and how to use them in a sentence:

The man seems very
The part of speech that will usually fill br th blanks
in the sentence above is:
o a noun (11%)
o a verb (17%)

an adjective (65%)
o a pronoun (7%)

Ability to punctuate was another area where
both strengths and weaknesses were revealed. The
seniors were adept at selecting the right punctua-
tion when the mark coincided with the natural
junctures of spoken English, as in this example:

In the following sentence which punctuation is
needed?

We visited Taliesin West Frank Lloyd Wright's
famous home in the desert.



West, Frank (76%)
o visited, Taliesin (i 6%)
o famous, home ( 2%)
o home, in (6%)

On the whole, punctuation and capitalization
questions continued to reflect the second lowest
median score of all the skill areas. In 1980-81
seniors answered an average of 56.6 percent of
these questions correctly, which is 1.2 percent
higher than it was in 1979-80. One area that gave
the seniors trouble was the use of contractions.
They could not answer such questions by relying
on what "sounds right." However, where students
had to use knowledge of one or more conventions
as a guide, the percent correct scores dropped sub-
stantially, as in this example:

In each sentence there may be an error in capitali-
zation or punctuation. The error, if any, is under-
lined and lettered. If there is an error, select the one
underlined part that must be changed to make the
sentence correct. If there is no error, the answer is
D.

"Will you make sure that all the boys turn in
their uniforms, Steve?" asked Mr. Ross.

A

No error

o A (38%)
o B (22%)
o C (3%)

D (37%)

The state's advisory committee commented that
students at all grade levels seemed to have difficulty
with apostrophe usage.

Spelling questions were used to test students on
regularly spelled words, those with irregular spell-
ings and those with suffixes. Students did well on
the spelling items, answering an average of 68.8
percent correctly. Many questions asked them to
verify the spelling of a word in a sentence:

In the following sentence, one word is underlined
and is written in bold type. Fill in the oval next to
"right" if the word is spelled correctly or next to
"wrong" if the word is spelled incorrectly.

This is only a temperary job?
o Right (30%)

Wrong (70%)

Although seniors did well on that type of spelling
question, they had difficulty with suffixes. The fol-
lowing questions illustrate the kinds of words often
misspelled, with the percent of students identifying
the spelling of the word as "right" or "wrong" shown
in parentheses:

Are we eating in the dinning room?

o Right (52%`
Wrong (48%)

After cutting 'he grass, I trimed the hedge.
o Right (33%)

Wrong (67%)

Members of the English Language Assessment
Advisory Committee were disturbed to see that so
many seniors had failed to learn some of the most
basic rules for adding suffixes to words. They
recommended that California schools begin skill
maintenance programs for junior and senior high
school students. In these programs, words would be
introduced in homogeneous groups to enable stu-
dents to learn_generalizations about spelling suffixes.

The 32 language choice questions required stu-
dents to sense the undertones of attitude-conveying
words and phrases, to differentiate between specific
and general words and to identify the intended
audience of a piece of writing. They answered an
average of two-thirds of these items correctly. Until
1980-81 this was the only skill area in which twelfth
graders had registered a decline in almost every
year of testing since 1975-76, when the Survey of
Basic Skills was first administered. However, even
the 66.7 percent correct score for 1980-81 was
below the 66.9 percent for 1975-76.

These questions illustrate two types of language
choices seniors were asked to make:

Dr. Henry J. Heimlich, at Jewish Hos-
pital in Cincinnati, described the technique in the
journal Emergency Medicine, and invited physi-
cians to try it in real emergencies.

Which of the following terms is most respectful in
the context of the above sentence?

director of surgery (63%)
o chief blade (1%)
o practitioner (17%)
o head doctor (19%)

Which of the following words or groups of words
is most SPECIFIC?
o current events magazine (32%)
o publication (5%)

Newsweek (57%)
o magazine (6%)

Committee members were concerned about the
low scoring levels, particularly on questions like the
second example. They commented that students'
writing typically suffers from a lack of specificity.
Perhaps one reason students produce vague papers
is that they cannot distinguish a specific word from
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a general word, even when both are given, commit-
tee members noted.

The committe: recommended more instruction
geared to language choice. Teachers can construct
sample exercises, based on items in the Test Con-
tent Specifications (10), that build students' skill in
selecting words for their specificity or for the atti-
tude they convey.

As in the past, sentence manipulation was the
area of poorest performance for the twelfth grad-
ers; in 1980-81 they answered only 44.3 percent of
the questions correctly. In this section students
were tested on their ability to select the most effec-
tive sentence style among several options. In all
three assessments, many students preferred awk-
ward, wordy and choppy sentencesoften in the
passive voice to simple, direct, concise statements.
Here is an example from the 1979-80 report:

Beneath the following sentence you will find four
ways of writing the underlined part. Choose the
answer that makes the best sentence, and mark the
oval in front of the answer you have chosen. The
first answer is the same as the underlined part and
may be the correct answer.

On Sunday we bathed the dog, which he needed
very badly.

o bathed the dog, which he needed very badly
(39'7)

o bathed the dog, which he very badly had need of
(5q)
gave the dog a badly needed bath (50%)

o gave the dog a bath, being badly needed (6%)

In 26 paragraph questions students were assessed
to determine how well they understood the rela-
tionships among the sentences in a paragraph. The
seniors were required to identify irrelevant senten-
ces, recognize inconsistent verb tenses, determine
logical sequence, select summary statements and
identify transitional words within one or more
paragraphs.

Students "answered correctly 60.2 percent of the
paragraph questions in 1980-81; this is the highest
score the high school seniors have recorded for this
item. Members of the committee expressed concern
about any decline on these questions. Here is an
example of the twelfth graders' performance on
two questions about paragraphs:

The seven sentences below are in a scrambled
order. Some of them crJn be put together to make a
single, unified paragraph. Before attempting to
answer any questions, read all of the sentences
carefully.

A 1 It probably received its name from its
2 copper-colored head which is triangular
3 in shape.
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B 4 Like the rattlesnake, it is a member of
5 the pit viper family having a hollow or
6 pit between the eye and the nost

C 7 The coppe: head was once the most com-
8 mon and widely distributed of all ven-
9 omous snakes in the United States.

D 10 This may be the reason that Democrats in
II the North who sympathized with the South
12 in the Civil War were called "copperheads,"
13 for they were suspected of treachery.

E 14 Unlike the rattlesnake, it has no rattles
15 and strikes without warning.

E 16 Augustus Thomas wrote a full-length drama
17 that he called The Copperhead.

G 18 Today, however, it is most frequently
19 found in sparsely settled areas of the
70 South.

Which sentence most logically follows Sentence C?

o Sentence A (18%)
o Sentence B (10%)
o Sentence E (14%)

Sentence G (58%)

Which of the following words serves as a transitional
word in the paragraph?
o which (line 2) (14%)
o rattleEnake (line 4) (12%)
o copperhead (line 7) (16%)

however (line 18) (58%)

Student performance on the preceding questions
demonstrates a weak grasp of the concepts of
sequence and transition in paragraphs. Committee
members speculated that these weaknesses could be
related to the loss of coherence which was reported
by the National Assessment of Educational Prog-
ress (NAEP) in the writing of seventeen-year-olds.
The members of the California advisory committee
were equally concerned that students could not
pick out a sentence with a verb tense that was
inconsistent with the rest of the paragraph, as illus-
trated in the following example from the 1979-80
report:

WASHINGTON (UPI)(l) Director William E.
Colby admitted Tuesday the CIA kept a secret
cache of deadly poisons and forbidden weapons
induding a suicide drug for captured U.S. spies
despite Presidential orders to destroy them in 1970.

(2) Later, Dr. Frank Gordon, a retired CIA
scientist, identifies himself and two colleagues as
the agency officials who secreted the most potent
of the banned poisons in a vault where it remained
hidden for five years.

(3) Gordon was questioned for hours by the
Snate Intelligence Committee. (4) He said his
group decided the White House directive did not
apply to the CIA supply of deadly shellfish toxins
because they were chemical, not biological, and
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because he thought the directive was meant only
for the Army.

(5) In his testimony. Colby produced a black
electric dart gun, slightly larger than a .45-caliber
pistol, and explained it could fire poison-tipped
darts 100 yards and kill a person silently and
instantly at that range.

(6) Colby also said the secret cache of poisons
made from cobra venom and the shellfish toxins
could be used in offensive weapons such as the dart
gun or in new, improved suicide pills for U.S.
spies.

Which sentence is inconsistent with the time
development'?

o Sentence 1 (21)
Sentence 2 (35ri)

o Sentence 3 (27)
o Sentence 4 ( l7c(')

Members of the committee concluded that the
weak performance on this type of task revealed a
lack of understanding about how time patterns
relate to verb tense in paragraph development.
Seniors also had difficulty avoiding shifts in person
within sentences and paragraphs, such as changing
from "one" to "your" as in this example: If one
reads for many hours, your eyes will become tired.
On the following test item, more than one-half the
students failed to detect the inconsistency between
a pronoun and its referent:

In each sentence there may be an error. If there is
an error, decide which underlined part must be
changed to make the sentence correct. Mark the
oval corresponding to the letter for the underlined
part.

Many of Shakespeare's plays appear to question

A
whether it is within the power of man to control

your own destiny. No error

o A (11(')
o B ( ler()

C (44ri-)
o D (31(R.)

The low score on the preceding question may
reflect a more basic difficulty: recognizing the ref-
erent of any given pronoun. In this case, man is the
referent of the incorrect your. Such problems with
pronoun reference were also noted by the Califor-
nia State Department of Education's Reading
Assessment Advisory Committee in its analysis of
reading results for the second, third, sixth, and
twelfth grades (8 and 9).

Instructional Implications
Based on the twelfth grade results for 1979-80,

the state's English Language Advisory Committee
made the following recommendations for teaching:

I. Spelling. A skill maintenance program in spelling
for junior high and high school students is needed,
Such a program should involve a highly struc-
tured approach to spelling instruction which would
introduce words grouped on the basis of spelling

ralizations, particularly generalizations which
apply to the formation of new words by the addi-
tion of suffixes to a base word. This kind of struc-
ture coupled with appropriate practice should
enable students to learn a number of highly useful
general'zations which can be applied to many other
words. More time and especially more efficient and
specific instruction should be devoted to the spell-
ing needs of junior high and high school students.

2. Language choices. Elementary and secondary stu-
dents should have more experience and more
focused instruction in a number of dimensions
which relate to effective language choices in writ-
ing. These factors include the degree of specificity
of a word (see Example 51) and the emotional tone
conveyed by a given word in a particular context
(see Example 52). The Reading Assessment Advi-
sory Commir,te which found that many twelfth
grade students displayed confusion on some of the
reading questions requiring them to detect the
author's emotion or attitude in a selection, con-
curred that students need more focused instruction
in the language choices skill area.

3. Paragraphs. Specific and sequential instruction in
a variety of paragraphs skills (include stating ideas
in a logical sequence, using transitions, and achiev-
ing consistency of verb tense and pronoun refer-
ence) is needed at the secondary level. Such
instruction in the paragraph skills should be rein-
forced by the detailed examination and discussion
of written material through sustained classroom
discussions. Members of the Reading Assessment
Advisory Committee concurred with the English
Language Assessment Advisory Committee in feel-
ing that the intensive study of paragraphs skills is
likely to increase reading comprehension as well as
improve coherence in student writing.

4. Sentence manipulation. High school students need
more expel ience with sentence manipulation activi-
ties (as in Example 57) in order to help them (1)
learn to equate effectiveness with economy of
expression, and (2) gain control of sentence struc-
ture in their own writing.

Members of both the reading and English lan-
guage advisory committees agreed that intensive
study of paragraph skills is likely to increase stu-
dents reading comprehension as well as to result in
more coherent writing.



Although the Survey of Basic Skills is strictly a
California test, special studies have been done to
equate student performance on it with the results of
certain nationally normed tests. For several years
preceding 1976, written expression scores of both
sixth and twelfth graders in California had been
below national norms. Sixth graders improved in
1976-77 when they moved above the national aver-
age for the first timefrom the 49th to the 51st
percentile. In 1980-81 their scores reached the 55th
percentile when equated with nationally normed
tests. As noted earlier in this chapter, the scores for
California's seniors changed significantly in 1980-
81, even though they are still below the 50th per-
centile for some of the nationally normed tests (9).

Why Have Scores Declined?
The reasons'cited for the decline in writing ability

run the gamut t. I much television, society's fail-
ure to value good writing and lack of writing prac-

tice in school. Educators who reviewed the NAEP
results tended to hold society responsible because it
downplays the importance of writing. "Business
and personal communication depends primarily on
the telephone," says W. Ross Winterowd of the
University of Southern California. "With the grow-
ing preference for spoken c3mmunication, routine
writing moves toward simpler forms." (12)

"What are the payoffs for being a good writer in
our society?" asked Richard Lloyd-Jones of the
University of /owa. "Students question the need to
master a skill they may never be called upon to use
after school has ended." (12)

Those who blame television viewing point to the
fact that it is a passive activity that fills time chil-
dren might spend reading. They also note that it is
an activity that does not develop the analytical
skills needed for writing. Reading, in contrast,
requires more effort, wrote philologist Mario Pei in
Change magazine, and also does something more:
It presents "a chance to be criticalto go back and

When students keep jot-into% In,
ies, their writing helps the teacher ps.
well they undentand a towel* The leacher
reads their entries but does not omit-them
Instead, the teacher uses the Journal contents
ai a source of feedhack from' /*he students,.
which helps guide future class thscussions and
teaching presentations.

The following unedited journid entries were
made by a 12.year.olti seventh grader at the,
beginning f a social studies unit. The Class
spent.two days comparing maps in a world atlas
to determine patterns that wouM answer such
questions as: Do countries with a high gross
national product (GNP) have lower infant more
tality?

The student's comments in!his journal follow
exakly as they were written without corree-
tions of spelling, capitalization, and- grammar:

Mite mixed on what to write. , Literacy
is. "interconnected with infatit mortality because
you havc to read to understand health etc. It
shows how population is high in some countries
and in other eintinries not so populated. The facts
show.that '....usny subjects, such so infant mortality,
life expectancy, literecy, and populetion,
can fit together in the world es glob*" prohkuts.

This, I'm pretty sure; doesn't make that much
'once to you. It's hod for me to **kin it. I think

iteally here to get into our subject more for thk
quarter to explain it. I think I madly have to get
into our subject more for this quarter to explain
my ammo (a) hMter.
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t ei4okoirAvt.
kn. Yostose
,ahmst.thas..
Infant
mcans
theY Pat Oo7, (304. tir
lot easier. 'Jape* boo this 4/1
because it hos large G.N. Litentsrf, otestose mit
you reed and write. Your taippoi,4 tat tonlose
literacy with being *mem r duet& "tussle Me a
lot 4 Literacy? Population how many peo-
ple, in * *Ma. They bar On the island
they call Joplin. N. wirakto the 'people are So

I didn't learn much bas I did learn sonsetitioi
thow it is one his bkorr. If you hare bad 'GNP
there would be Intent Mortality which would stut
down population I can't gm the rest .

What I don't get I. how it all ties in and hpw life
expeetency and infant mortality here to do with
globel prob

tleirned iht countries With f high G.NA aro
countries with lower htfant mortality, longer ate
exPect_ancY, bik.r Iito_iraC6 tad PocitY well eel.
trolled Jpop tie*. Thom cduntries, atom
have, 'high G.N.P. *ay ate atfortsood arid
care. good e4i&uisko ani pad scientifie
dge and ins *ulnae. (I Peter
1L) The unit I easy and eduemionel, hot bar* I
hope that /suer in the unit we start some projects
to do hi
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reexaminv what the writer has said, compare it with
your own ideas and attitudes . . . and then digest it
with the admixture of your own enzymes." Radio
and television rarely offer an opportunity to reex-
amine content. As a consequence, Pei argues, listen-
ers passivLly adopt the corruptions of language that
bombard them daily in advertisements and regular
programs (5).

One of the few efforts to determine the effect of
television viewing on student achievement was
made in 1979-80 as part of the California Assess-
ment Program's annual testing of all sixth and
twelfth grade students in the public schools of the
state (9). Over 280,000 sixth graders and 230,000
twelfth graders were asked how much time they
spent watching television, doing .homework or
assigned reading, and reading other materials for
their own enjoyment.

The responses to the questions were compared to
test scores and such other factors as the socioeco-
nomic status (SES) of the students' families and the
students' levels of English language fluency. The
results were also examined to see if there wer,..! any
differences between the test results for boys and for
girls. Those who conducted the California study
said, "The results have not yet been analyzed in
detail, but there was one particularly noteworthy
indication: Students who watch a lot of television
generally score lower on the CAP tests than those
students who watch little or no television. The pre-
liminary results by no means prove that television
watching causes lower test scores; they do, how-
ever, suggest an important area for further research."
In discussing the overall relationship between test
scores and amount of television watched, the research-
ers had this to say:

1 he rate of decline in test performance of sixth grad-
ers remained constant with each increment of televi-
sion watching through three hours per day, then
became noticeably worse for those nearly 60,000
pupils or 20 percent of the sixth graders surveyed
who indicated they watch four or more hours per day.

welfth graders scores are similar except there is no
correspondingly sharp drop in test scores at the three-
hour point. More important, the reader will note that
the association between amount of television watched
and test scores attained for all subject matter areas
appears to be more pronounced amoung twelfth grad-
ers. 'their overall drop in test scores is correspond-
ingly greater for each subject area than is that of sixth
graders.

The attack on standard English is not limited to
the airways. Another serious threat, according to
scholar Jacques Barzun, comes from the pervasive-
ness of jargon -the pseudo-technical, muddy ver-
biage that finds its way into government reports,

academic papers and everyday speech. Writing in
The College Board Review, Barzun warned that
most Western languages are infected with "assembly-
line thinking. Leaving out poetry and some prose
fiction, contemporary writing is made up of prefab-
ricated parts- not words denoting things which
one can see, hear, smell or touch, but ready-made
expressions pointing vaguely to human experience
by way of abstraction and metaphor." (2)

The problem with phrases like "growth poten-
tial," Barzun contends, is "their remoteness from
reality." Writers use such prefabricated phrases not
only because of laziness, but for the sake of what
Barzun calls "verbal snobbery." "The abstractions
and metaphors are tokens of things most honored
in our civilization science, technology, philosophy,
the analytic mind ...and the certified expert." (2)

A more direct cause of the writing problem may
be that students are not required to do enough writ-
ing in school. A 1968 study by James Squire and
Robert Applebee found that in even the best high
school English programs, less than 16 percent of
class time was spent on composition, and most of
that time was devoted to aspects peripheral to writ-
ing (7).

As part of NAEP's 1974 assessment, the seventeen-
year-olds were asked how much writing they had
done in all their courses durtag the previous six
weeks. Thirteen percent repotted doing no writing
at all in the six-week period, and more than a quar-
ter (27 percent) reported writing only one or two
reports or essays. Three-fourths of the respondents
averaged less than one writing assignment per
week.

When California seniors who took the state's
Survey of Basic Skills in 1978-79 were asked how
many essays and reports they had written in the
previous six weeks, just over 22 percent answered
"none." Another 14 percent said they had written
only one essay or report, and 27 percent reported
they had done only two or three such papers. Only
about 12 percent of the semots indicated they had
written six to 10 reports or essays in the six-week
period.

The California assessment report noted a direct
relationship between the number of papers written
and the seniors' scores. For example, those who
had written two papers scored an average of 61.5
percent on the test, and those writing four or five
papers averaged 65.2 percent correct. Those who
reported no major writing assignments during the
previous six weeks had the lowest written expres-
sion scores while the group with the highest scores
reported writing six to 10 essays during the time
period. The latter group scored a little higher than
students who wrote 11 or more essays.

2 4
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In a study for the Ford Foundation, Balance the
Basics: Let Them Write, University of New Hamp-
shire education professor Donald H. Graves visited
several urban, suburban and rural school districts
in three states engaged in efforts to improve writing
programs. "In the three districts, children from the
2nd through 6th grades wrote an average of only
three pieces during a three-month period," Graves
said. "Even less writing was required at the second-
ary level. Yet, if writing is taken seriously, three
months should produce at least 75 pages of drafts
by students in the high school years," he concluded
3).

One obvious reason for the dearth of writing
assignments is that evaluating papers is a time-
consuming task. A. D. Van Nostrand of the Brown
University Center for Research in Writing esti-
mates that it takes a minimum of 20 minutes to
read and evaluate one essay. If a high school
teacher assigned two essays a week, that would add
an additional 50 hours to the teacher's work week.
In self-defense, Van Nostrand says, the teachers
teach "etiquette conventions of spelling and punc-
tuation,"- and "writing appreciation- -showing good
examples and saying 'go and do likewise. (11)

Another problem, according to Graves, is that
writing has been treated as a stepchild of reading.
Graves reviewed public investment at all levels for
the Ford Foundation study and found that "for
every dollar spent on teaching writing, a hundred
or more are spent on teaching reading." Graves also
determined that research on writing was "decades
behind tint on reading." (3)

This imbalance also appears in textbooks. Graves
found that only 10 to 15 percent of the content of
the language arts textbooks he surveyd concen-
trated on writing. Most texts were dominated by
exercises in grammar, punctuation, spelling, listen-
ing skills and vocabulary development. One text-
book editor told Graves: "When writing is part of a
reading series or when much writing is required, the
materials won't sell. Teachers want more labor-
saving devices, like easier scoring. Some publishers
have tried and they have been hurt by their yen-; tures." (3)

There is also strong evidence that most teachers
are not properly trained to teach writing. Graves
surveyed the Latalogs of 26 universities and found
that for elementary education candidates, there
were 169 courses in reading, 30 in children's 'itera-
ture, 21 in language arts and only two in the toach-
ing of writing.

The situation is no better for secondary school
teachers. James Moffett, an authority on schaol
composition, points out that as English majors,
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these teachers studied "almost nothing but litera-
ture and seldom wrote anything but essay question
tests and term papers." The result, he adds, "is that
they don't write well themselves for the simple rea-
son that they have had little writing experience. Lit-
tle in their English major or later in teacher training
would have prepared them to guide the writing of
others. Mechanical grammatical analysis and wretch-
ed little exercises with the sentence or the para-
graph filled the vacuum and contributed to the
'crisis in the ciassroom,'" he concludes (4).
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Chapter 2

Since its first Summer Wi,tiaig .astitute in 1974,
the Bay Area Writing Project (BAWP, at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, has had a profound
effect on countless teachers and students. Its impact
has reached beyond the Bay Area through its off-
spring, the California Writing Project (CWP), and
beyond the state 'through the National Writing Proj-
ect (NWP). The growth of the BAWP idea is a
major success story in American education.

Inspiration for the Bay Area project came in
1971, prompted by concern about the quality of thc
writing produced by freshmen at the University of
C alifornia, Berkeley. It was decided at the outset,
according to James Gray, BA WP director, that the
university should not try to fix "blame" for this
writing problem, but instead should work coopera-
tively with public schools in an attempt to find a
solution.

This decision led to the development of BAWP's
corethe Summer Writing Institutes. By the summer
of 1980, these institutes had trained more than 175
preschool, elementary, secondary and coPege teachers.
After receiving the training provided by the insti-
tutes, these teachers conduct in-service workshops
to share with other teachers proven techniques for
teaching writing.

The concern that prompted the formation of
BAWP was shared by educators at the state level.
In late 1975, the superintendent of public instruc-
tion asked William Webster, then deputy superin-
tendent for programs, and George Nernetz, consul-
tant in English in the State Department of Educa-

tion, to explore ways the Department could help
reverse the decline in students' writing ability.
BAWP, which had already completed two successful
summer institutes, was a natural model for the
statewide effort.

While the state-level planning was under way,
BAWP received word that the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities would provide seed money
to establish additional writing projects. By the
spring of 1980, a total of 16 sites in California and
59 additional sites nationwide had been estab-
lished, forming a network that maintained com-
munications through a national newsletter, yearly
meetings of project directors, an NWP advisory
committee and periodic visits by members of the
BA WP staff. Thus, what began as a regional
attempt to meet a regional need had evolved, on1N

five years after the first summer institute met, into
a national effort through the NWP.

The Bay Area Writing Project
Although many reasons have been given for the

weaknesses in student writing, Gray says, "Investi-
gation and experience now show that the single
most important factor is"a lack of expertise on the
part of teachers themselves. While much is known
about the teaching of composition," he continues,
"this knowledge is prk-sently limited to a small
number of researchers and experts in the field; little
information on writing instruction has been trans-
mitted to those most concerned with this process



the English teachers in the public school systems."
Many teachers, Gray maintains, simply have not
been adequately prepared to teach writing.

Nevertheless, there are outstanding teachers of
writing in the ,schools, and BAWP gives them full
recognition. These teachers are themselves sources
of knowledge about the teaching of writing--
knowledge based not on books of composition the-
ory, but on the successes and failures of day-to-day
classroom experience. These teachers can be identi-
fied, brought together to share what each has
discovered individually and exposed to current
theoretical knowledge. Thus trained, Gray explains,
these teachers of writing become the best teachers
of other teachers best because their infarmation
has stood the test of classroom practice and has
been presented in practical terms that other teachers
can translate directly into lessons for their students.

BAWP's Summer Institutes

From the above assumptions, the basic model
for the BAWP Summer Writing Institutes was
created. Gray, then supervisor of English education
at the University of California, Berkeley, was expe-
rienced in programs that used teachers to train
other teachers. In the most ambitious of these pro-
grams, about 200 English teachers were trained to
proide in-service training to their colleagues. But
this program failed to have lasting impact, Gray
says, because the teacher consultants were widely
scattered across the state and because follow-up
was random. From that experience, Gray explains,
two lessons were learned: To have impact, a pro-
gram should be concentrated geographically, and it
should have a narrower focus than the entire En-
glish curriculum. BAWP met these criteria by
working only with teachers from the nine counties
of the San Francisco Bay Area and by focusing on
the teaching of writing.

Attending the first summer institute in 1974 were
25 exemplary composition teachers, selected and
designated as University Fellows. The University of
California, Berkeley, budgeted $13,000 for the pro-
gram's first year, including $500 stipends for each
teacher to cover tuition and other costs. The insti-
tute's chief aims were to get the teachers to share
effective materials and techniques, air frustration§
they had experienced in the classroom, learn how
others had solved problems and challenge one
another on theories and methods.

The summer institutes meet four days a week for
five weeks. During morning sessions, fellows indi-
vidually demonstrate methods of teaching writing
that they have used successfully in their class-
rooms. Each speaker explains the theoretical assump-
tions behind the method demonstrated and de-
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scribes the skills it is designed to teach. Frequently,
he or she distributes personally developed instruc-
tional materials and examples of student work.
Often, too, the speaker asks the audience to assume
the role of students and do the writing assignments
the method requires. Presentations by the fellows
are supplemented by those of guest speakers
nationally known authorities on the teaching of
writing who explain significant researrh findings or
describe approaches not covered by the fellows.

The institutes promote no single philosophy or
methodology. Instead, teachers are presented with
a cross section of theories and approaches they can
weigh and debate. Within this flexible framework,
however, BAWP has evolved a core of topics its
staff considers important to successful writing
instruction:

The composing process: prewriting activities
through revision

Syntax: rhetoric developed by Francis Chris-
tensen (2),* sentence combining, examination
of common errors
Sequence: from personal writing to analytical
writing, forming the thesis, patterns of reason-
ing, sources of content
Small-group techniques: peer criticism, writ-
ing to real audiences within the classroom,
reading aloud in small groups
Writing assessment: holistic and close reading
techniques, schoolwide assessment

BAWP institutes deliberately mix teachers from
all grade levels, kindergarten through graduate
school. Through their discussions, participants dis-
cover that the writing process is the same at all
levels; no sequence requires students to learn to
write a sentence at one grade level, a paragraph at
another and an essay even later. Instead, students
at all grade levels can work on complete pieces of
discourse, with the teacher focusing on the process
of writing at whatever level of maturity the student
is able to understand.

Teachers Write, Write and Write
The most revolutionaryand in some respects

the most importantaspect of the institute pro-
gram is the volume of writing done by the partici-
pants. During the first four weeks, the fellows are
asked to write about a subject that interests them
from three points of view, ranging from the per-
sonal to the analytical. Papers are duplicated and
distributed to small writing response groups, where

*This number and all other numbers in parentheses refer to the
Selected References at the end of this chapter where complete biblio-
graphical data are given.
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each is read aloud by the writer and discussed
thoroughly.

During the final week, the teachers write per-
sonal position papers describing their philosophies
and practices in light of the new information and
insights they have received.

At first, many of the teachers find writing for
colleagues to be a frightening experience. Many
have written little besides personal letters and les-
son plans since graduating from college. The per-
sonal writing, however, breaks down barriers that
might exist among teachers from different schools,
grade levels and backgrounds, and it becomes the
highlight of the summer experience for many.

Besides helping weld the group together, the
extensive writing, though exhausting, gives partici-
pants a sense of what students go through when
they write. "Those of us who experienced that first
summer program at Berkeley came away convinced
that English teachers who want to teach writing
must themselves write," says Mary Lee Glass, an
English teacher at Gunn High School in Palo Alto.
"Only when we have practiced writing along with
reading about it when we have agonized over the
process as well as theorized about it can we have
the patience, persistence and on-the-job inspiration
to understand and use approaches that others have
worked out. And only then can we begin to com-
prehend what it is like to be a kid faced with a
blank piece of paper."

The writing response groups, which meet after-
noons throughout the summer institute, provide a
model for future small-group work in the class-
room. Students, like these teachers, are more apt to
discover errors when reading their papers aloud
than they are when proofreading silently. Also, stu-
dents are more likely to remember rules for writing
mechanics when they point out e rrors in one anoth-
er's writing, Jean Jensen, former teacher at Las
Lomas High School in Walnut Creek, found her
students were less likely to repeat errors called to
their attention by their peers.

Teachers complete the institute invigorated and
eager to share their new knowledge and insight
with their colleagues. Just before they leave the
institute, the fellows have one more assignment: a
written curriculum project. Frequently, these proj-
ects are materials the teachers prepare for the in-
service training they conduct in Bay Area school
districts. The materials can also be tailored for use
in the teacher's own classroom.

District In-service Training
After the first summer institute, key school

administrators recommended by the summer fel-
lows were invited to a dinner meeting at the

University's Faculty Club, which was hosted by the
dean of the School of Education and the dean of
the School of Letters and Sciences. The two deans
stressed the university's view that the schools and
universities shared a writing problem that could
only be solved through cooperative efforts. The
administrators were urged to use the talents of the
teacher/consultants who completed the institute in
in-service training programs at the school or dis-
trict level. The range of consulting services pro-
vided by BAWP also was explained.

Any in-service training coordinated by BAWP is
planned cooperatively by project and district per-
sonnel; cooperative planning ensures that the train-
ing will be directed toward local needs an:.4 that the
district will be committed to its success. The district
also makes a financial commitment to cover the
cost of the teacher/consultants.

The in-service programs are flexible and take
various forms, depending on the desires and needs
of the district. The typical year-long piogram
involves ten or more three-hour sessions conducted
every other week by teacher/ consultants trained in
the summer institutes and coordinated by the
BAWP staff. A full range of specific approaches to
teaching composition is introduced. Because each
session is long, the teachers have time to write as if
they were the students who eventually receive the
instruction. Other possible programs include after-
school or Saturday workshops, English depart-
ment presentations and school-wide across-the-cur-
riculum workshops. In some programs, partici-
pants write out-of-class assignments that are read
and revised in small writing response groups.

Year-long BAWP in-service programs for school
districts usually include presentations on many of
the following topics:

Organization of the writing class:

Improving teacher responses to student writ-
ing, including the correcting and grading of
student papers
Examining various sequences for teaching writ-
ing

Using and organizing writing folders

The theoretical bases for writing programs:
The composing process from prewriting to
writing to revising
Research on the development of writing ability
The connections between oral language and
writing and between reading and writing
The connections between the study of gram-
mar and the improvement of writing ability
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Specific practices in the teaching of composition:

Teaching writing across the curriculum
Encouraging writing to a variety of audiences
Using sentence-combining activities
Teaching the reluctant or remedial writer
Using small writing response groups
Directing the writing of research papers and
papers about literature
Helping students move from personal expe-
rience writing to writing about ideas
Stimulating fluency prior to dealing with form
and correctness

Evaluating writing programs:
Methods of evaluating writing ability for grad-
ing, placing and choosing appropriate curric-
ulum materials
Methods of measuring writing competencies
and evaluating programs

Other in-service programs spawned by the BAWP
include:

Ten-week, three-hour workshop programs leu
by teacher/consultants in Stanislaus, Tuolumne
and the nine Bay Area counties, including
follow-up programs in subsequent years
A five-year writing improvement program
planned cooperatively by the Santa Rosa Uni-
fied School District and BAWP, which began
with a summer program for junior high school
teachers
District assessments of writing ability using
holistic scoring of writing samples, planned
cooperatively by district teachers and BAWP
consultants
Year-long in-service training series for college
instructors of writing, sponsored by BA WP
and RAEBCU (Regional Association of East
Bay Colleges and Universities)
Writing-across-the-curriculum workshops for
entire faculties of schools funded by California
Assembly Bills 551 and 65
Districtwide revision of composition programs
and requirements in Petaluma and Milpitas
school districts by their own teachers/consultants
Annual writing seminars at Diablo Valley Col-
lege for English department staff members

For more information about BAWP in-service
education programs, write to:

Bay Area Writing Project
School of Education
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
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Impact in the Classroom:
The Las Lomas English Program

One of the Bay Area schools most profoundly
influenced by BAWP is Las Lomas High School in
Walnut Creek. Several Las Lomas teachers have
attended either the summer institutes or other
BA WP activities.

The English program at Las Lomas High School,
in the process of changing since 1964, took on a
clearer focus after Jean Jensen, former head of the
..:nglish department, attended the first BAWP sum-
mer institute. Las Lomas then began assessing stu-
dents' writing each year and altered the structure of
its courses. Composition is now the focus of six
one-semester courses. Freshmen and sophomores
are required to take one semester each of composi-
tion and literature. Juniors and seniors must take
either practical composition (if they do not plan to
go to college) or advanced composition. Journal-
ism, a creative writing workshop and a number of
literature courses are offered as electives.

The composition and literature classes overlap
somewhat. In composition, students analyze books
and shorter passages by contemporary authors
which exemplify good writing techniques. In the
literature courses, the students apply a variety of
writing techniques to the books they have read. For
example, freshmen learn to write monologues in
composition class; in literature, the students might
be asked to write a monologue for a character,
creating a scene that was not in the book.

Dividing the courses this way has "made writing
important to both the parents and the kids," says
Jensen, who believes such an approach is the only
logical way to teach both subjects. "Otherwise,
there's too much to cover and something gets
neglected."

Composition Classes
Assignments in each Las Lomas class call for

learning a progression of simple to complex skills.
Students begin Tim Boorda's freshman composi-
tion course by interviewing a classmate and writing
a "biographical fragment" about that person. The
assignment teaches organization, Boorda says, be-
cause the writer must arrange details in order of
importance. It also helps establish an attitude of
trust among students in the class. Next, students
write a. series of monologues to develop skill in the
use of sensory data. Then they write dialogues
based on classroom improvisations and compose
and deliver speeches. In a journalism unit, students
write news stories, features and editorials. They
also write a paper analyzing the main idea pre-
sented in a film or videotape.
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Each week Boorda's students prepare several
"free writing" assignments based on suggestions
that arise in class discussions and written in a form
of the student's choosing. After completing several
free writing assignments, each student selects one
to revise into a finished piece. Along with writing,
reading is stressed. Students must read 500 pages
each quarter to earn a C, 750 pages for a B and
1,000 pages for an A.

Assignments in Bob McKechnie's sophomore
composition course give students a sense of writing
to an audience. The topics progress in a logical
sequence, from those for an audience of one a
personal or subjective piece--to those for an audience
of many. McKechnie introduces each assignment
with an experience the whole class can share. Stu-
dents then tell him briefly what they plan to write,
thus assuring him that they understand the assign-
ment. Next, they write in class with McKechnie's
help. Each student shares his or her writing with a
classmate for a response. The paper is then handed
in for McKechnie's evaluation.

Major assignments in McKechnie's class are:
Stream of consciousness
Dreamwork writing about a dream or fantasy

Use of quotations in a writing sample
Description of a person (from an interview)
Description of a thing (from a photograph or
object)
Observations from a trip to San Francisco
Autobiographical fragments (early life, an in-
tensely negative experience, an intensely posi-
tive experience, a turning point, the future)
Ordering facts in a story
Interview of a person on an issue and giving an
opinion
Personal opinion
A final paper that incorporates skills learned
during the semester

Practical Writing
The practical composition course at Las Lomas

is designed for students who do not plan to go to
college. It combines career education with practical
writing skills. When it was first offered, the course
focused on "nuts and bolts" writing. Teachers also
invited members of the business community to
speak to the class.

"One of our speakers was a woman from the
State Department of Employment," Jensen says.
"She told our students how important writing
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could be in preparing to enter the job market. 'You
must write a great deal in order to find out who you
are and what you want to make of your lives,' she
told them. 'When you are almost written out, then
learn to do the practical things." Her comment
suggested new possibilities for the course, which
has since been substantially expanded.

Now, the first nine weeks of the course are
devoted to personal writing. Students explore their
likes and dislikes, their backgrounds and what they
would like to do. During the 'second nine weeks,
they interview guest speakers about finding an
apartment, buying a car and looking for a job;
writing assignments during this quarter relate to
the interviews. The students also write business let-
ters, including a complaint to the Better Business
Bureau. McKechnie's students concentrate on com-
mon errors in usage. On Monday, he hands out
and explains a usage sheet that includes examples.
The students practice and have a quiz before the
next concept is introduced. The concepts covered
are sentences and sentence fragments; run-together
sentences; pronoun reference; subject-verb agree-
ment; and use of the comma, semicolon, colon anc4
apostrophe. All the practical composition teackers
conduct with each student a mock job interview
that is videotaped and reviewed privately with the
student. One year, several students applied for and
got jobs shortly after their mock interviews. "They
came back convinced they got the :,5.1bs -because
they'd been in that class," Jensen says.

Advanced Writing
Advanced composition, a demanding course de-

veloped by four members of the Las Lomas English
department, is team taught by two teachers at a
time. The four teachers share a preparation period
during which they polish and refine writing assign-
ments. "We discovered that one of the most impor-
tant things we can do is give a good assignment,"
Jensen explains. "Every year we rewrite the assign-
ments to correct loopholes or things the kids don't
understand. All assignments are mimeographed.
We spend an entire class period explaining an
assignment and answering all the questions." The
teachers themselves have written on all the topics
they assign and sometimes share their own papers
with the class.

The semester begins with ice-breaking exercises,
making a limerick out of one's own name, for
example. These activities help build trust and
respect so the students will feel comfortable sharing
their writing with the class. Students then write a
one-page paper about an object they value and
read the papers to the class.
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Ihe instructors use author Ken Macrorie's con-
cept of a "helping circle" (8) (see Chapter 4, page
49). "After a student has read, we ask, 'Now that
you have read your paper, would you change any-
thing, or are you satisfied that this work is your
best effort?' "says Jensen. "That's a key question to
ask before anybody makes any comments. And we
do a good deal of talking about sensing your
audience. 'You can tell if what you thought was
funny is really funny if your audience laughs. If
there's an appreciative silence when you finish, you
know you've really hit home.'

"And we try to get the kids to be specific,"
Jensen continues. "We don't want them just to say,
'Oh, that was s000 good.' We want them to say, 'I
really likcd the way you developed the character of
the person you were interviewing. Specifically, I

liked the fact that you called him a craggy, rugged,
mountanieering type of human being and that
those were the words you used.' That's very hard
for kids to do, but I think once they begin to do
that, then they can write themselves."

Students also share their writing with each other
in editing groups they' form themselves. Discussion
is aided by a set of written guidelines that the
teachers hand out and explain.

Assignments progress in difficulty from sentence-
combining exercises to writing descriptively from
various points of view. The saidents write an inter-
view with a member of their class. Then they ana-
lyre examples of contemporary literature and practice
such techniques as effective repetition. These exer-
cises lead to one of the major assignments, a posi-
tion paper in which the student takes a stand on a
controversial topic.

Next, students study The New Journalism by
Tom Wolfe, in which Wolfe argues that the writer's
own reactions to an experience should be an inte-
gral part of the finished product (10). The students
pair off and spend a day in San Francisco observ-
ing and gathering material for a "saturation paper."

A handout tells students what is expected in this
assignment:

Your papers should reflect your San Francisco expe-
rience. Using all sorts of sensory data, dialogue, de-
scription, reflection, telling facts and any other
goodies you can remember, try to make this paper
another attempt to go through facts (experiences) to a
LARGER MEANING. In other words, try to make
your paper make a statement about the city of San
Francisco as seen through your eyes .... Imagine
that you are a camera and allow yourself to select
dose-up shots and panoramic shots, all to emphasize
what you want your reader to realize when'he or she
finishes your paper. Your readers should be able to
identify with you so that they will follow your words

to perceive what you perceive, interpret as you want
them to and finally arrive at the same evaluation of
your materials as you do.

The assignment sheet suggests many interesting
sights to see, and it closes with this admonition:
"Take notes and don't rely exclusively on your
memories. Good reporters always note their mate-
rial for later use."

For the final paper of the course, students are
asked to synthesize all the techniques they have
practiced. From a list of historic buildings, they
select one that interests them, research its past and
visit the site. "Dream a little," the assignment sheet
instructs. "Try to bring this place to Efe, first for
yourself, then for your readers." Students .are
reminded that they should use clever flashbacks
and transitions to "bring all of the artistry of fiction
to a piece of nonfiction writing."

I Jdition to these formidable assignments,
advanced composition students also do many free
writings, some of which are revised and handed in
to be graded. (Every student paper is read by the
teachers, but not all are graded.) If time permits,
the students write a poem and a short story in class.
They may also take the University of California's
Subject-A examination, an essay test that deter-
mines whether entering freshmen must take the
University's remedial English course. Like the
other writing classes at Las Lomas, advanced com-
position stresses usage through style sheets.

The Students' Verdict
What do the students think about the writing

courses at Las Lomas?
The yearbook class, composed of juniors, seniors

and a few sophomores, engaged in a freewheeling
discussion on the subject one day in the spring of
1978. Comments were generally positive, although
students had complaints about specific teachers or
an aspect of a course. A few expressed concern
about skills they felt had not been given sufficient
emphasis.

"Freshmen and sophomore English classes were
really good," says Bob Owens, a junior. "The dif-
ferent kinds of writing stimulated your thinking."
Owens especially enjoyed an assignment on dreams
and other exercises that enabled him to jot ideas
down before starting to write. He did not enjoy
writing in literature class as much as composition,
though.

"Before, I never liked writing," says Carolyn
Krapa. However, she says, the Las Lomas courses
"gave one freedom to express oneself in different
ways" and made her want to write more.
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Debby Young enthusiastically described the ad-
vanced composition class as the highlight of her
high school career. "You learn a ton in advanced
comp," she says, adding that she enjoyed the inter-
action between teachers and students. "I feel my
writing has improved very much."

Although grammar is usually the least popular
aspect of English, several students say more atten-
tion should be given to gra.mmar in their courses. "I
haven't had grammar since the eighth grade,"
explains Kristie Snider. "I can't tell you what a
proper sentence is. I don't like grammar," she adds,
"but I may need it in college."

For Joe Anthony, former Las Lomas principal,
the changes wrought by the writing project have
been positive and significant. In 1975, Las Lomas
began giving a writing assessment each year to all
its students. According to a BAWP analysis, the
average writing assessment score for freshmen (on a
scale of 2 to 18) rose from 9.07 in 1975 to 10.93 a
year later. Those who were sophomores in 1975 saw
their average scores rise from 10.81 to 13.03 by
their senior year.

Perhaps more dramatic than the test scores,
however, are the changes in attitude. "Pupils no
longer dread English," Anthony says. "On the con-
trary, we have 1,225 students and our enrollment in
English is 1,300 plus; obviously, many elect to take
two periods of English." The benefits of the project
are not limited to students who are strong in English.
"There seems to be appreciation and a desire to
learn on the part of most students," Anthony con-
tinues. "They are being asked to do things that
make sense to them, and they are experiencing
success success that had been denied before. Kids
who would not even attend class, much less write
for a teacher, are now volunteering to read their
writings to the class."

Anthony, who formerly chaired the Las Lomas
English department, also notes "a growing trend
for all departments in the school to expect correct
writing from students. The departments all elected
to require students to write in ink with correct sen-
tence structure, spelling and word usage. All depart-
ments require written responses to questions. Stu-
dents no longer feel ihat writing is a skill used only
in an English class."

Jean Jensen, former head of the English depart-
ment, beiieves this BAWP-coordinated writing proj-
ect also has had a positive impact on English
teachers. "Since we teachers both write and read
our papers, the sense of professional admiration in
the department comes through loud and clear. We
respect one another a great deal more now. Because
we read the 1,200 (writing assessment) papers
together," she adds, "our sense of what makes an A
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or C paper tends to be more standardized. Because
we make every effort to keep up with current
research, our curriculum guide is fluid it changes
every year, growing more useful as the years go
by."

One factor that probably contributes to their suc-
cess, Jensen says, is that persons who teach the
same course generally prepare it together. Another
positive--and controversialaspect is that each
staff member teaches at least four different courses
requiring different kinds of preparation. "All of us
found this a little overwhelming to begin with,"
Jensen says. "Now we would not have it any other
way."

In her travels as a teacher/ consultant, Jensen
stresses a key BAWP tenet --that there is no one
"right" way to teach writing. "We think what we do
at Las Lomas is extra special, but it might not work
somewhere else," she says. "The teaching of writing
must be adapted to the teachers, the students and
the school community."

Other Bay Area Writing Project Activities
Not every school receives BAWP's new concepts

and techniques warmly. In a district where only
one teacher has been involved in the project, isola-
tion can be a real problem. When a class lesson
eagerly prepared b) the teacher fails miserably, no
one is nearby to analyze and commiserne. Even in
the best of situations, there is a darger that the
teacher's ideas will grow s,ale without the crucial
element of follow-up.

For these reasons, the BAWP sponsors many
activities that keep institute graduates in touch
with each other and with new developments. As
local in-service programs begin to take shape, the
teacher/ consultants attend planning meetings to
coordinate and compare presentations. BAWP
also hosts monthly three-hour Saturday meetings
for all teacher/ consultants throughout the year. At
some meetings the teachers write; at others they
hear new presentations or guest speakers. Atten-
dance at the Saturday sessions averages 40 to 50
about one-third of the total number of institute
graduates says James Gray, BAWP director. All
teacher/consultants are also invited to hear guest
speakers at each summer institute.

Some teachers, eager to keep improving their
writing, form groups that continue to meet during
the year. Others form special-interest groups that
stress logic, reasoning, syntax, secondary curricu-
lum and other areas. Elementary teacher/consul-
tants meet together by grade level to discuss
common problems. A similar group has been
formed for college teachers who have attended
summer institutes.
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1 hose Who do not join groups or attend meetings
can still keep in touch through the BAWP newslet-
ter. Many articles are contributed by the teacher
consultants themselves. Some articles describe activ-
ities of individuals; others discuss new develop-
ments of the project; still others explore some
aspect or w.riting.

An Expanding Circle
Interest in BAWP techniques has spread beyond

the continental United States. In the summer of
1978. BAWP teacher consultants conducted work-
shops in the Virgin Islands and Alaska. and in En-
gland for teachers at LS. Department of Defense
overseas schools for military dependents. In 1979,
workshops were again held in England and Alaska,
and BAWP teacher consultants traveled to Tokyo.
Singapore and Hawaii as well. This worldwide out-
reach seems likely to continue as word of BAWP's
success in helping teachers spreads.

The Open Program
The irk itational summer insfitutes and the in-

service workshops generated so much interest from
teachers that, by the spring of 1976, the BAWP
office was deluged with inquiries from teachers
wishing to participate in its activities. To meet this
demand, the BAWP staff decided to start a new
course that summer, which would be open to
anyone who wished to enroll. This course, dubbed
the Open Program, has since been offered each
summer as a part of the University of California,
Berkeley, Summer Program for Teachers. For-
mally entitled "Teaching Writing at All Grade Lev-
els," the course is coordinated and taught by a team
of BAWP teacher consultants. Enrollment has
ranged between 70 and 100 teachers representing
grade levels from kindergarten through college.
They include not only English teachers but also
teachers of social studies, mathematics, homemak-
ing, physical education and many other disciplines.
School administrators also have enrolled. Teachers
from as far away as New Orleans, Philadelphia and
Anchorage have enrolled in the program.

Participants in the Open Program read valuable
research and have theoretical discussions about
teaching writing; hear presentations by the instruc-
tors, by teacher consultants from past summer
institutes and by guest speakers; and meet in small
groups to discuss special areas of interest or
methods for applying new ideas at specific grade
levels.

Most important, like teachers in the invitational
program, Open Program participants write. Their
papers range from pieces about personal experi-
ences to fiction, poetry, essays and, finally, a state-

ment of personal philosophy about teaching writing.
Their writing is duplicated and read and discussed
in small groups. At the end of the summer, partici-
pants publish several anthologies of the writing
they have done.

For more information about the Summer Pro-
gram for Teachers, write to:

Summer Program for Teachers
School of Education
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

Other BAWP Programs
Hie BAWP also is involved in other teache du-

cation efforts. One of these is the Subject-A lin-
ing Program. Subject-A is the University of Cali-
fornia's basic writing course for all students who
score below 600 on the English achievement section
of the College Entrance Examination Board test
and who fail an additional essay examination.

Each year, 15 University of California, Berkeley,
feeder high schools are invited to send an advanced
composition teacher to a two-week summer train-
ing program conducted by the Subject-A staff at
the Unkersity. In this program, similar to one for
new instructors of Subject-A, teachers study the
Subject-A methodology, examine diagnostic essays,
visit Subject-A classes, write Subject-A essays
themsekes and discuss problems and concerns with
the Subject-A staff. After the summer session, the
Subject-A staff visits the teachers' schools to read
and discuss essays with student writers. The pur-
pose of this program is to pass on to high school
teachers the techniques the Subject-A staff has
developed to prepare students for college writing in
ten weeks, so that more entering freshmen can
bypass Subject-A.

For more information, write to:
Subject-A Department
216 Dwinelle Annex
University of California
Beikeley, CA 94720 0.

To help make sure that new teachers leave col-
lege adequately trained to teach writing, BAWP is
involved in the University of California's Pre-
Service Credential Program, an experimental pro-
gram for English and related majors who plan to
teach in intermediate and secondary schools. The
program draws extensively on BA WP teacher/con-
sultants as classroom supervising teachers and as
guest instructors in professional courses on cam-
pus. During the winter quarter, credential candi-
dates participate in a miniature version of BAWP's
summer institutes. In the spring, their supervised
teaching experience also includes field .esearch on
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the teaching of writing, usually in collaboration
with BAWP teacher consultants. Program gradu-
ates are fully credentialed as English teachers with
special qualifications for teaching writing.

In addition, a Master of Art'i in Teaching is
available. Jointly administered by the English and
education faculties, the M.A.T. program affords
candidates wide latitude in relating academic and
theoretical interests to classroom problems encoun-
tered by teachers.

For more information about either the Pre-
SerN ice Credential Program or the M.A.T. pro-
gram. write:

Kenneth S. Lane or Grace I), Maertins
c o Bay Area Writing Project
School of Education

ersitv of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

Classroom-Based Research

One of BA WP's bash; assumptions is that class-
room teaching, in itself, is a source of knowledge
about how students learn that is parallel to (although
difE rent from) the knowledge that grows out of
lank ersity-based research and theorizing. Given the
time and the methodology, the BAWP staff believes,
teachers could indeed test their ideas about what

orks best in the classroom and present their find-
ings in a form useful to other teachers.

Acting on this belief. three BAWP teacher
consultants. Nk it h the help of a BAWP research
assistant. have completed studies of the class-
room effects of methods. materials or ideas thev
de ekiped for teaching writing.

Rebekah Caplan, a teacher at Foothill High
School in Pleasanton, tested materials she had
de\ eloped for teaching students to use more spec
cific, N IN id language. Caplan and two other teachers
of twelfth grade advanced composition each taught
the maf-rials to one class and also taught a control
class receiN ed the same instruction except for
the Caplan material. Students in all classes wrote
essays of argumentation and personal narratives at
the beginning and the end of the experiment. Stu-
dents in Caplan's project class made significant
gains on both papers as compared with her control
class: there was, however, no significant difference
between students in the project and control classes
of the other teachers, both of whom made less use
of C'aplan's program than she did.

In another project, Pat Woodworth, a teacher at
omales High School, and Catharine Keech, a

BA WP research assistant, set out to see if students
writing for specific audiences would write better
than students aiming at a general audience. Stu-
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dents in six classes were randomly assigned three
different forms of the same topic: Write about "The
first time you experienced something which may
later have become ordinary, or may never have
been repeated, but was special when experienced
for the first time." For one-third of the students, no
audience was specified. Another third was told,
"Imagine you are writing for someone who has not
yet had, but may soon have, a similar experience."
The remaining students were asked to "Choose
someone you know, who has not yet had, but may
soon have, a similar experience."

Woodworth and Keech discovered no significant
difference in the writing of the three groups, but
they did find that students who had been told their
papers would be read and analyzed by an outside
research team wrote consistently better for this
assignment than they usually did. They concluded
that audience did int'ecd have an effect on the qual-
ity of writing, but that the real audience perceived
by all three groups was the researchers. They
further concluded that students may be motivated
to produce their best efforts by a "sense of occa-
sion," which can be provided by a variety of rhetor-
ical situations writing for real audiences, writing
for special testers, writing for publication and writ-
ing to share with peers.

Composition Starter

A Teacher-Tested Idea from
an English Journal Workshop

The object 'of this exercise is to put ykur-
self inside an object. Give the object you ljave
chosen a character. Try to imagine how/ the
object sees things. Look at the world around
you ,from -the object's point of view. Students
should be given examples of raonologuesof this
type (not very many, but enough to indicate the
pattern) and ideas for objects they might choose
as subjects (grain of sand, pencil, piece of limb-
ble gum, desk). The monologues should be writ-
ten in chos, though some students Will need to
take them home to finish them. T4ie next day
studenmts can read their monalo ues aloud.
(Most are eager to do so.) An inter ting
siion might follow as students ta about the
unique traits brought out in the $apers.
nations may be further stretched Jby having stu-
dents take the part of their obje s and carry on
dialogues with other objects.

Donna thoglii
Souihern HflJ Junior High School
Boulder,

Reprinted from the December, 1073, English Jour/mil by permission
of the fietional Council of Tesehers of English.
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I n a third research study. St... phanie Gray, another
teacher at Foothill High School, tested the effects
on ninth and cleYenth graders of a training pro-
gram in expository yy riting she had developed
entitled "Writing from Giy en Information." Two
project classes and tw o control classes were used,
and all \A ere asked to write both compare-and-
contrast and process essays before and after the
program. The eleventh grade project class made
statistically significant overall gains on both types
of essays and, in analytic readings of the essays,
ako increased the number of comparative terms
used and the number of sentences referring to both
items being compared. The ninth grade classes did
not improye, primarily, the researchers feel, because
of motiy ational factors w ithin the school com-
pletely unrelated to the materials.

fhese three studies and samples of the teaching
materiak used by the teacher researchers were
published by BA WP in late 1980. Additional
classroom-based research studies are under wav
and will be published w hen completed.

For more information about teacher-conducted
classroom research, write to:

Bay- Area Writing Project
School of Education

ni ersitv of California
Berkeley, CA 94720

Publications of BA W P
n keeping with its belief that the classroom

teacher is a source of valuable knowledge about
teaching and learning, BAWP has launched a series
of teacher-written curriculum publications, each
focusing on a different aspect of teaching composi-
tion. One publication, written by teacher consul-
tants Ruby Bernstein and Bernard Tanner ( 1 ),

analyres writing samples from the California High
School Proficiency Examination. Other BAWP
curricuhim publications include Teaching Writing
K 8 (6) and Independent Stwly and Writing (4).
In Formative Writing (5), techniques are explained
that can be used by teachers in all subject areas to
help students use writing not merely as a means of
testing knowledge, but also as a method of gaining
know ledge. In other publications, Miriam Ylvi-
saker describes An Experinunt in Encouraging
Fluency (I I), and Mary K. Healy discusses her
techniques of Using Student Writing Response
Gnaws in the Classroom (7).

tinder the terms of its latest grant from the Car-
negie Foundation of New York and the National
Endowment for the Humanities, BAWP is prepar-
ing a series of publications for the National Writing
Project (NWP). These include a handbook for

NW P site directors, a handbook for schools and
districts on methods of assessing student writing
and a series of monographs describing teaching
practices entitled Writing Teachers at Work.

A complete list of aYailable titles and ordering
information for BAWP cu.riculum monographs
may be obtained by writing:

Bay Area Writing Project Publications
Education Business Office
1615 Tollman Hall
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
Phone: (415) 642-8683

Writing Across the Curriculum

BAWP believes that writing can be a powerful
tool for learning in all school subjects. "Whatever
we learn, we have to reconstruct for ourselves,-
says Mary K. Heal,', BAWP assistant director.
"We do that through language." During its first
five years, BAWP has included teachers of science,
social studies, business, mathematics and home
economics in its summer institutes and in-service
programs. By increasing writing opportunities in
other subjects, these teachers help students gain
new insights into subject matter as they improve
their writing.

The first step in writing across the curriculum is
to convince teachers to take a broader approach to
student writing experiences. Teachers need to see
that classroom writing can be addressed in other
roles than that of the "teacher-as-examiner." In her
own experience as a junior high school teacher and
teacher consultant, Healy found that writing is
rarely used to gauge a student's initial reaction to
subject matter.

I n contrast, seventh graders at Del Mar Interme-
diate School in Tiburon, where Healy teaches,
enhance their understanding of math by keeping
journals. Students are asked to write about their
past experiences in math, including areas where
they have had trouble. The teacher responds in
writing, completing two-way communication.

When a new concept is introduced, the students
write about it from their own points of view. After
the teacher introduces prime numbers, for exam-
ple, she asks them to write in their journals as if
they were explaining the concept to a fourth
grader. This assignment forces them to cast the
idea into their own words. Then the students share
their explanations in small groups, and the teacher
immediately can see which students understand
and which ones are confused. Those who do not
understand have explanations from their class-
mates to help them. Sometimes the students revise
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their journal entries and send them to fourth grad-
ers to see if their explanations really are understand-
able.

The students were skeptical of the journals at
first. Once they saw how useful the writing could
be, however, they quit complaining. The sharing of'
entries showed them th;tt people learn in different
ways. "Many students, especially young ones, think
there's only one way to learn and that their way is
wrong," Healy says. "They lose their power as
learners because they lose confidence. They need
not only to be told that people learn in different
ways but also to have it demonstrated."

To be successful, journal writing must be given a
central place in the work of the class. .1-he math
teacher explained why she thought the journals
Vere important and took the time to respond care-
fully to each student's entries. She read excerpts
aloud in class to show the variety of responses that
were possible. Students wrote more as the term
p rogressed.

In social studies at Del Mar, set enth graders
keep .journak and ako take notes on material for a
lengthy paper. During a unit on the culture of the
Middle Ages, the record observations drawn from
films, teachers' lectures and readings. As a final
exam, they describe a typical medieval dav from
the iew point of a specific person, such as a knight
or a serf. Their papers cot er such aspects of the
Middle Ages as the got ernment and the person's
attitude toward religion and nationalism. .1he stu-
dents share their first drafts in small groups.

"These sessions are fascinating," El ealy says. The
students talk about the papers in terms of both

riting skill and accuracy. Healy records the small-
group sessions and plays them back to monitor the
groups work. After the group sessions, the stu-
dents revise and rewrite their papers. 'Ihe teachers
judge the structure of the writing as well as the
content.

Healy uses a "no-fault" spelling policy. "If a stu-
dent puts a question mark over a word that might
be misspelled, the student is not penalized," she
explains. "The teacher will write the correct spell-
ing over the word once." 'Fhe student enters the
word in a writing folder, which the teacher consults
when grading. If the same word is misspelled again,
it does affect the student's grade. Spelling and
punctuation are not graded in student journals
these are considered first-draft writing exercises,
sometimes to be revised later for a grade. "The
focus in the journals is on students working out
their ideas," she explains.

Del Mar students also keep journals in science
class. A typical assignment (Light ask them to write
what they learned from a film. The exercise enables
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them to make connections between the subject mat-
ter and personal experience.

Writing across the curriculum also reinforces
learning of sub*t matter. As a review for a science
test, bilingual students at a suburban San Jose high
school were asked to combine sentences. They were
given three short sentences about muscles, for
example, to combine into a single sentence. This
process taught them to write more mature, com-
plex sentences and simultaneously reinforced the
subject matter. More entertaining assignments tell
students, "Assume you're a plant cell. Write a letter
to an animal cell, telling how you're different," or
"Describe how it feels to be a biceps muscle." The
school uses the same science unit tests t ;cry year.
According to Healy, test scores rose significantly
the ;ear writing was added to the course.

In all kinds of student writing drafts, journals,
expressive writing the success is proportionate to
the amount of importance the teacher attaches to
it, Healy maintains. "The teacher must be commit-
ted. That's why BAWP has teachers write in the
summer institutes and workshops. Unless teachers
experience (writing) and believe in it, they're not
going to teach it effectively or stay with it."

The California Writing Project (CWP)
The expansion of the BAWP concept to the state

level began ih 1975 when William Webster, then
deputy superintendent of public instruction for
programs, and George Nemetz, English consultant
in the California State Department of Education,
formed an Ad Hoc State Advisory Committee on
Student Writing. Fhe committee included a teach-
er consultant and the co-directors from BAWP as
well as teachers, administrators, parents, students
and college faculty from all areas of the state.

The committee recommended that the Depart-
ment identify outstanding teachers of composition
and outstanding composition programs. It also
recon mended that the Department, in cooperation
with local school districts, colleges, universities and
county offices of education, promote in-service
training in the teaching of writing by making use of
these exemplary teachers and programs. BAWP
became the model for the state program.

Members of the ad hoc committee from Los
Angeles began talking about forming an organiza-
tion to promote writing in th,hr area. One commit-
tee member was Edward N4. White, who, as
director of the English Equivalency Examination
program for the California State University and
Colleges (CSUC) at that time, knew English teachers
and administrators from all levels of education. A
local steering committee was formed in May 1976.
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Attending the first meeting were representatives
from public school districts, county offices of edu-
cation, the CSUC and the University of California
systems, private colleges and universities and an ex-
officio member of the California State Department
of Education. This highly representative grcrip laid
the groundwork for cooperative working relation-
ships in the California Writing Project (CWP).

As a first step, the Los Angeles steering commit-
tee planned a large meeting for the fall of 1976 to
publicize BAWP and explore avenues of future
funding. The cost of this meeting was borne by the
California State Department of Education. Pvrt of
the agenda was devoted to bringing educators from
the same geographic area together to design a writ-
ing project.

From this meeting emerged plans for three Cali-
fornia Writing Projects in the Los Angeles Area:

Me ,' (alifirrnia Writing Project in coop-
eration with Santa Monica College

The South Basin Writing Project (University
of Southern California; California State Col-
lege Dominguez Hills; California State Uni-
versity Fullerton; and California State Uni-
versity Long Beach)

Pre Inland Area Writing Project (University
of California Riverside, and California State
University San Bernardino)

'Fhe California State Department of Education
later sponsored similar conferences in San Diego
and Chico to stimulate interest in writing projects
in those areas. Then the National Endowment for
the Humanities (NEH) became i-sterested in spread-
ing the writing project idea nationwide. Money
provided to BAWP by NEH led to the establish-
ment of eight new writing projects by the summer
of 1977 in California and one each in New York,
Colorado, New Jersey and Oregon.

In addition to the NEH "seed" rr :y for the
additional sites in California, the Cal ornia State
Department of Education, through Title IV-C of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
offered a series of adoption grants that districts
could use to replicate the BAWP model locally.
The total Title IV-C support between 1977 and
1980 exceeded $600,000.

"There was overwhelming interest statewide in
setting up writing projects," Gray says. "Our agree-
ment with NEH stipulated that only eight of the
projects could be in California. Three more pro-
grams that we couldn't fund went on anyway,"
Since that time, several additional sites have been
established.
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California Writing Project (CWP) Innovations
Although the basic program at each site is

modeled on BAWP, several of the California Writ-
ing Projects have developed their own innovations.

In addition to a regular summer institute for
teachers, the South Bay Area Writing Project in
San Jose hosts a one-day writing workshop for stu-
dents. The first Young Writers Conference was
attended by 300 students in the fifth through
twelfth grades. "It was a great success," says Iris
Tiedt, project director. "We're going to do it
again." Richard Armour, author/ humorist/profes-
sor, was the opening speaker, and poet Toby Lurie
conL'uded the day. In between, the students could
attend twt, workshops on such topics as writing the
short story, handling dialogue, tips for beginning
writers, writing to understand yourself and learn-
ing how to write an article.

In the workshops, the students were grouped by
interest rather than by age, a format that worked
very well, Tiedt says. As an encore, South Bay
scheduled a week-long summer institute, again for
fifth through twelfth graders. In both the day work-
shop and the week-long institute, sessions were
taught by South Bay Area Writing Project summer
institute graduates, classroom teachers and mem-
bers of the Santa Clara County Committee on
Writing.

The Office of the Santa Clara County Supe:in-
tendent of Schools has been an active participant in
the South Bay Project. The county offers a staff
development course, "Discovering the Writing Pro-
cess," for teachers who cannot participate in proj-
ect training through their own districts. The course
is open to teachers from kindergarten through
twelfth grade. Eight sessions are offered, meeting
every other week to give teachers time to use each
new idea in the classroom before the next concept
is introduced.

Teachers attending the 1978 course received six
quarter-units of credit from the University of Santa
Clara. Course topics included:

Developing fluency: The place to start, per-
sonal writing, indiv:lualization, reading to
write
Trying narrative .fi)rms: Storytelling on paper,
oral traditions, point of view, literature models
Polishing writing skills: The student editor,
handling evaluation, teaching specific skills
Making a statement: Introduction to exposi-
tory writing, taking a position, structuring a
statement
Examining the English sentence: Building blocks,
syntax, sentence variety
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Evploring English words: Rich resources of
language, effects of words, lore of the English
language

Summing up: Philosophy, attitude, evalua-
tion, tea& vpectations, goals and objectives

The South b a: project's Summer Writing Insti-
tute meets on the campus of California State Uni-
versity, San Jose. In addition to the five-week
writing institute, a two-week reading institute was
initiated in 1978. It stresses reading in content areas
(including multicultural assignments) and a holistic
approach to the teaching of reading.

The Inland Area Writing Project, cosponsored
by the University of California, Riverside, and
California State University, San Bernardino, exper-
imented with different formats for its summer insti-
tute in 1978. Half the fellows attended sessions with
a structured, teacher-centered format, and half had
an open format similar to the BAWP model. Both
groups included teachers with a range of expe-
rience and teaching styles. "We know very little
about how teachers change," according to Dan
Donlan, project co..-director. Donlan says the proj-
ect will try to determine:

How the writing project affects teachers with
little versus much experience
How different in-service formats affect differ-
ent teachers

The Inland project is also seeking the best way to
teach writing across the curriculum. Three junior
highs and one high school in the Redlands Unified
School District are experimenting with teaching
writing in social studies classes. In some classes, the
English teacher comes in one day a week and
teaches writing directly, Donlan says. In other
classrooms, the English teacher ',rains the social
studies teacher, who then incorporates writing
instruction into the curriculum.

The North Bay Area Writing Project, based at
California State University, Sonoma, altered BAWP's
usual in-service training format to serve teachers
from a large rural area. Instead of meeting biweekly
for ten weeks, this workshop met one Saturday a
month for five months. The university and the
Santa Rosa Unified School District also cosponsored
a visit by British educator Dorothy Heathcote, who
conducted workshops un writing and improvisa-
tional drama in various parts of Sonoma County.

Impact on Post-Secondary Education
The BAWP and the CWP are affecting instruc-

tion in colleges and universities as well as in public
schools. Teacher/consultants from the UCLA/Cal-
ifornia Writing Project, for example, are teaching
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English 130, a jur'or-level composition course for
students preparing for a secondary credential in
English. The teacher,' consultants, who range from
elementary to junior college specialists, teach the
course on a weekly rotating basis. The course is
half composition and half how-to-teach composi-
tion, says Everett Jones, director of the UCLA
project.

Teacher/ consultants from the San Diego Area
Writing Project have trained professors at Califor-
nia State University, San Diego, in holistic evalua-
tion and prewriting techniques. Other training was
given to Subject-A faculty and graduate students at
that campus, says Mary Barr, co-director of the
project.

'The concept of writing across the curriculum is
"exploding" at California State University, Long
Beach, according to Alice Brekke, director of the
South Basin Writing Project. In 1977-78, the En-
glish and Speech Department faculties co-taught a
communications course for finance and accounting
majors. A writing course for pre-law majors was
added in 1979-80. Composition courses for single-
subject credential candidates (secondary education)
have been required since 1972. A composition
course now will also be required for multiple-
subject credential (elementary) candidates. From
1974 to 1977, the English faculty at California
State University, Long Beach, enrolled in English
1000, a faculty seminar that taught them how to
teach composition.

Los Angeles County Workshop
A summer program offered by the Office of the

Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools
differs from those of the other California Writing
Projects. The county's Workshop in Written Expres-
sion and Reading Comprehension lasts two weeks
and is geared to teachers from the fourth through
twelfth grades. This program uses a teacher-training-
teacher approach, but its purpose is to help the
regular classroom teacher, not to train teacher/
consultants.

The half-day sessions include presentations by
major speakers and small-group meetings on spe-
cialized topics. "Each summer," explains Julia Got-
tesman, consultant in English and language arts,
"the emphasis shifts to accommodate the needs and
interests of teachers and districts." After the topics
and teacher/ leaders are selected, the leaders meet
with consultants Richard Lid and Helen Lodge,
co-directors of the California State University,
Northridge, Writing Project. The consultants sug-
gest resources for presentation topics. The 1977
workshop introduced teachers in Los Angeles County
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to holistic scoring of writing samples. One presen-
tation became a handbook, A Common Ground
for Ariessing Competence in Written Expression
(3).

In 1978, the workshop focused on the under-
achiever, or the student with special needs. Session
topics included.

Understanding the reading and writing process
Assessing written expression
Remediating the writing problems of the low-
achieving student
Improving reading comprehension
Coping with classroom management through
small-group instruction

Notices of upcoming summer workshops are
sent to key administrators in the school districts in
Los Angeles County. The districts are encouraged
to send teams of teachers, but individual teachers
may also enroll.

Funding Sources for BAWP Services
In the past school districts took advantage of Bay

Area Writing Project (BAWP) services through
grants provided by Title IV, Part C, of the Elemen-
tary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA). This
federal act provided grants to develop and adopt
innovative projects, and in California, the BAWP
model was approved for adoption through Title
IV-C. The funds were used to send teachers to
summer institutes, to pay teacher/ consultants to
conduct district-level workshops, or to hire substi-
tutes so that regular teachers can be released during
the school day to score writing assessment papers.
By 1980, a total of 40 writing projects had been set
up in California with Title IV-C funding.

With the demise of Title IV-C, school districts
will have to turn to other sources for the type of
funds provided in the past through ESEA, Title
IV-C.

As BAWP has demonstrated, a key component
in improving students' writing is improving the
skills and knowledge of composition teachers. In an
era of declining enrollments, relatively few new
teachers have been hired by districts; therefore,
most training has taken the form of in-service train-
ing for employed teachers. And in California, a
number of state and federal programs have pro-
vided funds for in-service training in writing.

The National Writing Project
The National Writing Project (NWP), which

began in 1977, was made possible by grants from
the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH).
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Each writing project received a one-year grant of
S15,000 from NEH. To receive a grant, new proj-
ects had to come up with matching funds from
sponsoring universities and participating local school
districts. During its first year, each project was
expected to build a success record that would
ensure continuing support from local sources. BAWP
screened applications, provided matching funds
and gifts, conducted planning meetings at the Uni-
versity of California, Berkeley, and sent BAWP
teacher consultants to assist at the first summer
institute at the new writing center.

The NEH made an additional grant available in
1978, bringing the total to 41 projects in 24 states,
including 14 in California. By 1980, the total
number of writing projects based on the BAWP
model had reached 75 throughout the United
States.

The NWP became a truly national network with
the publication of the first national newsletter. The
NE H also provided a small grant for inter-site visits
and for meetings, where national site directors
exchange information on policies and practices.
The NWP is coordinated by the BAWP staff,
assisted by a six-member NWP Advisory Board
whose members are selected from active NWP site
directors

NWP Sites: The Model and Its Variations
Each new NWP site is modeled after but not

identical to the BAWP. The major components
which define the BAWP model are:

I he summer institutes.
-Fhe school-year in-service program. -Fhis ele-
ment varies from site to site since local needs
differ in various parts of the country.
Evaluation and assessment: Almost every NWP
site has incorporated an evaluation plan of
some kind to measure outcomes for the train-
ing program.

Some NWP site directors use different methods
to select participants for their summer institutes.
Some make a general open announcement of the
institute and accept applications, usually accom-
panied by a writt:en statement of the applicant's
qualifications and his or her references. Applica-
tions are screened, and applicants are usually inter-
viewed as well, either individually or in groups. At
some sites, where appli,:ants come from widely
scattered areas, directors solicit applications and
then interview by telephone or mail. Elsewhere, the
site director tours the state to conduct interviews
with interested teachers.

The summer institutes generally resemble those
of the BAWP. In some, the typical five-week pro-

gram has been extended an additional week to per-
mit presentations for school administrators and
community leaders, to allow teachers to work with
students or to provide an Opportunity for school
program planning.

Variations in the summer program usually have
been made to help fellows improve their presentations.

The Missiouri Writing Project uses a unique
means of evaluating presentations. After each teacher's
presentation, participants fill out El response sheet.
These sheets are given to the presenter, who then
summarizes the responses and describes in writing
ways he or she would change the presentation
before giving it at a .1 in-service program. This eval-
uation takes little time and gives participants valu-
able suggestions on how to revise their presentations
foi their future roles as teacher consultants.

The Montana Writing Project, in contrast, includes
post-presentation discussions where teachers talk
about ways to adapt a demonstrated technique for
both the classroom and for consulting purposes.

The Montana project also asks teachers to write
out their presentations, describing necessary proce-
dures and materials, the time required for each step
and problems teachers might encounter. In the pro-
cess of writing, teachers reportedly are able to
amend or improve their presentations. The written
versions are compiled into a source book for
teachers to use in their own schools and districts.

One Nebraska Writing Project innovation helps
fellows profit more fully from the many new ideas
they encounter by having them review and consoli-
date their experiences. Each day two teacher, 'con-
sultants are assigned to write "minutes" of the day's
sessions. These pieces, combinations of personal
reporting and response from others, are duplicated
for the group to read and discuss the next morning.
Through writing, reading and talking about the ses-
sions, participants can classify their experiences.
The daily reviews also create a coherent picture of
past sessions that may be used as a basis for decid-
ing what to do next, for generalizing about what
has been learned and for evaluating presentations,
readings and editing groups. These minutes also
enable teacher consultants to "re-experience" class-
room learning: They discuss not only how writing
improves but also how learning itself occurs gener-
ally in a classroom.

The NWP site personnel also have devised imagin-
ative in-service training methods that are effective
in their particular localities. Louisiana's Greater
New Orleans Writing Project has developed an
innovative Title IV-C project aimed at high school
students and teachers in a five-parish area. Each
year a teacher, consultant from the writing project
serves as a full-time writing resource person in one
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area high school. With the help of Elizabeth Pen-
field, one of the project's directors, the teacher/ con-
sultant conducts a five-day writing mini-institute
for the target school's English staff just before the
fall term begins. During the school year, two
follow-up days of workshops are held for the home
school staff, and two additional in-service training
days involve English teachers from other parish
high schools as well. Throughout the year, the
teacher consultant is on call at the target school,
providing ideas to help both teachers and students
with all facets of writing. The project was funded
for the first year at $41,500, with additional fund-
ing up to three years; by that time, it will have
directly or indirectly involved 10 high schools.

Other types or training programs offered at
NWP sites include graduate course work on teach-
ing writing, university faculty writing workshops, a
parents' writing night at a public school, half-day
introductory programs for teachers and adminis-
trators, direct classroom support with project teach-
ers during the school year and the creation of
instructional materials for an undergraduate writ-
ing center.

Perhaps the most innovative NWP idea is a plan
initiated by Fred Grossberg at the Northern Virgin-
ia Writing Project to videotape outstanding writing
teachers. The NEI-1-funded project, officially called

Felevised Models of Teaching Writing," is a joint
enture of George Mason University, Fairfax, Vir-
ginia, and the Fairfax County Public Schools. The
project distributed 50 sets of video cassettes and
booklets to CWP and NWP sites and to other cur-
riculum centers across the country for use in after-
school in-service programs.

The I 2-part videotape series shows outstanding
teachers of writing at work in their own classrooms
and in teacher-training workshops. Rather than
theorizing or dogmatizing, the series demonstrates
hmt- writing is being taught: It documents good
teaching of students, good teaching of teachers and
the strong relationship between the two.

At the heart of the series are seven programs,
each featuring one of the most outstanding grade
school, high school or college-level writing teachers
in the country. rhe teachers were chosen from a
group nominated by NWP directors, freshmen En-
glish coordinators and English curriculum special-
ists. The final selection was based on videotapes of
their teaching performances.

Fhe series includes one program documenting a
five-day writers' workshop led by several outstand-
ing poets and novelists. Another program covers
workshop activities of the 1979 summer institute of
the Northern Virginia Writing Project. Finally, the
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series documents various ways of using television
for teacher education. A number of programs show
how these teachers use videotapes of their class-
room work in their in-service presentations to
co Ileagues.

For more information about this television se-
ries, write to:

Fred Grossberg
Department of English
George Mason University
4400 University Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030

Evaluation of the Writing Projects
In October 1979, Michael Scriven, director of the

Evaluation Institute at the University of San Fran-
cisco, released the results of a three-year, $150,000
evaluation of BA WP funded by the Carnegie Cor-
poration ot New York. Although the student per-
formance component of the evaluation was not
definitive, BA WP, as compared with other writing
improvement efforts, was called "the best large-
scale effort to improve composition now in opera-
tion in this country, and certainly the best upon
which substantial data are available."

"We looked at comparable English projects, but
they were single-thrust approaches," Scriven said.
I-le described the project as "impressive, with a
highly intelligent approach." Particularly impres-
sive was the continued enthusiasm for the project
among participants. "Almost all BAWP partici-
pants felt strongly enthusiastic about their expe-
riences with the project, regardless of grade level or
years of involvement; this enthusiasm reportedly
did not diminish over the years," evaluators noted.

Among the features of the BAWP model Scriven
singled out as contributing to the continuing enthu-
siasm of participating teachers were "the treatment
of teachers as extremely valuable resources and as
autonomous agents; the heavy emphasis on the
importance of the teachers doing more writing
themselves; the stress on prewriting activities by
students and on multimode writing and on writing
across the curriculum; the use of an eclectic but
carefully selective range of experts as resources to
broaden the classroom-bound teacher's horizons;
the stress on holistic assessment; the continual
updating of the program content; peer criticism
(both of teachers' writing and of students' writing)."

For more information on the Carnegie evalua-
tion, you may write to:

Michael Scriven
Director, Evaluation Institute
University of San Francisco
San Francisco, CA 94117
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I he BAWP concept has also received praise
from other sources. Ben Nelms, editor of English
Education, cited a "new professionalism" among
teachers as a major strength of the project. "Teachers
in the project are viewed as professionak, with their
own areas of professional expertise, their own suc-
cessful classroom experiences to report and their
own contribution to make to the improvement of
their fellows .. This shared responsibility for
improved teaching may be the theme of a new and
e \citing professionalism" (9).

Finally, Paul Diederich, senior research associate
of Educational Testing Service, obseres that "BAWP
has stirred up English teachers to an extent that I
hae seldorn if ever s':en. I was closely involved in
the work of some of the research and development
centers estahlished by Project English, but none of
them started what one would call a 'movement.' I
heliee that the BAWP really has started a move-
ment that is sweeping the country . With all my'
hias in la or of hard data. I am already pretty sure
that thk is one of those ideas that will last like
Langdel". imention of the case method of teaching
law about 1870."

"Through Summer Institutes and in-service ses-
sions, the projects are proving that teachers can
teach students to write," comments James Gray,
BA WP's director. "The combination of new infor-
mation, learning-by-doing class lessons and redis-
covering the writing process is giving teachers the
confidence to stress writing in their classes not
writing that focuses on the conventional surface
garnishes of spelling and punctuation, hut on the
truly basic skilk ot clarity and coherence."

Selected References for Chapter 2
(1) Bernstein, Ruby S., and Bernard Tanner. The Cali-

fornia High School Proliciemy Exannnation. Berke-
ley: University of California, 1977,

(2) Christensen, Francis. Notes Toward a New Rhet-
oric. New York: Harper and Row, 1967.

(3) Common Ground JOr Assessing Cwnpetence in
14"ritten Eyression. Division of Curriculum and
Instructional Services. Dow ney, Calif.: Office of the
Los Angeles County Superintendent of Schools,
1978,
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let University of California, 1978,
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Chapter 3

Many school districts outside the Bay Area
Writing Project's (BAWP) inspired network are
independently experimenting with ways to improve
students' writing. Some of their programs focus on
improving the teachers' skills; others concentrate
on techniques to help students. Many have compo-
nents aimed at school staff and students. Both the
sheer number and ti variety of programs indicate
that schools are taking the writing problem seriously
and are finding creativ -. new ways to increase stu-
dents' opportunities to master the craft.

Los Angeles A Step-by-Step Plan
Over the past several years, the Los Angeles Uni-

fied School District has developed a multipronged
approach to improving writing. In 1974, a Los
Angeles School Board member asked the district to
prepare a report on composition instruction in the
city's schools. The report was compiled by Los
Angeles teachers, teacher training supervisors and
leaders of English teachers' organizations. It recom-
mended that children be given more opportunities
to write, that class size be reduced to provide more
individualized help with writing and that new
resources and textbooks be made available.

Next, the district's Instructional Planning Divi-
sion formed an Advisory Committee on Composi-
tion. The committee developed a writing improve-
ment plan that divided composition into four
"domains": sensory descriptive, imaginative/ narra-
tive, practical:informative and analytical/exposi-
tory. Although there is some overlap in the kinds of
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writing required in the different domains, the divi-
sions give teachers manageable categories around
which to make assignments. The four domains also
show the range of assignments that should be
included in a balanced writing program.

Within each domain, the committee defined five
competency levels that illustrate how writing skill
and maturity should progress. The domains and
competency levels are arranged on a chart: Senso-
ry/descriptive writing assignments at competency
level one include limericks and personal journal
entries; by level four, the descriptive writer is
expected to compose poems of observation and to
address a wider audience in his or her journal.

The domain arrangement does not represent a
rigid hierarchy, but most teachers find it logical to
start with concrete, descriptive assignments and
advance to abstract, analytical ones. Before the
writing improvement plan was developed, says
Nancy McHugh, a Los Angeles resource teacher,
high school composition programs concentrated
almost solely on expository writing. But topics,
such as "Should the 18-year-old be allowed to
drink?" required high levels of abstract thinking.
Without assignments to build writing skills up to
this level, she explains, many students failed.

The writing chart also sets competency levels for
prewriting experiences and composing skills. The
prewriting experiences stimulate students to think
before they start to write. Composing skills consist
of specific techniques that should be taught before
a writing assignment is given. Composing skills at
competency level one include forming interesting
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To, stimulate keen observation * vital elet
meat for good writing, some Los Angeles Uni.
tied School District elementary teachers use
corn.popping as an exercise to sharPen all five
senses simultaneously. The technique is used
with children who are just beginning to write.
The teacher shows thew* how popcorn looks at
the kernel stsga and asks them to describe it
Then the younpters put some corn into a pot
and listen to it pop. They taste, see, tooth and
smell the results, all the while auempting to
put into words what is happening, This way the
youngsters learn to associate descriptive words
with real experience. Teachers encourage them
to think of as many descriptive words as they
can.

This technique also guarantees that one of
the children's first encounters with writing is

opening sentences and using supporting details. At
competency level three, they include writing thesis
sentences with well developed ideas and organizing
details according to different patterns.

After the chart was completed, the advisory com-
mittee wrote Compose Yourself (2),* a book that
contains the chart, the writing improvement plan,
sample lessons and typical student papers markeL:
with teachers' comments and summary statements.

A second chart also was developed, outlining
domains and competency levels for elementary stu-
dents. This chart, entitled "Written Composition
Experiences," groups oral language, writing and
other skills into four domains: sensory/descriptive,
creative, informational 'practical and expository
writing. The competency levels extend from "readi-
ness" through level F. (Both charts may be ordered
from the Los Angeles Unified School District, Dis-
trict Publications Unit G-230, 450 North Grand
Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90012.)

The Los Angeles Schooi Board has shown its
commitment to the writing program in a number of
ways. In 1976, at the suggestion of the composition
advisory committee, the board added a graduation
requirement in composition. Each student must
now take contemporary composition, a five-hour
course, during his or her sophomore or junior year.

This number and all other numbers in parentheses refer to the
Selected References at the end of this chapter where complete biblio-
graphical data are given.
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positive* 'We believe that itudent s will remain
interested itt writing throughout their lives if. ,
their first experiences with words aro **mutat.
ing and pleasant," says Nancy McHugh, direttor
of the district's writing improventent team.

This exercise is one of many outlined-in .0
instructionak guide called Write: A Way that
divides elementary school writing into four
areas: descriptive, creative, praretkal and explan.
atory.. The guide includes sample lent** for
teacher& Lessons for the uppor elementary
grades include listening to records and descrik
ing the responses, writing various kinds of let.
ters and analyzing newspaper or magasine stories.

Information about the overall Los Angeks writ.
ing progrsm, appears on the accomprinying psges
of this publication. Copies of Write:A Way *re
available from the district's publications unit.

The 'ooard allocated $3 million to hire 185 new
teachers, enabling it to reduce the size of each com-
position class to 25 students.

The school system also allocated $100,000 for a
writing improvement team composed of teachers
from kindergarten through the ninth grade. The
teachers, who came from each of Los Angeles's 12
administrative subdistricts, conducted in-service
training on the new writing plan for representatives
from each of the district's 625 schools. These repre-
sentatives then returned to their home schools to
train other teachers there. The team conducted in-
service training for two years.

In 1978-79, Los Angeles's writing improvement
effort began to evolve in two new directions. First,
the money previously allocated to the wr:ting
improvement team was reinvested in development
of a test to meet the requirement of Assembly Bill
65 that all high school graduates demonstrate writ-
ing proficiency. This money also pays for scoring
test writing samples and for developing renedial
instruction fur students who do not pass. For more
information on this effort, see Chapter 5.

Second, the district developed "Writing Compe-
tence," a $100,000 Title IV-C ESEA project, which
produced a new model for in-service training and
helped teachers prepare curricula based on the writ-
ing plan. The project began in 1978 with a summer
institute similar to those conducted by the BAWP.
Attending were one junior and one senior high
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teacher from each l .os Angeles subdistrict and four
teachers from nonpublic schools. As in the BAWP
program, teachers wrote and shared ideas about
writing; in contrast to the BAWP, teachers' presen-
tations were tailored to use in their own classrooms
rather than to future in-service work.

In exchange for tnis training and a stipend, the
teachers were expected to do five things:

Train a home-school partner (another English
teacher) in the new techniques.
Train two other home-school teachers of sub-
jects other than English.
Develop 12 lesson plans with the other three
teachers, including four plans that use writing
in another subject.
Orient teachers from feeder elementary schools
to the project.
Orient parents from the teacher's "target"
class.

The target class is one selected by the teacher
participant for pre- and post-testing of writing
ability. Although the teachers are encouraged to
use the new techniques with all their classes, they
are required to use th ;. techniques and lesson plans
with the target class.

For more information on the Los Angeles pro-
gram, contact:

Los Angeles Unified Schbol District
ESEA Title IV-C Writing Competence Project
Nancy McHugh, director
Roger Hyndman, supervisor
450 N. Grand Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90012
( 213) 625-6424

The Three Stages of Writing
Teachers from Anchorage, Alaska, to San Jacinto,

California, are finding success with an approach
adapted by James Sabol, coordinator of English at
Bellevue (Washington) Public Schools. Sabol's
approach breaks the writing process down into
three distinct stages. According to Sabol, writing
instruction went awry about 100 years ago when
"reformers" shifted to an emphasis on surface fea-
tures of writing that put a premium on correctness.
A student should be concerned with correcting
only after two more structural but equally impor-
tant phases of writing are completed, Sabol says.
He calls the three stages drafting, editing and pub-
lishing (correcting). Sabol adapted his approach
from Aristotelian rhetoric and from the work of
Donald W. Cummings and John Herum at Central
Washington University.

Each stage of the writing process has its own
virtues, skills and degree of audience awareness.
During drafting, the virtue is momentum and the
object is to get many ideas down on paper in an
expansive but structured way. Drafting is essen-
tially oriented to the writer's private thoughts. In
editing, the writer shapes and refines the ideas gen-
erated during drafting. The virtues at this stage are
restraint, orderliness, organization and control, all
aimed at making the message understandable to
others. During the third stage publishing; that is,
going "public" --the student concentrates on cor-
recting spelling, punctuation and capitalization
and other surface features . The virtue at this stage
is "correctness," because the paper is going home to
parents, into a folder or out to a prospective
employer.

The structure for teaching in these three stages is
called Topic Comment. The topic is the subject
matter of the theme, and the comment says some-
thing about the topic. "A paper is never completely
about the topic," Sabol notes. "My summer vaca-
tion" is an inadequate assignment for students, he
believes, because it does not have a comment. By
contrast, "My summer vacation was terrible," because
it has a propositional comment what the paper is
really about can stimulate many lively ideas.

The first basic tool for the drafting stage is the
skill of naming using a word "cache," or noun col-
lection. The cache forms a reservoir of named
material that students_ can draw from in developing
sentences and paragraphs of comment. The teacher
suggests an experience -whether a field trip or the
third act of Macbethand students think of words
about it, which the teacher then writes on the board
ot on pieces of papei. In a second grade class, for
example, students collected "words of fall,"prompt-
ed by a picture and the teacher's suggestion that
each one think of "what I see, what I hear and what
I smell." The resulting collection included words
like "bonfire," "leaves," "noses" and "cocoons." In
a high school class, the word cache might come
from a reading assignment like Death of a Sales-
man. All of the words in the resultant caches are
potential topics on aspects of a topic.

Sa hors approach is being used successfully with
students from elementary school through high
school, including those ir remedial, special educa-
tion and college-bou programs. By changing
assignments and examples, teachers can adapt the
approach easily to any grade level.

Once students learn how to generate a naming
word cache of nouns (these terms are purposely
redundant to teach students what a noun really is),
they practice the complementary skill of renaming
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to begin their discovery of propositional content
for their topics:

'Topical Expenenee- Mount St. Helens

,Vaming

eruption

ash -

Ia a

elk

mountain

Harry f ruman_.

Renaming

dust (dry)
mud (wet)
souvenir (for some)

'----- killer (for others)

resort (formerly)
volcano (now)
hero (according to some)
victim (according to others)

In the naming renamir7 exercise, students dis-
cover not only many things to write about but also
the importance of point of view, setting, audience,
aud other considerations from the province of liter-
ature, which, after all, is someone else's writing.

the next step is to teach students to use the com-
menting structures of adjective and predication in
their writing. Sabol uses the following format to
structure continued development of the proposition:

10P1( (OMMENT

Naming Renaming
(word cache nouns) (more nouns)

Attributing
lad)ecto.es)

Predicating
Rerhs)

As a class exercise, students list a number of
adjectives attributable to each noun in a topic. 'Fhe
teacher then shows them how these adjectivcs can
be combined to form phrases. For a "Star Wars"
writing assignment, fifth graders in the Renton
(Washington) School District described the robot
R21)2 as "friendly, short, round-topped, beepy and
kind." Obviously, not all those attributes could be
comfortably included in a single phrase. Thus, the
students practiced editing when selecting the ,Idjec-
tives for the phrase: "friendly, short, beepy R2D2."

When preparing to write individually, each stu-
dent lists several nouns in the topic column and
selects colorful adjectives for the second column. A
student in another fifth grade class compiled the
following lists and then combined them into a de-
scriptive essay:
,VMMS

unicorn

forest
eyes
creature
nap
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djec fives

twisted horn, blue-eyed, black,
long-legged

dense, large, mossy, hilly
red, beady, gigantic
tall, large, manlike, hairy
long, quiet, restful

This exercise teaches students the parts of speech
as it gives them building blocks for writing. Sabol
acknowledges that, at first, students may go over-
board in their use of adjectives. As part of the edit-
ing instruction, teachers can advise students to be
careful not to use the same adjectives repeatedly.
Continuing with the format, students learn how to
compose predications--the main vehicle of propo-
sitional content--for integration into their writing.
For a word cache naming family members, one
fourth grade class in San Mateo contributed these
predications for the word dad:

Can make his eyes water while eating extra hot
mustard in Chinese restaurants
Can snore with his mouth open
Can brush his teeth and blow his nose at the same
time
Can conduct conversations with people who are not
there

After students have learned the four basic parts
of topic and comment to develop propositional
content for their writing, they use the same format
to master sentence structure beginning with the
basic patterns:
Pattern I

Pattern 2
Pattern 3A
Pattern 3B

Examples

Pattern I

Pattern 2
Pattern 3A
Pattern 3B

Noun + Verb
Noun + Verb + Noun
Noun + Link + Noun
Noun + Link + Adjective

Birds fly.
Birds make melody.
Kangaroos are marsupials.
Pandas are furry.

Students practice using these basic sentence pat-
terns in paragraphs and essays. When they become
proficient in the patterns, they begin expanding
their sentences. First they learn to expand by
adding modifiers; then they are introduced to sen-
tence combining. Finally, they learn to compose
integrated sentences that include all of the develop-
mental skills introduced thus far.

Evidence shows that teachers have confidnce in
the Sabo! approach. Pre-and post-testing in partic-
ipating school districts show measurably signifi-
cant gains in student skills. His adaptation of
ancient rhetoric is being used in 24 Washington
state school districts, and he has taught the trethod
as a nine-week graduate course at nine universities
throughout the western states. Sabol also spreads
the theory through presentations at education con-
ferences and weekend workshops, and he is now
teaching the process as director of the Writing
Northwest program at Seattle Pacific University.
When contacted for this report, Sabol had commit-
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ments for five months' worth of weekend work-
shops, several in California.

For more information, contact:
James W. Sabol
Office of Special Programs
Seattle Pacific University
Seattle, WA 98119
(206) 281-2121

Individualized Language Arts

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following article, which appeared in Teaching
Writing: Problems and Solutions (1982), was written by Shirley Boes
Neill and is reproduced here by permission of the author and the
publisher, the American Association of School Administrators. The
book is available from the AASA, 1801 N. Moore St., Arlington,
VA 22209, for $11.95, plus $1.50 for postage and handling.

Individualized Language Arts (ILA) is called the
"grandaddy" of all the writing projects by one of its
developers, Edwin Ezor, a professor of reading and
language arts at Jersey City (N.J.) State College.

Development of ILA began in 1966 in grades one
through six at Roosevelt Elementary School, Wee-
hawken, N.J. The school still serves as headquarters
for ILA, but the program has spread to schools in 44
states.

ILA was started by a research team that was
discontented with student writing: Jeanette Alder,
supervisor of instruction for the Weehawken schools,
who became director of the program; Allen Schich-
tel, chairman of the Weehawken High School En-
glish Department; Edwin Ezor; and Ted Lane, also a
professor of reading and language arts at Jersey City
State College.

Alder obtained a grant under the now defunct
Title III of the Elementary and Secondary Educa-
tion Act, and the team began looking for a practical
method of teaching writing. Their research led to the
development of 22 techniques that help youngsters
to plan, write, and improve their compositions.
Four of the techniques are considered "starters" or
ways to help students start to write; 18 are improve-
ment techniques.

These techniques are one of the main differences
between ILA and some of the other more eclectic
approaches to the teaching of writing. ILA is
structured -which appeals to some teachers out not
to others and its intent is to give teachers a definite
program they can apply immediately in their class-
rooms. Unlike the Bay Area Writing Project, ILA
does not emphasize that teachers must experience
writing themselves in order to be able to teach
writing.

ILA, the Bay Area Writing Project, and some
other writing programs are similar, however, in the

amount of stress they place on certain basic con-
cepts. All believe that students should write daily, if
at all possible; that writing must be a part of all
subjects; that pre-writing activities, such as discus-
sion of the topic, should precede actual writing; th;.t
grammar should be taught in the context oflearning
to write; that students should have ample opportu-
nity to read their writing aloud and to work with
their peers in composing and editing; and that
teachers should maintain folders of student writing.

ILA Judged Effective

ILA was used and refined in one Weehawken
elementary school and later extended to all grades
throughout the district. It came to national attention
after it was "validated" or judged effective and
worthy of federal dissemination in 1974 by the Joint
Dissemination Review Panel of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education. It was the only writing program
validated by the panel. Since then, the New Jersey
Writing Project, a spinoff of the Bay Area Writing
Project, also has received the federal seal ofapproval.

ILA developers convinced the federal panel of the
program's effectiveness by presenting this evidence:
Wc-thawken students in grades three and seven
wrote and rewrote compositions on topics of their
own choosing at the beginning, middle, and end of
the 1970-71 school year. A group of similar young-
sters in a nearby community did the same. The Wee-
hawken students had been taught by teachers trained
in ILA techniques; the teachers of the other group
had received no special training.

The writing samples were scrutinized for growth
in 11 areas. The results showed that Weehawken
youngsters were writing longer, richer, and more
varied sentences, and that they exhibited more va-
riety in their writing style, conveyed greater amounts
of information, and used a higher proportion of
compound and compound-complex sentences. The
same Weehawken students, in a followup study in
the 1971-72 school year, generally continued to
show improvement in their writing.

Between 1974 and 1977, evaluations involving
rural, suburban, and urban students in New Jersey
districts in which teachers had been trained to use
ILA techniques also showed significant gains in
vocabulary, sentence structure, organization, mechan-
ics, and grammar. Similar success occurred with
students in a remedial writing course in a New Jersey
state college. These students had a record of not
responding to instruction in composition taught by
traditional methods, but they showed substantial
gains when they were taught by teachers trained in
ILA.
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How Does ILA Work?
ILA's basic formula includes four elements: diag-

nosing student needs, establishing priorities for
improvement, prescribing which of the 27 ILA tech-
niques should be used to meet individual or group
needs, and evaluating student progress. ILA gives
guidance in all four areas in the Teachers' Resource
Manual, a 279-page book so packed with ideas that
many districts, in using the program, have produced
thei; own, less-detailed mini-manuals, based on the
original.

The techniques are arranged in sequential order,
by level of difficulty. Generally, they fall into two
categories; techniques to be used in producing a first
draft and techniques for improving a composition.

ILA trainers tell teachers to use just a few of the
easier techniques on an experimental basis for the
first year or so, and to use only as much of the
technique as the maturity and ability of the class
permit.

The techniques, when viewed as a whole, aim at
giving students practice in using the four methods all
writers use in moing from first draft to finished
product: adding, subtracting, rearranging, or substi-
tuting words.

Here is an example of how one of the techniques,
slotting, would be used: The teacher would ask stu-
dents to write a sentence, slotting in the missing
words. The sentence could be this: "The Declaration
of Independence was written in the year by

in the city of
The teacher could use this technique in any con-

tent area to replace oral questions. Other techniques
could be used to expand the basic sentence, if
desired. Students could include more information;
for example, telling "what kind of document" the
Declaration of Independence is, "why" it was writ-
ten, "what" the result was. This technique is called
"expansion by modification."

To teach students to elaborate on their writing or
to expand a single sentence into a paragraph, the
teacher could also use another from of slotting. Stu-
dents would be asked to list details on a sheet of
paper which is divided into columns labeled "who,"
"what," "what happened," "when," "where," "how."
Upon filling in the columns, the students would
realize they have most of the information they need
to write a paragraph or first draft.

This ILA technique, as well as all the others, can
be modified to fit the needs of the students. The basic
idea behind this technique, according to ILA devel-
opers, "is to get students to do some thinking before
they write and to give them some substance to work
with. It can bring highly abstract students down to
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earth and, at the other end of the scale, it can help
learning disabled students to amplify their writing."

By the second year, the manual says, teachers
should be ready to follow the ILA cycle of diagnosis,
prescription, instruction, and evaluation.

At the beginning of the year, teachers diagnose
needs by having each student write a composition. It
could be preceded by oral discussion of possible
topics. Students should have access to a dictionary
as they write, and, if time permits, to write several
papers at different times and turn in the best one.

Beginning in the middle grades, ILA suggests that
teachers have students write the composition in an
expository manner.

Teachers are advised to review the papers by
looking for "gross, obvious, or serious" needs in
each student's writing and to record their findings
on a form that lists elements such as vocabulary,
sentence structure, organization. ILA's Resource
Manual includes a "diagnostic grid sheet" that can
be used for this purpose, or teachers may devise
their own method of recording the information.

Using the results, teachers then establish (1) com-
mon needs; (2) needs shared by some students; and
(3) individual needs. From this tabulation, ILA
suggests that teachers establish priorities in teach-
ing or "minimal, conservative objectives" to be met
during the school year.

The teacher can then turn to the Resource Man-
ual to plan a sequence of recommended prescriptive
techniques. If run-on sentences are a common
problem, for example, the manull says the teacher
could have students read their w.rting aloud or use
the slotting technique or another technique called
"sentence reduction."

If clear, accurate use of words, on the other
hand, is one of the teacher's objectives, the variety
of techniques could include oral reading, many
forms of slotting techniques, or dictionary activities.

ILA suggests that the procedure of formal diag-
nosis be repeated at midyear to gauge student prog-
ress and at the end of the year to discern the impact
of the total program and make adjustments for the
following year.

Informal diagnosis should be done on a daily
basis or each time a writing activity is carried on,
the program developers suggest.

The Resource Manual acknowledges that a sec-
ondary English teacher with a class load of 125 to
150 students, working a little at a time, would
require a couple of weeks to complete a thorough
formal diagnosis. But the time is worthwhile in the
view of the program's developers. Otherwise, they
say, teachers cannot shape their classes to meet the
needs of students.
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Program Spreads Across U.S.
When ILA was "validated" or approved for dis-

semination to schools nationwide, it became eligi-
ble to compete for federal dissemination funds
under the National Diffusion Network (NDN).

NDN is a nationwide system that enables schools
to "adopt" federally approved programs such as
ILA. Stated in the simplest terms, an adoption
means that the staff of the approved program pro-
vides in-service training and follow-up services to
teachers and administrators in a school or district
that wants to duplicate the program.

NDN also funds "state facilitators," who serve as
brokers between local schools in their region or
state and the NDN programs. They help schools
define their problems, and they make the schools
aware of NDN programs that could offer a solu-
tion. The methods used b-y. different facilitators
vary, but all arc Clarged with making the adoption
process as simple as possible for schools.

The services of the facilitators and of the staffs of
the NDN programs are available at no charge to
schools.

In-service Training the ILA Way
ILA trainers provide two days of in-service train-

ing for teachers in a school making an adoption.
Administrators are also invited to attend the ses-
sion so they are aware of how the program operates
and how it should be evaluated.

Most ILA training sessions are conducted by
Alder or Ezor and his wife, Rita, at the adopting
school. However, ILA periodically holds large
training sessions at its home base, open to any
teachers or administrators who wish to attend.

During the two-day training session, participants
become familiar with ILA's diagnostic, prescrip-
tive, and teaching techniques. Most important, the
teachers become students. They use the techniques
as they are learning about them. They also make
sample materials to take back to their classrooms.

"We have found that 'hands-on' experience which
produces materials suited to the teacher's school is
better than handouts," said Alder. "We distribute
few written materials, because we are concerned
with a process writing."

Most participants purchase a copy of the Resource
Manual (cost $10). It is available only to those who
go through formal training as part of an ILA
adoption.

The training sessions serve some other purposes,
in addition to introducing participants to the man-
ual. The trainer, for instance, can set straight any
misconceptions participants may have about the
teaching of writing and also elaborate on how to

adjust ILA techniques to the needs of different stu-
dents and different classes.

The trainers also pass on tips for making the pro-
gram work successfully. In one in-service session,
for example, Ezor offered participants these tips:

Begin writing by discussing the topic with stu-
dents and by incorporating reading, speaking,
and listening.
If teacherS can overcome the idea that w.iting
is a separate subject, the program is easy to
implement.
A writing pi ogram needs continuity. Ideally, it
should start in the first grade with oral activities
Daily practice in writing is as necessary as
daily exercise. "The daily 15-minute writing
assignment is the key to good writing."
The most difficult problem to deal with is
clumsy, unclear writing.
Work for clarity first, then expansion of
writing.
Encourage students to do at least some group
work in composing.
Start a writing folder at the beginning of the
year for each student. Include diagnostic writ-
ing samples and other examples of student
work. Pass the folders on to the teacher at the
next grade level.
Do not hold students responsible for anything
they have not been taught.
Get students into the habit at the beginning of
the year of reading aloud.
Have all students develop a "mechanics" check-
list they can use in editing their own writing.
From grade five on, make students responsible
for correcting their spelling errors.

Ezor also commented on some of the advantages
of the program. ILA, he said, relieves teachers of
what to teach, and it is logical. Teachers do not
complain about the lack of time, he added, because
students are correcting their own work, doing their
own editing, and proofreading. "The program be-
comes your writing program; you don't need any-
thing else." On the other hand, he said, ILA can be
used as a supplement to another program.

Start small. Ideally, Alder said, an adoption
should start with the training of at least a few expe-
rienced teachers from different grade levelsteachers
who are enthusiastic about the program. More
teachers can be brought in later.

What a school or district should not do is to
force the program on a whole staff at the same
time. The slower approach, using volunteer teachers,
results in a better adoption. The best way to sell the
program, ILA developers believe, is to show the
"before" and "after" results of students' work.
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"Teachers are convinced about the effectiveness of
the techniques," Alder commented, "when they see
growth."

After the adoption is made. If teachers have ques-
tions after they start to use the techniques in their
own classrooms, they may consult with the ILA
trainers by phone or letter. Some schools also
request the trainers to return for a second session
several months or more after the initial workshop.

In man), schools, a teacher with experience in the
program and the ability to teach othe7 ceachers
becomes the school or district ILA trainer. I he pro-
gram has officially "certified" 55 persons in 17
states who are considered qualified to offer in-
service training in ILA in their districts, regions, or
s ta tes.

Alder also recommends that adopting districts
designate a liaison personwhether principal, de-
partment chairperson, or teacherto stay in touch
with the program for ongoing help and support. It
is not uncommon, moreover, for ILA-trained teach-
ers to hold informal or formal meetings on a
school, district, region, or statewide basis in order
to help each other and to share what they have
learned about writing.

ILA Is Meeting Needs
Some districts are using ILA to meet state

requirements or to prepare students for minimum
competency tests in writing. Some examples and
results:

The Pearl River (N.Y.) Schools, which adopted
ILA in 1978-79, noted no failures at the middle
school level in the writing portion of the state
minimum competency test. The Hyde Park
(N.Y.) Central Schools similarly credits ILA
for decreasing the failure rate of its students on
the same test by 50 percent.
The Hatboro-Horsham (Pa.) School District
uses ILA as part of its comprehensive reading/
communications art plan required of all Penn-
sylvania districts. Four of the ILA techniques
(sentence synthesis, the framed paragraph,
expansion, and outlining), the district notes,
are extremely useful in all content areas at all
grades because they help students develop bet-
ter study and organizational skills. Primary
teachers in the district are using ILA as the
basis for integrating reading and writing activi-
ties.
In the Farmingdale (N.Y.) Public Schools,
John F. Rooney, chairman of English, kinder-
garten through grade nine, uses ILA as one of
the resources for paperbound collections of
"Writing Strategies for the Eighties." The doc-
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uments keep teachers and administrators in
Rooney's district up to date on research and
practices in the teaching of writing.

ILA is having its largest impact in the states of
Georgia, Indiana, Maine, Michigan, New Jersey,
New York, and Texas.

In 1979-80, ILA had more adoptions (648) than
any other program in the federal government's
National Diffusion Network. A complete tally of
adoptions for 1980-81 was not available as this
report went to press. But, noted one of the trainers,
"We expect it to be well over 500."

NOTE: For more information, contact Jeanette
Alder, Project Director, Individualized Language
Arts, Wilson School, Hauxhurst, Ave., Weehawken,
NJ 07087.

Huntington BeachA Workshop/
Laboratory Approach

In its writing improvement effort, Huntington
Beach (California) Union High School District
concentrates on improving the writing skills of
ninth graders, all of whom take a special composi-
tion program. Before the program began in 1976,
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all freshmen were asked to write a composition,
and these samples of their work were scored holisti-
cally. The range of possible scores was 2 to 12;
those who scored 5 or below were targeted for
intensive help. Some district schools scheduled
small classes composed entirely of target students,
while others mixed target and high-scoring stu-
dents in the same class.

At the start of the 1976 fall semester, the district
hired 15 experienced composition teachers to imple-
ment the new program. It also inaugurated a
semester-long weekly seminar on composition open
to the new teachers and to others already employed
by the district. The seminar was taught by W. Ross
Winterowd of the University of Southern Califor-
nia and Dorothy Augustine of Chapman College.
Through readings, class discussion and lectures by
Winterowd and Augustine, the teachers explored
research and theory about how students learn to
write.

A key precept of the Huntington Beach approach
is that writing and editing should be taught sepa-
iately and in different settings. According to Winter-
owd and Augustine, creating language is an innate
ability that does not need to be taught. Instead,
they say, composing skills should be nurtured in a
freewheeling atmosphere they call the writing work-
shop. By contrast, they add, editing skills the con-
ventions of acceptable written English are best
learned through drill and practice. "Students need
to practice both (writing and editing)," the profes-
sors say, "but to learn both at the same time, to be
expected to produce both simultaneously, is coun-
terproductive for the beginning writer."

Their solution is to teach composition in the writ-
ing workshop and editing on different days- in
an editing lab. In a paper describing the Hunting-
ton Beach program, Winterowd presents a montage
of activities found in the writing workshop:

Discussion of and practice with °rewriting
techniques by the whole class
Small group activities for two or three students
for example, two students reacting to and
making suggestions about a paper (perhaps a
rough draft) produced by a third student
Composing on the board, with volunteers
making attempts to solve a given writing prob-
lem, such as how to get a paper by one member
of the class under way effectively
Class discussion of one, two or three mimeo-
graphed papers written by class members
Conferencing- the teacher circulating in the
classroom to help individual students with
writing problems while the others work on
their papers

Some editing jessons for the whole class, deai-
ing with a limited problem that all members of
the class have in common
Reformulation exercises, in which all class
members make suggestions for improving one
student's papEir

Class -discussion on how to adjust a given
paper for a certain audience
Journal writing
Language games, such as the round-robin sen-
tence, in which students successively add modi-
fiers to a base, perhaps (depending on the level
of sophistication) in an attempt to parody
some author, such as Faulkner
Publishii.g activities, in which groups of stu-
dents or all class members participate in get-
ting a collectior ready for the press and
distribution

Class development of writing assignments,
during which students devise topics, define
audiences and delineate situations

The editing lab was designed to help students
with their individual needs. Through personal con-
ferences and other workshop activities, the teacher
identifi:s problems students are having with the
mechanics of writing. Each student is then sched-
uled into the lab with an individual pres. ription to
work on a given area, such as pronoun reference or
punctuation.

The physical makeup of the lab varies from
school to school. At Huntington Beach High School,
lab materials are grouped in a classroom set aside
for that purpose and staffed by a specific teacher.
At Fountain Valley High School, space for a sepa-
rate lab was unavailable; teachers solved this prob-
lem by constructing a "floating lab," with materials
housed in portable files. The teachers rotate the
workshop and the lab from classroom to class-
room, although the same teacher runs both the
workshop and the lab.

In 1977, Huntington Beach repeated its fall
seminar for teachers of composition. This time, it
was taught by teacher/ consultants who attended
the first seminar. Winterowd served as a consultant
and guest lecturer. The seminar evolved away from
teaching theory to demonstrating practical applica-
tions of theory in the classroom.

After the seminar began, the district received two
Title IV-C developmental grants to expand the
effort. One grant, for Project Literacy, provided
funds for a teacher training program, while the
second, for the Integrated Communications Skills
Lab, launched a pilot program at one Huntington
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Clang lin the Community
The Rose Tree.Media School Distriet in Media,

Pennsylvania, hat turned to the surrounding
consesnithy for help with one tirmeme Sob
editing the mounds of papers that result when
teachers asap* more writing. The district hires
qualified but noncertificated _persons from the
community at nominalpay to teachers tor .
rect themes ---rd to assist in the classroom once
a week.

Among the community residents hired since
the program began in 1971 area newspaper cor-
respondent, a graduate student in communica.
lions, a newspaper editor and a free.lance.
writer. The assistants call themselves layread.
ers. They-work with students under the direc.
tion of the English teachers and receive $1,000 a
year for the one day per week they spend in
junior (kr senior high classes.

Bich reid-er's precise rate
students' needs and the wishes of the teacher.
When themes indicate that the students need
help, a lay reader might write sentences from
the papers on the board and help the class take
note of errors in grammar, punctuation, paral-
lelism and so forth. The reader might also lee.
tura on how to write a theme. In a class of
academically talented students, the reader and
the teacher might split students into groups
ana conduct the class in a manner similar to
that used in a writers' workshop. The news-
paper correspondent taught students how to
write news stories, some of which were submit.
ted to editors of publicetions. The newspaper
editor helped students publish their own news-
paper. Some readers also are effective with stu-
dents who have personality or behavior problems
becruse the reader is not the usual class disci.
plinerian and can take a fresh approach to such
difficulties. Teachers make sure that on the day

Beach high school that extended the program to
target students in grades nine through twelve.

Project Literacy teacher consultants meet twice
monthly to give presentations to each other, hear
outside speakers and plan future seminars and
workshops. Tne meetings rotate among the schools,
with teachers from the host school explaining their
program to other consultants. The goal is to have,
in each high school, three to four teacher/consul-
tants who can work with the approximately 30 lan-
guage arts teachers on that campus, explains Jim
Sebring, project director. For this reason, the con-
sultants are expected to be generalists, knowl-
edgeable about all aspects of the Huntington Beach
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of the lay ***der);
composition.

At first, t
come wdsgivi
their classes an
coneernePhave be*sllayed The number "'flay
readers has grown every year, with increasing
humbers of teachers and prineipah requesting
their help. The school system rearuits lay read-
ers through newspaper advertisements and bir
word of mouth. Candidates for the jobs are
interviewed first by administrators and then by .

the teacher with whom:they must work. Teachers
have the final say in choosing their assistants,
thus helping -pave the way for a congenial
relationship.

Qualified lay reeders a4 enrprisingly easy to
come by, in spite of the"row salary and the-lack

oficeetitsecurity,Tneurenee or ritIremen1 bene-
fits. Why do they' do it? One lay reider, Ruth S.
Seegrist, writing in the American School Board
Journal of September, 1979, say", "113yown rea .
sons for sticking with the program are similar
to those of other lay readers; 1 enjoy working
with young people, being involved in their edu.
cation, and keeping abreast of their world.
like to write and enjoy sharing what knowledge t

I have about the:subject." Seegrist is a profes,
sional free-lance writer from: Sp ringfield, Penn-
sylvania'.

Of course, not all lay readers have the special .
iced background of an editor or correspondent,
and some do not work well with an entire class.'
Those who do not-,4owever, earl help students
indivitivally and correct their papers.

Reprinted by permission frottu 'Nth S. Seegrist, "Out-
siders Help Students Master Writing,*AntarkanSchool
lioard Journal, Vol, 166 (September, 1979), 32 and 40.

program. However, the teacher/consultants from
one school are free to invite a consultant from a
neighboring school to present a "guest lecture" on a
topic where the neighboring teacher has special
expertise. In addition to the regular meetings, the
consultants are released for two days each year to
develop their skills as teacher trainers.

The semester seminar exists primarily for the
teacher/consultants, but it is also open to other dis-
trict teachers and to teachers from five elementary
districts that feed into Huntington Beach. Sebring
notes that the mix of elementary and secondary
teachers benefits both groups, because it makes
them aware of instruction at one another's level.
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rhe Integrated Communications Skills Lab ex-
pands the focus of the writing prcgram at West-
minster High School to help students who have
difficulty with both reading and writing. Eligible
students are ninth graders who read two or more
levels below grade or who score 5 or below on the
district's writing sample test. These students take
the writing workshop, the editing lab and a reading
course that emphasizes vocabulary development
and paragraph comprehension. In the writing work-
shop, _students keep journals and study sentence
fluenCy and spelling in the conteXt of their writing.
1 he teacher confers with each student ,at least once
each week to determine the areas of grammar or
mechanics in which he or she needs practice.

Students attend the editing lab two days a week.
Generally, the writing teacher sends some of his or
her students to the lab and works with a smaller
group in the workshop. In the lab, students are
given personal attention by a teacher and a college
student aide: they are taught as well as asked to
complete written exercises.

For more information about the Huntington
Beach programs, contact:

Christine Rice, Supervisor, Special Programs
Huntington Beach Union High School

District
5201 Bolsa
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
(714) 898-6711

The Rockville Writing Lab
Like its counterpart in Westminster, California,

the language lah at Rockville (Maryland) High
School is for students Who need help with both
reading and writing. It foctises on ninth graders
who are reading and writing below a sixth grade
leYel. I he number of students in the lab is small,
and games are exercises designed to have students
practice language skills, rebuild students' confi-
dence and make each s!udent responsible for his or
her own learning.

lb identify students needing help, an ad hoc
committee of resource teachers from Montgomery
County met during the summer of 1975 to draft a
checklist of basic Writing skills. Students with
se\ ere deficiencies in two or more of. the skilk were
expected to take the lah as well as ninth grade En-
glish. 1 he 12 hasic skilk targeted are as follows:

* Alphabet recogni/ing capdal and smaH letters,
.ilphabeti/ing
/hindil r/://lif praLiwing cursic letters, cop, ing
material accuratek

o \umbers using cardinal and ordinal num hers in a

series, translating information such as time into
numerals

Abbreviations forming and punctuating standard
abbreviations
Survival skills filling out forms, reading a road
map, writing a check
Fragments and sentences recognizing and writing
a sentence, using fragments to complete sentences
Categorizing classifying a list, distinguishing be-
tween relevant and irrelevant details, outlining

a Summarizing taking notes, interpreting charts and
inaIptts, paraphrasing a paragraph, summing up a

Mechanics and usage capitalizing, spelling, punc-
tuating, using correct grammar
Paragraphing writing a paragraph based on a
topic sentence, developing sequential sentences,
using language at different levels, proofreading
Letters an: iotes writing letters of complaint or
for informa.ional, social and business purposes
Daily communication preparing composition notes,
asking clear questions, describing an incident, &lin-
ing, writing down directions, explaining a process,
keeping a daily record, supporting an opinion

After compiling the basic skills list, the commit-
tee designed a packet of activities periaining to each
skill. To demonstrate summarizing, for example, a
student is expected to answer a newspaper ad about
a job, enclosing a written summary of his or her
background and work experience.

Three teachers in the Rockville High School
English department then converted the packet of
information into exercises, which can be used in
the classroom by small groups or for peer tutoring.
Each exercise lasts only five to ten minutes to avoid
student boredom.

The Rockville lab complements a districtwide
writing curriculum that emphasizes imtruction in
rhetoric, composition and grammar crom the sev-
enth through the twelfth grades.

A Student-Centered Approach
A curriculum developed by James Moffett is

based on the two premises that students should
learn to write in different modes for different
audiences and that they should start out by writing
about themselves. Assignments are arranged in an
orderly sequence that takes students from personal,
inward-looking writing to objective, outward-looking
pieces. After they have practiced writing about
"familiar territory," they move more easily to
abstractions and generalizations. According to Mof-
fett, a "bad" assignment one that students do
poorly may be a "good assignment given before
students are ready for it." (4)
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,.A.ssignments illustrating Moffett's theory are
presented in .-1 Student-Centered Language Arts
Curriculum, Grades K 13: HamlbooklOr Teach-
ers (4). His approach integrates the four language
skills talking. listening, reading and writing. For
example. children in the primary grades (K 3) are
introduced to language through pantomime, im-
prmisation and class discussion. Children dictate
stories to older students and then begin writing
themsek es. compiling their own hooks, writing
puns arid games and taking simple dictation. As a
first step toward learning to observe. the record
hom, the respond through one of their senses to
things in the classroom.

In the primary grades. the pupils do most of their
composing in groups, saying sentences aloud w hile
someone \A rites th4r words down . lbev also respond
to one inother's papers in groups. Both the writing
and the ealuating are part of what Moffett calls
the \A ritmg workshop. Students get into the habit of
writing tor each other, an activity which gkes them
motkation and a sense of writing for an audience.

In the intermediate grades (fourth sixth), the
improisation, and dictation are more complex.
arid the senson, observations are made outside the
classroom. Pupils begin recording memories for use
in later assignments. For both sensory and memory
tasks, students are instructed to write hurriedly to
capture all their thoughts without worrying about
spelling or punctuation. 1 hey rework their material
later, pulling thoughts together in a way that will he
meaningful to readers. The students continue to
ealuate each other's writing in \A orkshops.

In junior high school (grades seven nine), stu-
dents apply previousk mastered skills to more
athaneed written work. The improvisations become

Composition Starter

A Teacher-Tested Idea from
an English Journal Workshop

Give students photographs of people, and
ask them to choi;se one that catches their inter-
est. The assignment is to write about what the
person in Ate picture is thinking, how he got
where he is in the picture, and so forth. When
this activity is complete, the student can write
another essay pretending he or she is the per-
son in the picture looking at the student on a
typical day, What would the person in the pic-
ture think about the student's life?

Gayle Kennedy
Waytata, Minn.

Reprinted from the December, 1973, issue of the -English
Journal by permission of the National Council of Teachers
of English .
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dramatic monologues and plays; this scripting leads
to stories, essays and poems. Sensory assignments
from elementary school become the foundation for
eyewitness reporting, which culminates in writing a
newspaper story. The earlier memory assignments
are expanded into autobiographies and memoirs
both of which recall single events.

Junior high school students also keep journals
and diaries. Following the Moffett sequence
personal to public writing- students begin with in-
class diaries and progress to short, public journals.
Then they summariie their journals in a long mis-
cellaneous journal.

In high school (grades ten twelve), the autobi-
ography and memoir writing is expanded to cover a
"phase" of a person's life, rather than a single inci-
dent. One series of assignments combines reporting
through interviews and observations with research
taken from written sources.

Moffett prescribes four "repeatable" essay assign-
ments designed to help train older students to make
ab!-tractions. First, the student tells of several inci-
dents, drawn both from life and from reading, that
illustrate an idea or repeat a similar theme. Next,
the student writes single sentence's that represent
generali/ations, such as maxims or aphorisms. The
third assignment is to develop one of the generali-
iations with additional statements and illustrations.

Moffett points out that his assignments deal with
types of writing not usually required in school. He
opposes purely academic writing assignments on
the grounds that they take time that could be better
spent doing other things. For example, book reports
are often assigned in elementary school to check
whether students have read a book; Moffett believes
that class discussions are a far less tedious way to
accomplish the same thing. Moffett also deplores
asking elementary children to do reference papers
and literary analyses. The first encourages plagiar-
ism, he says, and both are seen by children as a test
of whether they have read the material.

Moffett's materials include criteria for judging
the value of a writing assignment.

A booklet which expands on the Moffett sequence
of autobiography and memoir has been published
by the National Council of Teachers of English
(NCTE) as part of a series on classroom techniques
called Theory and Research into Practice (I). The
booklet, entitled Writing About Ourselves and Oth-
ers, by Richard Beach, is intended for teachers of
high school and college students. It outlines activi-
ties to develop skills for writing autobiography
(about the self in the past), memoir (about someone
else in the past) and portraits (about someone else
in the present). It also suggests contemporary
books that can be related to the writing assignments.



Help from Professional Writers
A Title IV-C project in Fairfax, California, used

teacher writers to work intensively with regular
Fairfax teachers at the kindergarten through the
sixth grade levels. A key element of the three-year,
$73,000 Expressive Writing project was that project
staffers considered themselves professional writers
as well as credentialed teachers. Two are published
poets, and the third has published short stories and
produced a radio program. Unlike a traditional
artist-in-the-schools program, however, these writ-
ers worked with teachers as well as with students,
and the contact continued throughout the school
year.

The purpose of the Expressive Writing in School
project is to improve students' expressive writing
skills and attitudes. Program goals emphasize three
aspects of writing instruction: the writing process
(for example, fluency, authenticity, enjoyment); the
writer's craft (for example, organization, vocabu-
lary, the use of detail); and language and literacy
skills (for example, spelling, presentation, punctua-
tion). Children in the project work on writing daily
as a regular part of the school day. Writing is actu-
ally taught rather than merely assigned and includes
attention to the various stages of writing, from
thinking and planning to original drafts, revisions,
and presentations of finished work. Students write
in many forms and genres, such as letters, reports,
fiction, and dialogues; and writing is taught with
other curriculum areas, such as social studies or art.

The program in Fairfax is carefully planned so
that students can develop a positive attitude about
writing. The language that comes to the page is a
child's own, wheth:r the work is academic, creative,
or autobiographkal. Through workshop seminars
and written materials for teachers, the project helps
teachers develop classroom writing programs that
can continue after Title IV-C funding ends.

Participating teachers were released for work-
shops six times during the ,;ear. Meanwhile, project
staff members worked closely with the teachers on
a one-to-one basis: A staff member taught one dem-
onstration lesson a week in each teacher's class and
helped that teacher prepare other lessons. This per-
sonal format enabled the staff to augment the work-
shop training. The small size of the Fairfax faculty
made sueh an approach possible. The 31 teachers
involved in the first two years constituted half the
faculty. During the final year of the project, the
staff expanded the program to all teachers in the
district.

he program's goal was to develop students'
fluency and confidence through direct instruction
in writing. In kindergarten, the emphasis fell on

oral composing; someone else wrote down what
students said. The writings of upper-grade students
were published.

Evaluation of holistically-scored writing samples
has shown in each of the three years that project
students in kindergarten through grade six made
significantly greater gains in their writing than the
comparison students did. Furthermore, it appears
that the project has had a cumulative and lasting
effect on students who have been in the project for
two years. On attitude surveys, project students
expressed more positive attitudes toward writing
and a more sophisticated understanding of the ele-
ments of good writing than did comparison stu-
dents. Project teachers said they felt more confident
about their ability to teach writing.

For more information about the Fairfax pro-
gram, call or write:

Bryce Moore and Bill Boyer, coordinators
Expressive Writing in School
Fairfax School District
101 Glen Drive
Fairfax, CA 94930
(4:5) 454-7585

SWRLA Sequenced Approach
Another carefully sequenced, step-by-step com-

position program has been developed by the Edu-
cational Research and Development unit of South-
west Regional Laboratory (SWRL), a California-
based, nonprofit organization primarily supported
by the National Institute of Education (NIE). The
materials, keyed to elementary school pupils, were
developed with funds from the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation and the NIE. Development included exten-
sive field testing in schools with pupils from varying
economic and racial backgrounds.

A key component of the SWRL approach is a set
of specific objectives for each learning unit. Each
unit ends with a test that measures how well stu-
dents have mastered these objectives. Students
learn the required skills by completing exercises on
worksheets. If they have difficulty, supplementary
lessons are provided.

The SWRL curriculum contains 14 nongraded
blocks. If used at a rate of one block per semester
(three lessons per week), the material can be
covered between kindergarten and the sixth grade.
Some schools, however, prefer to spread the instruc-
tion over more grades, completing the series in the
seventh or eighth grade.

Underlying the SWRL approach is an emphasis
on getting the students to plan what they writ. Ind
then having them edit and revise their composi-
tions. Without specific guidance, explains Roger
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Scott, SWRI. project manager, students tend to
write something down without thinking it through.
The SWRL teacher's manual suggests specific activ-
ities to guide students' discussions of, for example,
the kind of information that should be in a business
letter. "Fhere's no one particular (planning) tech-
nique," Scott says. Instead, numerous suggestions
provide vari:qy in instruction.

In addition to the teacher's manual, the materials
include a program guide, which provides general
information; teacher procedure cards, which de-
scribe particular lessons; worksheets and work-
books tor student exercises; criterion tests; and
supplementary worksheets

SWR1. curriculum coers writing skilk in
the I olkiw ing sequence:

Blocks I and 2 Handwriting, formation of
letters and numbeN, progressing to words
Blocks 3 and 4 Writing words to fill in blanks
in sentences, writing sentences, then short
stories

Blocks 5 and 6 Writing descriptions, follow-
ing directions, explaining how to draw an
object, writing plot-oriented stories and friendly
letters

Blocks 7 and 8 Writing descriptions and sto-
ries using dialogue, persuasive writing an
summarizing fiction (book reports)
Blocks 9 and 10 Writing descriptions of
scenes. memory narratives, newspaper stories
and headlines, publicity announcements (news
releases and posters)

Blocks I I and 12 Writing stories that focus
on characterization, stories that focus on set-
ting and plot, newspaper editorials and reviews,
summarizing nOnfiction (note-taking)
Blocks 13 and 14 Writing reports from inter-
views, writing reports from written sources
(research papers)

Rolando Park Fundamental School in San Diego
was one of the pilot elementary schools that tested
the SWRI, materials. The school has continued to
use not only the composition program but also
three related SW RI. programs in reading, spelling
and expressive language. "We've had phenomenal
luck with them," says Nadine Humberstad, a teacher
who has taught with SWRI. materials at several
grade levels.

According to Humberstad, the primary strength
of the program is its carefully sequenced approach.
First graders start the year by reviewing handwrit-
ing, which they learned in kindergarten. Compos-
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ing exercises progress in difficulty, from choosing
which of two words best completes a sentence to
filling in a word from picture clues. The children
then learn to write phrases, to use phrases to com-
plete sentences and to write whole sentences. Punc-
tuation and capitalization are integrated in the
lessons. When the student has to choose between
two words, for example, the same word might be
given twice, first followed by a period and then
followed by a question mark. The student must
determine whether the sentence is a statement or a
question to select the appropriate answer.

"The strength of the SWR 1. communications
program is that all four parts reinforce each other,"
Humberstad says. Words from the spelling lessons,
for example, afe also used in the reading and com-
position lessons. Humberstad describes the pro-
gram as highly teacher directed. For this reason, it
is used m.)re frequently in higWy struetured and
fundamental classrooms than in open classrooms,
where children work in individualized, self-paced
programs.

During the seven-year development of these com-
position materials, pre- and post-tests were given to
SWRI. students and to control groups. With every
unit, those using the SWRI, program scored higher
on the post-tests than the control groups did.

The SWRI. materials have been published by
Ginn and Company, but SWR I, consultants are
still available to provide technical assistance or gen-
eral information. For more information, contact:

Roger 0. Scott
Project Manager, Western Regional Exchange
SWRI. Educational Research and Development
4665 Lampson Ave.
Los Alamitos, CA 90720
(213) 598-7661
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Chapter 4

Why does writing flourish in some classrooms
and flounder in .others? Is it partly a matter of the
chemistry between teacher and students, or is it
strictly craft or technique? If teaching writing--- like
writing itself-- is a craft, then how can students be
led from one level of skill to the next? Is there a
natural path of development? And what techniques
will inspire students to write voluminously and
spontaneously? Can grammar be taught so it does
not interfere with self-expression?

Traits of Successful Teachers

For that matter, what type of teacher is best
equipped to make students' writing flourish? In a
study for the Ford Foundation, Donald H. Graves,
University of New Hampshire professor of educa-
tion, spent many mor,ths observing writing instruc-
tion in the United States, England and Scotland.
He found good writing in all kinds of settings, but
successful teachers shared a similar attitude and
approach.

"All had high personal standards of craftsman-
ship," Graves writes in Language Arts (4). "They
had an artisan's ,iew of the universe. Materials
were constantly evolving toward some expression
of excellence. Compositions, drawings, experiments,
mathematical problems were never wrong, only
unfinished." Teachers also tended to share outside
interests painting, writing, even caring for plants
with the children, and they kept abreast of the stu-
dents' particular interests.
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These teachers also encouraged their students to
do a lot of wri'ting. In fact, writing was a chief
means for exchanging information between teacher
and child in these classes. There was "a curious lack
of skills checkoff lists, behavioral objectives or
detailed plans," Graves notes. One teacher explained
that she felt such lists took valuable time from
teaching. "Besides," the teacher said, "any real
information I need from others is here in these col-
lections of the students' writing. Turn the pages in
the folder. Can't you tell if there has been effective
change?"

Besides sharing these traits, teachers conducted
similar activities in classrooms where successful
writers were produced.

Graves isolated six common characteristics:
I. Where writing flourished, it was one of many

forms of expression. Drama, storytelling, music,
painting, choral speaking, handicrafts, movement
or dance were practiced, depending on the back-
grounds and interests of the staff. Sometimes spe-
cial art or music teachers would contribute activities,
"but rarely did their aid take root in a class (with) a
teacher who did not have an artisan's view,"

2. Teachers provided other atuhences than them-
selves .for children's writing. The writing was pub-
lished, bound and circulated in the library or
shared among students in the classroom.

3. Me teachers provided time.for writing. In the early
grades, children wrote throughout the day. Writing
was expected, even if not formally assigned. Also,
teachers frequently encouraged the children to
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write with "specifics." "John," said one teacher,
"you know all about blue whales. I think you're
capable of putting together an illustrated booklet."
Ihis "encouragement with specificc extended through-
out the writing process, from choosing the topic
through early drafts and final revisions.

4 Ihe teachers re.sponded first to (1)ntent, regardless
()I the assignment. Reision was geared first toward
impro% mg the information, then to language con-
%entions.

rj..ie con( ept ()I (It-idling tva.s not confined to the
(Rolm ()I writing alone. Instead, there was an
o%erall stance of inquiry and reflection throughout
the curriculum in these schools. Students were
encouraged to go back and rebuild projects which
did not work out according to plan.

6 lf.rnan; o«urred in a commwnti. "This was difh-
cult to iissess; %et, it seemed to have more to do

ith standards of excellence than an; other factor
alread% named." When one child sought the advice

imother, the classmate %%as ,pecific with criti-
cism. Of ten. the re% iewer would adopt the teacher's
approach of responding first to the information,
then to mechanical aspects. The students were
aware of their classmates' areas of expertise and
consulted them both orally and in writing for this
knowledgeJ4P

Cetting StartedPrewriting Comes First
Successful writing teachers say that the writing

process contains three distinct steps: prewriting,
composing and rewriting. During the prewriting
stage, the goals are to motivate the students to
write and to give them tools, such as sharp observa-
tion skilk, thai they may use in getting ready to
write. leachers say that time spent on this part of
the writing process pays off in more finished com-
positions than the compositions created without a
prewriting stage. (See the Department of Educa-
tion's Handbook for Planning an Effective Writing
Program for a description of the prewriting stage.)

An Eye for Observation
A technique for building observation skills is de-

scribed in a booklet called "Observing and Writing,"
published by the National Council of Teachers of
English as part of a series called Theory into Prac-
tice (5). The booklet describes 15 classroom activi-
ties that deelop students' abilities to observe their
surroundings to become aware of their senses and
to draw inferences from their observations. The
first exercise, "The Spy Game," gives students one

'Reprinted with permission from "We Won't Let Them Write," by
Donald H. Grases, in Language Ans. May, 1978. Urbana,
National Council of reachers of English. copyright, 1978.
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minute to view a collection of objects (students pre-
tend they are undercover agents at an embassy in
Paris and that the objects were recovered from a
captured spy). After viewing the objects, students
return to their seats and each compiles a list. Then
they compare their lists and discuss what the items
reveal.

"What was the captured spy like?" asks George
Hillocks, author of the booklet. "What might be
significant clues about his business? What clues are
there to his personality?" The students' conclu-
sions, ofl course, are less important than the skill
they develop in observation, Other exercises include
listening to sound and silence, observing bodily
sensations, observing behavior through pantomime
and role-playing, and recalling experience. The
exercises can be used with students in seventh
grade and above.

Listening to Language
Claire Pelton, English department chairperson

at Los Altos (California) High School, trains her
students in a different kind of observation she
intends to give them an ear attuned to the nuances
of fine language. Pelton explains in The College
Board Review that students constantly are assaulted
by poor language usage throue television, the things
they read and everyday conversation (s). To coun-
teract this "insidious bombardment," she says,
"teachers must barrage their students with the sight
and sound of fine prose." Pelton spends "an inordi-
nate amount" of class time on reading. The stu-
dents see the words on photocopies while hearing
them read aloud. They study words, phrases, para-
graphs and stanzas.

Pelton varies her examples, going from Heming-
way and James Joyce to a Hugh Sidey column.
Other sources include "a cadenced paragraph from
a student theme" and even "the personable letters
of Fred Hargadon," dean of admissions at Stan-
ford University.

"By reaffirming the eloquence of the written
word," she explains, "I prod students to listen to
the sound of their owr prose. In short, I try to
develop their 'ear' and make them critical of bloated,
imprecise language." When this happens, "their
criticism becomes both contagious and irrepressible,"
Pelton adds. "The language of their teachers and of
the authors of their textbooks, the 'double-speak'
and bland illiteracies displayed in daily announce-
ments (most often w: en by administrators and
teachers), a clumsily expressed editorial in the local
newspaper -all become prime targets."

The criticism becomes so lively that Pelton is
occasionally addressed rather sharply by an em-
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barrassed colleague or administrator. "I remain
delighted," she says.2

Next--Motivating Students
Other prewriting experiences give a valuable

boost to student creativity by providing a mood
that makes students want to write. The rather ster-
ile surroundings of a typical classroom cannot be
relied upon to give students creative stimulus. Also,
since most secondary schools divide classes into 40-
or 50-minute periods, students coming into English
classes are likely to be thinking about something

'Reprinted with permission from "The Sounds of Syntax," by Claire
L. Pe lton, in The College Board Review, spring, 1978, New York:
College Entrance Examination Board, copyright, 1978.

that happened in the previous period or while
classes were changing.

Beth Dakelman, a creative-writing high school
teacher in Martinsville, New Jersey, uses a tech-
ricyle she calls "Mind Transportation," a voyage
into a fantasy world that students take while they
are sitting in their seats. Da kelman has students
write for 10 minutes a day for several weeks on a
series of "absurd or mind-tickling questions." In an
article in the English Journal, Dakelman offered
these as possible topics: "If you had one wish, what
would you choose? If you could not be yourself,
what would you be and why? What is inside the
secret chest that you have just found in your
backyard?"(1)

t in ObservationAn Experimen
teachers of composition recognize lack, of

sp-:7-"ficity in student writing As a continuing
problem from jUnior high school to college.
Even when etudents arc, confronted with actuai
concrete zattzationa to ob and write about,
their writing omits detaili t t enabk
them to capture the timbre and goal
&yeti situation. tither they believe that th
prose doe* convey their own specific perceptie
or they are, for some region, oblivious to shitpaw
tieubsr details which give any subject its peculiar
qualities. Talks with students about&vitat they

pute between two students. etc.) o
hue just observed (a seashell, esvitirs,iiti.,
that the latter is the case, They 'simply

I.
not

(Another of Hillookes
kal exerciar& As students di
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imagine t
lookin
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George Hillocks, Jr., writing in the February,
1079, issue of Retearch in the Teaching of En=
Ash, describes a problem that most teacheri'
know well. Attempting to find * remedy, he
deri$ned is series of exercises to help students
develop their powers of ohiervation. Toldeter.
mine theeffectiveness of the exercises, Hillocks
and others used them with'groups of ninth end
eleventh graders in three suburban schools for
roughly a ten.week trial period.

Students in experimental classes spent most
of their time on specific OltervatiOnnl
ritiei, recording visual, tactile, auditory, olfac.
tory end internal sensory perceptions. They
practked describing their sensations by reePond.
ing aloud, takhig notes or writing brief eompoci-
tions.usually not mor than a few sentences
length. For example, in one activity, stii
working in small groups put oat blindfehla ad
examined a plate full of objects, such as sand-
paper, carpeting, as elastic bandage and a piece
of onion. Studests tried to identify the objects
told then, still wearing the blindfolds, thought
of words and phraees to deserilie their textures.

The researeb, reported ht Research in the
'reaching of Raglish, showed that Hillocks's
exerelitt34441, indeed-, kelp students write more
pecificaUy. Alie-e**mples below illustrste the,

tjiielk:Inlintes writing before and
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warped, wooden, green park bench, read,
ing * twe-dayold newspaper. The mates
fate wag rugged and full of prickly wit'is.
kers. His face and hands were dirty. As
he read the newspaper, he swung his foot
slowly end very oteadily. He seemed to be
enjoying Illtualet.

iteprintni br pornatoina Oieran 1.11110414 In;
*Sflosts of on lamina Writ:be Ibreitirch iis Ow reeetitiatt eti English, Vol. 13 (Irelt--
-rutty, 1979), 23-31, e.pyrght, 4,!'79, by ihe Naomi
Coto& a Teach.* of aN.h

. N
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"Such questions stimulate a student's mind in
much the same way the game 'Let's Pretend'
evoked fantasies in childhood," she explains. "The
images that emerge from this type of assignment
graduall ) become more creatie."

If weather permits, Dakelman suggests letting
the students either sit on the lawn to write or
wander about the school grounds, jotting down
observations. A good training lesson for sharpen-
ing observation skills is an assignment to describe a
pineapple, using the senses of taste, touch, smell
and feel.

Another technique Dakelman uses is the "Think
rank." Adjoining her classroom is a smaller room
where she dims the lights, arranges scented candles
and plas reli.xing music h,' such popular artists as
Carole King, Cat Stnens and Laura Nvro. Chairs
are pushed aside, and students may sit on the floor.
(If no extra classroom is available, the regular
classroom can he adapted as the Think -Lank.)

Dakelman explain, the ground rules for the
hink lank NA hile her students are still in the regu-

lar classroom. First, silence must he strictly observed,
because "each student eent uallv retreats into the
prkac of his ow n orld." The students mav write
on am topic, hut their first results are usually
poetic; Dakelman introduces the room during a
poctr unit. "Once comfortable, the students suc-
cumb to the tranquil mood and write at a rapid
pace," she says.

Students usually keep their own papers for the
entire period, hut for .ariet Dakelman sometimes
has them exchange papers and continue writing.
Some will continue their own ideas on the new
page; others SS ill try to des.clop the idea begun by a
classmate. The exercise pros ides raw material that
the students take home and rework into a finished
poem.

A Poet Sets the Mood
As a .isitng poet at a high school, R. Baird Shu-

man found that two minutes of silence helped put
students in a NA, riting mood, according to his article
in the Engli.sh Journal (10). After students in his
poetry workshops were seated, Shuman asked them
to put a piece of paper and a pen or pencil before
them. "When I say '(10, he explained, "you are all
going to close your eves for two full minutes. Stay
as quiet as you can and let yours.flves go as limp as
you can. Allow your minds to wander." Not sur-
prisingly, Shuman did not give his students their
assigned topic until after the period of silence.

When Shuman did give them the topic, he told
them to write as much as they could and to let their
NA, ords flow with ease. "We all have thousands of
words within us," he '.old the students. "But we
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cannot always get the words we need, particularly
in written form. So now we need to do something
that will limber us up and make the words flow
more easily." Each workshop group was given a
different topic. Topics included: "The best thing
that ever happened to me was ..."; "The thing I
would most like to change"; and "The thing I would
most like to own." Shuman allowed the students
21/2 minutes to write, but he did not tell them the
time length in advance so that the limitation would
not interfere with their fluency.

At the end of the time segment, Shuman told the
students to stop, even if they were in the middle of a
word. Each student put an identifying mark on the
paper other than his or her name. Shuman col-
lected the papers and redistributed them among the
students. I. uring the next seven minutes, the stu-
dents were to read and write comments on as many
of each other's papers as possible. This exercise
aimed at having the students interact fulfilled a
goal Shuman considers important. In addition, it
was popular with the students. Many of them
found much to say. Their comments were, "for the
most part, incisive and extensive," Shuman says. In
fact, "some students who (had written) no more than
two or three lines in the timed writing were able to
write half to three-quarters of a page in comments,
thereby improving their fluency considerably." After
this groundwork, Shuman introduced the students
to writing poetry.

I he next day, Shuman again asked the students
to spend two minutes in silence. Ile then had them
think of fresh images to go with the phrases "as
yellow as," "quieter than," "as stubborn as," "richer
than" and "rougher than." Students did better at
this when they worked in pairs. After this image
exercise, Shuman asked the students to write two
short poems, which they then combined into a
third. All three poems were to emphasiie sensory
images.

Other techniques Shuman found successful were:

Showing a poem with the poet's revisions on it.
One resource for this was the Thomas Johnson
edition of Emily Dickinson's complete works.
Referring to a poetry anthology and reading a
poem to illustrate a point that came up in class
discussion.

to Playing a recording of a poet reading his or her
own works, and at the same time projecting
the poem on a screen.

Like many other teachers, Shuman concentrated
on getting students to write freely, at least when
they were starting out. "Keep your pen or pencil
moving, even if you run out of things to say," he
advised.



Encouraging Free Expression
Experience has shown that students who spend a

lot of time writing become better writers as a result.
But if they are to write about a subject, it must be
one about which they have something to say: It
must interest them, and it must deal with a subject
they have giver some thought beforehand. Conse-
quently, good ...Hting teachers often choose their
writing topics carefully.

One teacher in a Philadelphia inner-city junior
high school, C. James Trotman, encourages his stu-
dents to keep journals, on the theory that they
probably will find a lot to say about themselves. An
article in Classroom Practices in Teaching English,
1969-70 describes the advantages of Trotman's
technique ( I). He introduces the idea of the journal
to his students in a casual way. He compares the
journal to a diary it is personal, continued daily
and seen only by the teacher and the student. The
students accepted the journal idea the first year
partly because Trotman promised it would be an
experiment; if it did not prove to be a successful
learning experience, they could vote to dismiss it.
Although this was a gamble, Trotman notes, it
enabled students to become more directly involved
in their learning. It also forced them to think about
criteria with which they could judge its effectiveness.

*Hie students make their journals from pieces of
notebook pane .. folded in half to ,:nsure privacy
and to give the page a book-like appearance. Each
entry is dated. At first, the students may write on
any topic they choose a hard decision for some.
"With time and encouragement to experiment,"
Trotman adds, "this obstacle is overcome."

Initially, the journals are neither corrected for
common usage errors nor graded. As students do
more writing, however, the quality increases. The
teacher's comments, not grades, remain the pri-
mary means of evaluation. These comments are vital,
according to Trotman, because they form "a nucleus
for guiding improvement in writing and communi-
cation generally."

As a teaching tool, journal writing has five posi-
tive features, 1 rotman says:

It prov ides an opportunity to experiment With dif-
ferent kinds ot writing. Journal jottings contain
poetr, and include elements of fiction, such as plot.
denouement and character development.

I he journals prov ide students with an outlet to
express frustrations encountered in daily living.
Such a catharsis gives teachers a new insight inti,
their students and provides another level of commu-
nication.

Because each student writes about something differ-
ent. the teacher must respond to each journal indi-

v 'dually. Th .ndividaal response is also dictated by
the need to preserve confidentiality.

It provides the student with an audience his or her
teacher. "If the student begins to respond to this
ever-accessible audience," Trotman says, "he or she
is also likely to respond more to recommendations
for improving the mechanical aspects of hisi her
writing."

As an audience of one, the tcacher also is in a posi-
tion to provide guidance to the student on isy.es
raised in the journal. By responding in writing
rather than face-to-face, the teacher may be able to
help the student with sensitive matters, such as
problems with peers or conflicts at home. (1)

At the end of the "experiment," Trotman asked
his junior high students to describe the strengths
and weaknesses of the journal approach. The
almost 60 students who replied listed them as
follows:

Strengths
I. Freedom to say what you want, when you want,

how you want
2. Relief to writer by getting problems down on paper
3. Sharing personal problems
4. Communication between writer and reader

Weaknesses
I. Having to write every day 3. Need for ideas
2. Shortage of time 4. Limited audience3

Choosing Good Topics
Donald Saine, who teaches English in another

Philadelphia junior high school, makes choosing a
topic a creative process in itself. He usually selects
current events from the school or from the nation
to generate student interest in writing. During
national elections, Saine might assign "If I were
President." Other topics might be keyed to local
issues "The current transit strike for more money
is fair? Unfair'?" or "How gangs make our neighbor-
hoods unsafe- what can we do about themr(9)

Before he gives an assignment, Saine reads a writ-
ing sample designed to elicit interest in the topic
(the sample also provides a model for form). He
discusses both the form and content of the sample,
including its 'arengths and we:tknesses. Then the
class thinks of topics that the sample brings to
mind, and Saine writes them On the board.

After the board is filled with suggested topics,
Saine hands out a sheet with step-by-step directions
and guidelines. The class discusses the material on
the sheet, and Saine answers questions. Students
are encouraged to modify the suggestions if they

'Reprinted with permission from Classroom Practices in Teaching
Englith. 1969-70. Urbana. National Council of Teachers of Eng-
lish, copyright, 1969.
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were mat just learning to writethey were writ- .

ing to leern. 4171ten the demands of clear com-
position 'left them no alternative to being

(poivague)---:
*4 orderly (net hives-Wm), his students began
not only to remember .fthe facts: but also'lo
unders.tand them, to be able to use them.
short; they began 10 know what they were talkt.,,.
ing about," Fadintan and Howard Point out;

Although the authors concede that it is easksr-

wish. "Some time is usually spent here (if I can hold
them back) thinking and planning mentally a
most valuable time," he comments. No pressure is

applied to "start now."
Saine moves about the room, talking to students

who are having trouble getting started. As they
talk, he tries to draw out ideas or make suggestions.
By mid-period, the students are usually all writing.
"I'm still floating," he adds, "asking questions
encouraging, complimenting, reading and listen-
ing." The papers are coliected either at the end of
the period or the next day at the beginning of class.

Saine reads the papers, makes comments and
marks them with standard proofreader's marks,
which are introduced the first week of school. At
certain times students read and discuss their essays
in class; at other times the essays are recorded on
tape. Many are given to the yearbook for publication.

Saine encourages the students to continue devel-
oping their composition topics in other ways. If an
assignment lends itself to illustration, the author
may work with the art teacher. Extra credit is given
to each student who develops a topic through addi-
tional compositions or adapts it to different forms.
Students expand on ideas through skits, poems or
plays and by using cameras and tape recorders.
"One writing assignment may never be finished,"
Saine concludes, "living proof that writing can be
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and is being taught--by planning, use of contem-
porary media, allowing freedom of content without
sacrificing form, by encouraging creativity while
striving for a 'standard' of excellence and by hon-
estly praising and immediately reinforcing,"(9)4

One Creative Teacher's Ideas
Anoth;:r teacher who believes it takes creative

assignments to bring out creativity in students is
Gladys Veidemanis, English chairperson at Osh-
kosh (Wisconsin) North High School. Writing in
The College Board Revicw (II ), Veidemanis says,
"stimulating invention" in students involves four
separate teaching tasks:

Creative formulation of the assignment
A sparkling classroom presentation
Daily follow-up, prodding, inspiring, hand-holding
Rough draft therapy

Veidemanis spends a great deal of time develop-
ing assignments, working at just the right wording
of topics and preparing lists of possible angles or
approaches. She is careful to avoid being overly
prescriptive, however, and always tells students
they can devise an alternative topic if they do not

'Reprinted with permission from "Using What There Is," by Donald
E. Saine, in The College Board Review, spring, 1978. New York:
College Entrance Examination Board, copyright, 1978.
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like the one she suggests. She uses a half-hour
brainstorming session in class to excite student
interest in the assignment. This session is also
geared to explaining ways the topic can be developed.

Veidemanis tries to provide class time for all
phases of writing. Once the students start to write,
she maintains momentum through a variety of
activities. These include daily classroom talks,
small-group sharing of ideas and efforts, one-to-
one conferences and "verbal and visual prods,"
such as provocative essays and poems. Other interest-
sustainers are quotations, striking photographs or
illustrations and discussions of records, television
shows and films. "Most important," she counsels,
"the frustrated and discouraged must be sustained
and spurred on. 'Hang in there' is the message they
most need vo hear, and occasionally, 'Don't worry
if your paper is a little late.'"

The last task, rough draft therapy, takes place
during the writing process, not at the end. When
she spots a common weakness, Veidemanis spends
part of a period discussing how to overcome it. For
example, if students are writing paragraphs that are
uninteresting, she may launch a discussion on sen-
sory detail, expanding ideas or inclusion of quota-
tions. If the students' leads fail to "grab" the reader,
she may spend a period examining the opening
paragraphs of magazine articles. She tries to be an
audience and an editor as well as a teacher.

Veidemanis lists the following problems as ame-
nable to rough draft therapy:

starved paragraphs; flat beginnings and endings;
faulty logic; wooden dialogue; rash or tasteless gener-
aliiations; bland, indifferent or "masked" writing;
humorlessness; absence of conviction; and inappro-
priate tone for a given audience. (11)5

The Process-Conference Approach
The process-conference approach resembles rough

draft therapy in that it treats writing as an ongoing
process. Emphasis is on improving the paper while
it is being written. This approach consists of indi-
vidualiz.ed instruction involving brief conferences
between the teacher and a student over several
days. A single composition might require six or
more conferences of from one to five minutes each
before it is ready to be put in final form,

In Balance the Basics: Let Them Write, a report
written for the Ford Foundation, Donald Graves
presents a script of conversations that might evolve
between a seventh grader and his or her teacher
during the development of a theme (3). It is not

'Reprinted with permission from ''On Stimulating Imention.' by
Gladys Veidernams, in The College Board Review. No. 107, spring.
197g. New York: College Entrance Examination Board, copyright,
I97g

until the fourth conference that the teacher usually
reviews a draft. In his book Mr. Graves outlines the
conference in this way:

Conlerence I
Jerry': I want to write about sharks, but I

have a hard time getting started. I'm
not much of a writer.

Ms. Putnam: Well, have you had any expet;ences
with sharks, Jerry? How did you get
interested in the subject?

Jerry:. Yeh, me and my dad were trolling
for stripers and all of a sudden this
fin pops up just when I got a hit.
That was it. No more fishing that
day Can they move! I got to talking
with the guys down at the dock; they
said we've got more than usual this
year. Blue sharks they were.

Ms. Putnam: You have a good start with what you
have just told me. Many people talk
about sharks, but few have actually
seen them. What else do people at
the dock have to say about sharks?
Any old-timers who might have had
run-ins with them? You say the
sharks move quickly. Well, how fast
can sharks swim?

At the second conference, Jerry rtports that an
old lobsterman told him a shark once nudged his
boat. The fisherman did not know whether or not
the ait was intentional. The teacher challenged
Jerry to find out if blue sharks attack people.
"Have there ever been any shark attacks in this
area? Do you think this is important information?
Where can you find out?

Conlerence 3
Jerry: I asked at the newspaper, and they

didn't know of any shark attacks
over the last five years. So I asked
them Who might know. They said I

ought to call the Coast Guard sta-
tion. They said no attacks, but lots
of sightings; they were more worried
about people doing stupid things in
he boats with this shark craze that's

around.

Ms. Putnam: What do you mean, doing stupid
things'?

Jerry: Well, now when a beach gets closed,
people stop swimming, but these
crazy kids go out in small boats to
harpoon sharks. They could get killed.
Sharks rcally don't harm people, but
if you start poking them, who knows
what will happen?
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Ms. Putnam: Jerry, you certainly have good infor-
mation about sharks. I suspect that
very few people know what the Coast
Guard is up against. And what do
you think will happen if some 18-
year-old has to prove he's a man?

Omference 4

Jerry: Well, here's the first shot. What do
you think?

M. Putnam: You have a good start. Jerry. Look
at these first four paragraphs. Tell
me which one makes you feel as if
you were there.

Jerry: This onr here, the fourth one, where
I tell about two kids who are out try-
ing to harpoon a shark.

Ms. Putnam: Don't you think this is the one that
will interest readers most? Start right
off with it. Hit 'em hard. .1his is an
actual incident.

At the fifth conference, Jerry complains that he
has so much information he does not know what to
do with it. Putnam suggests that Jerry write down
the five key things he wants his audience to
remember. "Don't look at your notes," she tells
him. "Just write them down off the top of your
head. You know so much you don't have to look
anymore."

((mIcrett«. 6
Jerry: Well. I took those lie points. I feel

better now. But look at all this stuff I
haen't used.

Ms. Putnam lhat's the way it is when you know a
lot about a subject. Over here on the
third page you get a little abstract
about people's fear of sharks. Can
you give some more examples? Did
you get some in your interviews?
What needs to be done before this
becomes your final copy?

Jerry: Put in those examples of fear I

have plenty of those. I have plenty of
weird spellings guess I'd better check

.those out never could punctuate
very well.

M. Putnam: I think you have information here
the newspaper or the Coast Guard
might be interested in. Had you
thought about that? Let me know
what you want to do with this (3)6

Half the conferences are geared to helping the
student gather information. "Until students feel
they have mformaiton to convey," Graves says, "it

6Reprinted by permission from Balance the Basics: Let Them Write
by Donald H. Graves. New York: Ford Foundation, 1978.
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is difficult for them to care about writing or feel
that they can speak directly and with authority."
The first draft emerges from "the first wave of
information," he notes. "Succeeding drafts include
more information, more precise language and changes
in organization."

In process-conference classrooms, teachers never
see a composition as wrong --only unfinished. For
example, in Aberdeen, Scotland, Graves observed
students who were expected to do their own proof-
reading. "A teacher would merely say, 'But you're
not finished yet, Matthew. You must be having an
off day. Perhaps Margaret will look it over with
you.

Another strength of the process-conference ap-
proach is that it enables the teacher to introduce
new skills as a student needs them. For example, a
process-conference student wouli learn about quo-
tation marks as he or she used dialogue in a compo-
sition. By contrast, in a classroom where achievement-
test performance was stressed, students might be
introduced to quotation marks primarily because a
test was nearing. The first student "masters thf! con-
ventions of language in the process of conveying
information," Graves explains. The second "is
more likely to struggle with quotation marks as an
isolated phenomenon" as he puri,:tuates sentences
provided in a workbook. "He will not see himself as
a writer."

Students as Evaluators
In many classrooms, particularly those with a

process-conference approach, students play a key
role in assessing their writing improvement. Graves
points to a school in upper New York state where
students perform such a role. Thry keep a file of
their writing for 10-day periods; then the teacher
helps each one evaluate his or her progress. Some-
times they agree that a good piece of writing
belongs in a class collection or should be bound in a
book the child puts together. If possible, student
writing is published in some form.

One New Hampshire school system completely
changed its approach to writing instruction after the
superintendent enrolled in a writing class while
working on an advanced degree. His university
began working with district teachers on the process-
conference approach. In exchange, the district
helped the university develop new procedures for
assessing writing. A teacher and student together
would select the student's four best papers for
assessment. In this way, students were evaluated on
their strong papers for assessment points--on papers
demonstrating their skills in a variety of writing
styles.
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Another approach to using students as editors is
advocated by Ken Macrorie, a teacher and author
who believes that students should write freely and
quickly., then revise (6). Teachers influenced by
Macrorie will sometimes ask students to write for
10 minutes each day on topics of their choice. At
the end of a vveek, students pick out their favorite
10-minute efforts and develop them into finished
pieces.

Students read their papers aloud in front of edit-
ing groups made up of their peers. The reading
enables them to hear errors and awkward phrases
which they might not notice otherwise. After a
paper is read, the writer gives his or her evaluation
first; then the rest of the group responds, making
positive comments first. The criticism may be given
or 'fy or written on the rough draft or slips of
paper provided for that purpose. Then the student
writes another draft to reflect the group's com-
ments. -I he editing-and-revision process may be
repeated a number of times.

-1-he editing groups put the responsibility for cor-
recting errors on the students, not on the teacher.
The groups may contain up to 15 students. Each
group is constant from assignment to assignment,
so that students learn how to work together to eval-
uate each other's efforts. When a paper is com-
pleted, it is handed in to the teacher. Classroom
applications of Macrorie's ideas can be found in the
cli,-.cription of the Las Lomas High School writing
program in Chapter 2.

Overall Organizational Strategies
For a classroom assignment to run smoothly, the

teacher needs to have an outline or plan in mind to
carry the students along each step between choos-
ing a topic and turning in a completed paper. Leon
Wiskup of Herbert Hoover High School in the
Glendale (California) Unified School District uses
a five-step composing process (12). Students are
introduced to the topic through a stimulating class-
room experience (motivation). They explore the
topic (discussion) and then compose a draft about
it (writing). Some papers are placed on transparen-
cies for the fourth step (sharing and editing). The
fifth step (reviewing language skills) involves indi-
vidual teacher conferences with each student and
an analysis of student writing for its strengths and
wea k nesses.

Wiskup successfully used the five-step process
during a summer school session by basing a writing
assignment on an unusual newspaper story. For
step one, motivation, Wiskup read the class an arti-
cle entifled "-I-he Tragedy of Joanne." It was about
an introverted, problem-ridden woman whose five-

day-old baby was chewed to death by her starving
pet dog.

Step two, discussion, entailed four separate tasks.
To involve every student in the discussion phase.
Wiskup took a class poll on who or what was
responsible for the tragedy. Taking a poll "is a non-
threatening way to get each student to react," Wis-
kup explains. The results were tabulated on the
board, and a discussion of responsibility followed.
Each student gave an opinion on this highly emo-
tional topic. When the discussion became heated,
the teacher paired the students and had them act
out dramas about individuals who might have been
involved what a policeman and a neighbor might
have said about the death of the baby, for example.
As the students began to act out their impressions.
Wiskup asked them to write down their conversa-
tion as if it were dialogue in a drama. The dialogues
were read, and the class discussed whether the lines
were appropriate to the roles. The class then collec-
tively wrote a drama on the b.:,ard, with each class
member contributing a line or two.

By the time Wiskup shifted to the third step, i;vdi-
viduai writing, each student was highly interested in
the topic. The assignment was to compose a diary
entry written by Joanne on the evening she brought
her baby home from the hospital. "Nobody was
stymied; nobody handed in a blank paper or only
one line," Wiskup comments. "As a matter of fact,
every person wrote rather voluminously."

For step four, sharing and editing, Wiskup made
transparencies of a number of the papers. He set
the tone by pointing out the strong points in each
paper. The students reinforced many of his com-
ments and then began to correct the papers.

This led to step five, reviewing language skills.
The strong points in the papers provided "models
of excellence," which Wiskup used to demonstrate
how certain aspects of standard English had been
handled successfully. Similarly, he used weak points
in the essays to show how errors can interfere with
communication.

The most important part of the review was a five-
minute individual conference with each student.
While the rest of the class worked on another task,
Wiskup read one student's paper aloud to him.
After Wiskup finished reading, he checked several
good points in the paper to reward the student tor
things well done. He also made two specific ,:om-
merV.s about things that should he improved next
time. Before the conference ended, the student had
to repeat to Wiskup the two things that needed
improvement. The conferences were "friendly, non-
threatening and positive," Wiskup adds. "Each stu-
dent expressed thanks for the personal conference."
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Teaching Specific Skins
Sister Agnes Ann Pastva of Elyria, Ohio, follows

a similar sequence of actiyities when she teaches
composition, but she adds another step to the pro-
cess: She inserts examples of specific writing tech-
niques that students can use as guides. Like Wiskup,
Sister Agnes begins with a motiyational activity,
yr, hich she calls an "interest-starter." In an English
Jfairnal (7). Sister Agnes defines interest-starters as
"fun things that the students look forward to
doing." On a dark, rainy day, a teacher might intro-
duce an &AR ity that es okes moods associated with
rain. Shc gis es a ,tudent an umbrella and asks him
q- her to walk around the room, allowing imagina-
tion and memory freedom to roam: A second stu-
dent loins the first. Beginning with them, then
ins it ing response from others, the teacher asks the
st udent, to recall emotions they has e ,xperienced
under an umhrella. I heir suggestions are recorded
MI the hoard.

'skt this point, the students hay e completed two
step,: I he ilterest-starter has engaged their atten-
tion, and they- has e made a list of emotions to use
as Yario, topics for writing. Sister Agnes then intro-
duces a couple of literary devices that offer students
a choice in structuring their papers for example. the
tlashhack and the simple past. This stage operates
something like an incubation period tor the creative
process, she explains. "Esen though the formal
assignment has not been made, students may find
that ideas tor possible topics are milling around in
their heads as the formal miting techniques are
,mestigated.-

At this point, Sister Agnes shims the class sam-
ples ot student sk Hung that illustrate each tech-
nique. In addition to proiding good models, the

Composition Starter

. A Teacher-Tested Idea from
an English Journal Workshop
'After teaching children about tall tales, we

did research on our local hero,. "Peter the
Indian." (Our township was named after him.)
We each wrote s. "tall tale" about our hero and
made thiS into a book of Tales of Peter the
Indian. It w: ., so successful that each class since
then has ak:ed to be 'given the same opportu-
nity to write about Peter.

Jean M. RoacIr
Peters Township Schools
McMurray, Ps.

Ikprinted from tlse December, If73, English J6urnai, by per.
mission of the National Council of Teachers of En1lish,

student samples build confidence by showing that
other high school-age youths have succeeded at the
task.

The next step, trial flight, builds further confi-
dence by giving students a small task they can easily
master. The class identifies the words in the student
samples that evoke the mood. Next, returning to
the list of emotions brainstormed earlier by the
class, groups or individuals expand on them by sug-
gesting suitable images.

When she makes the formal assignment, Sister
Agnes reviews what the class has already learned.
She suggests that students picture the rainy day
situation they wish to capture, list images that will

provide detail and use one of the two literary tech-
niques presented earlier. As W riting begins, "some
students may be willing to share their initial sen-
tences or seminal ideas with others who are having
difficulty getting started." she notes.

During the next step, prevent's e measures, Sister
Agnes walks among the students, offering sugges-
tions and cautioning them on spelling or matters of
style. She uses only two criteria to evaluate each
papei: whether the student follows one of the two
literary patterns and w hether details are used to
express a mood.

In her last step. post-writing actiy ities, she includes
a yarietv of "rewards" for the students, such as shar-
ing the papers in class, taping them for playback or
has ing the class sote on papers to he printed in a
literary maga/ine or class collection,

Writing Tips from a Pro
Authorities on the teaching of composition point

out that teachers must write themselves if they are
to teach students to Wr it e well. While it does not
offer specific classroom lessons. On Wriiing Well is

a useful book for writing teachers (13). Its author is
William Zinsser, a proles Uonal Writer who now
teaches nonfiction writing at Yale triiversity. Zinssers
advice is sound; his prose strikingly illustrates his
philosophy of what good writing should be. His
book also includes excerpts from contemporary
writers.

To write well, Zinsser says, one must read the
works of good writers and develop a respect for
words a concern for the subtle shadings of mean-
ing. With this attitude, the writer will not be satis-
fied with cliches and banalities.

"The good writer of prose must he part poet," he
admonishes, "always listening to what he writes," If
something does not sound right. Zinsser advises the
writer to read it aloud. "See if you can gain variety
by reversing the order of a sentence, by substituting
a word that has freshness or oddity, by altering the
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length of your sentences so that they don't all sound
as if tht e. came out of the same computer. An occa-
sional short sentence can carry a tremendous punch."

Above all, Zinsser exhorts authors to write
simply. When complete, a piece should be edited
ruthlessly to eradicate aily words that do not serve
a purpose. "Clear thinking becomes clear writing:
one can't exist without the other." He describes
good writing this way:

1 he secret to good N, riting is to strip inery sentence to
its cleanest components. EAci-y word that seres no
function. eery long word that could he a sh word,
inery atherh that carries the same meanMg that is
already in the erh, eer passke const, action that
[eines the reader unsure of who is do:118 what these
arc the thousand and one adulterants that weaken thc
strength of a sentence. And they usually occur, ironi-
calk in proportion to education and rank.

Other Zinsser gems:
Good nonfiction writing has unit of pronmrn, of
tense, of tone.

Don't hecor,e a prisoner of a preconceked plan.
Writing is no respecter of blueprints it is too suh-
jectke a process, too full of surprises.

1 he re are no set rules on leath. The first sentence
should lure the reader along with humor or interest-
ing details designed to arouse curiosity'.

Writers should not tr to summariie at the end of
nonfiction articles the reader vizi be insulted.
Instead. the piece should cl t! e with a pro i)catke
thought.

I he writer should use actke erhs. -I hey are i id
and carry their ow n Imagery: "flail," "poke," "da,-
/lc," "beguile," "v, heedle."

Adjecties and atherh, can he redundant: "He
moped dejectedly," the inner "grinned widely."
For this reason, they should be used sparingly.

there is a 19th-century mustiness that hangs over
the semicolon. (se it with discretion and rely
instead on the period and the dash."(13)7

"Always make sure your reader is oriented,"
Zinsser adds. When changing time context, the writ-
er should use "meanwhile," "now," "today," and
"later." Transitional words alert the reader to a
change in mood from the previous sentence. These
mood-changers include: "yet," "but," "nevertheless."

According to Zinsser, it is all right to begin a
sentence with "but," but not with "however" "it
hangs there like a wet dishrag," Sentences should

'Reprinted with permission from On Writing Well: An Informal
Guide to Writing Nonfiction by William Zinsser. New York: Harper
and Row, 1980; copyright, by William Zinsser.

not end with ":iowever," either. "By that time, it has
lost its howeverness,'" he quips.

Finally, Zinsser warns that a writer's credibility is
fragile." "Don't inflate an incident to make it more
flamboyant or bizarre than it actually was. If the
reader catches you in just one bogus statement . .

everything you write thereafter will be suspect. It is
too great a risk, not worth taking."
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An eloquent plea to restore comet language
to a place of honor both in the schools and in
society comes from the Commission on Writ.
ing, organised by the Council for Basic Educe-
tion to look into the writing problem. In
Empty Pages: A Search for Writing Compe.
tency in School end Society, the commission
points to the writiog crisis not only as an afflic-
lion a the schoois but als4 of society at ha-p
one which may endanger the very roots of
democracy. In defense of "our magnificent lan.
page and * deep concern for the literacy of the
American studentand indeed of the Ameri.
can citi;en," the commission assertyfKe follow-
ing principles;

The life of any culture rest on that rock-
bottom device of social bond" g, its language.
Therefore, the teaching an learning of
the language should have aai ir ultimate
goal (in addition to more imme iate &his)
the continued health and improvement of
the culture. ,

One way to achieve this healthy state, as
well as to effect the improvement, is to lib-
erate the intelligence of citizens by -ensur-
ing that they have the ability to read and
write.

. -

The libercion of the intelligence should
not be confused with "socialization,"accul-
turation," "self-expression" or the "search
for identity.' The teaching of language,
and notably of writing, should not be sub-
o'rdinated to purely private purposes, let
alone fleetir* trends or fashions. AgOould
be anchored in f.hei- best means rrspres.
sion so far attained by our stature.
English teachers are primarily the best
means we have of transmitting languar
skill& They are not, or should not_oe,4*
marily entertainer*, welfare workers, 'group
therapists, priest-parson.rahbi surrogAttes,

- librarians or sitters. Even if not primarily
so, all teeehors (and even administt tors)
are or should be tesler* of ElW and
therefore, to some degree, of

The job is to teach the ,sturients to talk,
think, read and write in the language
known as Standard Englhoh,. Oral Standard
English and written Standard English may
differ, but the differences between them
are less marked thorn those distinguishing
the accepted language from ethnic, dialec-
ts', jargon or vogue English.
Writing is inieparable from thinking, read-
ing, speaking, listening and studying. Though
writing has its own norms and uses its own
pedagogy, it is part of a circle of -connected
activities.
Since reading and writing are intimately
connected, learning to write depends on
exposure to high-quality reading material,
Teachers themselves must have learned
and must continue to practice writing. The
obligaOon rests on them as it does upon
the student.
Achieving competence in writing is both
the right and the responsibility of "all
members of a democracy. We cannot afford
to reproduce in the domain of literacy the
Two Nationsthe Poor and the Richthat
Disraeli identified in the domain of prop-
erty. 4

Qear and effective writing is not simply a
skill or * socioeconomic advantage. Because
it expresses the integrity (or dishonesty) of
an intellectual process, it la a moral activity.
Flatly, we believe Oat every normal eaI n
and Iohnoy can, 4 pioperly tau*, learn
how to write clearly, eompetently, and
correctly.

Empty.eges is hexed ont papers w en by
members of the Commiseion on Writing, mein

Akt_thern educators, and compiled and 'led by
ernes Howard and Clifton Fadimau .

may be obtained from Fearou-Pitmon Publi
ers, Inc., * Dorris Olivet bebuont, Ck 94.112.1

itepthotiml kr 'poiniasioltemorl.friptyPegoi. Bolosiatit,
CAW Plums Loiruloik /sem eapyritlat, 1971.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation of student writing can be done in an
individual classroom or conducted throughout a
school or a district. Classroom evaluation, gener-
ally conducted by the teacher, is intended to help
the student improve as he or she moves from one
assignment to the next. School district assessment
may be done either by teachers or administrative
employees. Its purpose may be to satisfy a district
competency or graduation requirement, to com-
pare local students' performance scores with national
norms or to evaluate the district's overall writing
program.

The districtwide test may consist of objective,
multiple-choice questions or a sample of the stu-
dent's own writing. For its objective test, the dis-
trict may choose either a norm-referenced or a
criterion-referenced instrument.

Types of Tests Available
The norm-referenced tests, produced by commer-

cial publishers, report local students' performance
in comparison with the performance of students
nationally. By definition, half the students tested
nationally must be below the norm and half must
be above. Fot this reason, the tests have been heav-
ily criticired by teachers' groups. Norm-referenced
tests also rank students' scores in numerical order,
and questions are selected primarily because they
make discriminations that permit such a ranking.
For this reason, important skills may not be tested.
As a result, norm-referenced test results often pro-

vide little diagnostic information that would be use-
ful to teachers.

Criterion-referenced test items, in contrast, are
keyed to specific learning objectives. Each test item
is included because the district thinks it measures a
skill that is important. Test scores show how well
students have mastered the stated objectives.

In a booklet called A Common Ground for
Assessing Competence in Written Expression (2),
Los Angeles County teachers listed the following
categories as important to include in an objective
test of writing skills:

Finding a thesis or central idea
Style (audience, tone, word choice)
Organization (topic sentences, relevant and irrele-
vant details, main ideas and supporting statements)
Sentence manipulation (coordination, subordina-
tion, rephrasing)
Coping with syntactical problems (parallel struc-
tures, refercnce, modification, sentence complete-
ness, shifts in voice)
Word manipulation (affixing, making plurals, using
contractions, making comparisons, changing nouns
to verbs or adjectives and the like)
Word recognition (homonyms, idioms, confusing
pairs)
Usage (agreement of subject and verb, reference of
pronouns, forms of adjectives and adverbs)
Conventions (capitalization, punctuation, spelling)

Districts can purchase criterion-referenced tests
or develop their own, either independently or in
conjunction with a commercial publisher, the Los
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Topic" and Rubric Developed Pr the Loa-Angeles County
_Workshop in *Written Expre
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Senstny/Discriptive Domain Composition Topic:
40 minutei
Think about a food that you especially like. As
you think about it, try to picture the food in
your mind. Lel its colors, smell and flavor come
hack to you. -Once you have chosen * food and
tholight about it, write a description of the
food t.elling *That the food is and making sure
your paper hicludes sensory details, such as
how the food 'looks, smells, tastes, and so forth.

-
Instructions for the Reader
The topic requires ,the student to identify a
food and to describe it using sensory detail.
While students are not required, to produce
specific reasons for their choice, the descriptive
details should suggest their reasons for liking
the food. _

Readers should keep in mind that they are not
looking for errors to correct; rather, they are
rewarding the writer for what he or she does
well in response to the question. Scores should
not be raised or lowered because the reader
approves or disapproves of values expressed.

Rubric
9-8 These scores apply to superior papers. A 9-8

paper does most or all of the following well;
Names a food and describes it using rich
sensory -details which appeal to several
senses.
Employs precise, apt or evocative vocabulary.,
Probably organizes ideas in several pars-
graphs, but at least-includes an introduc-
lion, some closure, and an orderly progres .
sion from one idea to another.
Varies sentence structure.
Generally uses effectively the conventious
of written Englishspelling, usage, sen-
tence structure, capitalization. punctuation.

This score applies to upper-half papers
which respond well to the question, hut
which are thinner versions of ihe superior.
(9.8) papers.

154 These stlinea apply to papers in the upper-
half category which are less well written
thin** 7 paper. A 6-5 paper will exhibit
these charictertitive
Names * food and describes it using some
detail which appeals to the senses,.

EmPbasizes narratire and ail:Ma-tory details _

at the expense of descriptive details rquired
by the prompt.
Conununicates clearly.
Shows some sense of organization but is
not fully orglinized.
Uses les variety of sentenee structures.
Contains some'errors in mechanics, usage
and sentence Structure.

4-3- These scores apply to lower.half or average
papers whicb lack the emitent and develop-
ment of an upper.half paper and may
exhibit serious weaknesses in the writer's
ability to handle written English. A 4-3
paper may be described as failOVIS:
Names a food and describes it with little
reference to the Sense&
Employs nonspecific detail.
Displays minimal overall organization.
Has little Variety of sentence structures
and many sentence errors.
Sedously misunderstands the requirements
of the prompt (for instance, describes a i
food disliked).
Often violates conventions of written En-1
glish, but such errors do not interfere with(
the reader's understanding of the paper/

This score may be asiigned tO papers whilh
present some content hut which compou d
the weaknesses of a 4-3 paper. A 2 pa er
does several of the following
Fails to name* food.
Fails to describe a food.
Distorts, misreads or ignores ,the topic
Shows little or no development of ideas,,
lacks any focus on specific, related details.

41,i Contains disjointed sentences; lacks sense
of sentence prop-Solon and variety; con-
tainc,niany sentence errors.
Shows serious faults in handling the eow
ventions of written English to the extent of
impeding a reader's understanding.

This score is used for any vesponse which is -

not on the topic and has almost no redeem-
ing qualities.

printitby *teak*** fettist-ii Caitinist Grafonstior...-
ditsaarint cc. lOwn Is Wricton ennopoottion.: LOS,

;Angelee -0 Ice ef ilia Los Angeles County Saparinien.
dent of *VMS.
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Angeles County report says. In any case the test's
objectives should be examined carefully to deter-
mine the proportion of items devoted to measuring
each skill. The Los Angeles County teachers warn
that tests should stress the important composing
skills organization, syntax and tone rather than
surface conventions of punctuation or capitaliza-
tion. I hey acknowledge that teachers tend to teach
to a test, and if the test emphasizes g:ammar and
conventions, those aspects will receive inordinate
classroom attention.

Good objective tests that show a high correlation
with writing skills help predict how a student will
perform in a given class. They can be used to place
youngsters in advanced or remedial classes, for
example. However, because objective tests require
students to choose from prewritten responses, they
are not a true test of writing ability. In addition, the
I,os Angeles County teachers recommend collect-
ing writing samples from each student. The sam-
ples. they advise, should be written on separate
days and should test distinct writing skills. For
example, one might measure a practical task, such
as writing a letter; another might test the ability to
present a convincing argument in an essay. A third
measure of writing competence could be taken by
reviewing a student's writing assignments for an
entire year. The review would demonstrate the stu-
dent's progress in a nontest situation.

Research and development in the testing field
have led to refined methods for evaluating student
writing samples. Some of the new techniques are
hetter for grading large numbers of papers, as in a
districtwide writing assessment. Others are useful
to teachers in day-to-day writing instruction,

Three Types of Scoring

Uhree types of scoring are tred in large-scale
assessments: holistic, primary trait and analytic
scales. Each has particular advantages when used
to measure the performance of students at a single
grade level, lh a particular school or in an entire
district.

General impression or Holistic Scoring
Holistic scoring ranks papers according to the

reader's impression of the writing as a whole. The
most common type of holistic scoring called gen-
eral impression scoring uses a scoring guide, or
rubric, that describes the writing characteristics typ-
ically found at various levels of ability. Readers are
trained to memorize the rubric; then they read sam-
ples until they can categorize the writing consis-
tentlyAs a further check on the method, each paper
is read by two readers. If they differ by more than

one or two points, a third person reads it. The
number of gradations on the scoring scale is flexi-
ble. The Educational Testing Service, which devel-
oped the technique, uses a scale of one to nine.
Others use a scale of one to six or one to four.

Holistic Scoring: Example No. I Sir Frarcis
Drake High School in San Anse lrno, California,
one of three high schools in the Tamalpais Union
High School District, used general impression scor-
ing from 1967 to 1979 to evaluate its overall writing
program. Since that time, the same process has
been used in all the schools in the district to test
writing proficiency.

In conduc ing a writing assessment, an evalua-
tion of the writing program, administrators and
teachers at Drake assumed that if all students were
graded on the same criteria and seniors performed
better as a group than freshmen, then the writing
program was probably having some effect on stu-
dent writing ability.

Current district-wide use of holistic scoring is
still used as a program evaluation, but in addition,
individual student scores are used to assess profi-
ciency for meeting graduation standards.

The Tamalpais District uses a nine-point scoring
scale. Each student's score is the total of the points
given by two readers. Scores are tabulated for each
grade level and each class, and individual scores are
reported to counselors and teachers. "The results
were encouraging for Drake as a program evalua-
tion and district results continue to be impressive,"
says Kate Blickhahn, former English teacher at
Drake and currently director of instruction for the
district. -First, our students do improve substan-
tially in their ability to write according to this one
measure." Also, teachers with differing teaching
styles find they give "remarkably similar" scores.
This discovery has led to greater cohesion in the
department and in the district. Scoring papers
according to the same criteria also gives teachers a
common sense of what constitutes good writing,
and the entire assessment process gives writing
more prominence in the curriculum.

Since eighth graders are tested prior to entering
high school, eighth glade teachers are included in
the scoring process. The assessment has been, there-
fore, a very valuable means of articulation with ele-
mentary districts which feed into the district's three
high schools.

The assessment procedure used in the Tamalpais
School District is highly refined. First, a committee
of English teachers meets to choose the topic. After
the opic is selected, the readers write on the topic
themselves. Their papers are not scored, but the
writing helps them refine the assignment. The topic
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is next given to a small sample of students to
uncover any ambiguity in the way it is worded.

On the writing day, the students are given a code
number, which they write on their papers. The
codes ensure anonymity during the scoring process,
but they also permit scores to be recorded for each
student and tabulated for each grade level later.

After the sample papers are written, a committee
of reade.s meets to select sample or "anchor" papers
and to develop the scoring guide. Members of the
committee each read from 20 to 25 papers, selecting
'..hose they believe are representative of various
scores. Together the committee reads those papers
and selects the "anchors." The "anchor papers"
are put into group packets of five papers of varying
scores, and these packets are used to train the
larger group of readers for the scoring. This com-
mittee also develops the descriptive rubric or scor-
ing guide. (A sample topic and rubric used by the
district appears below.)
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Blickhahn calls the development of the rubric or
scoring guide, and its later discussion by the large
group of readers in working through the anchor
papers, "one of the most important phases in guar-
anteeing the reliability of the scoring." As they dis-
cuss the sample papers, the teachers discover they
may be interpreting a topic too narrowly, insisting
that students read the question in a certain way,
when in fact the question does not specify such a
narrow reading. Holistic scoring demands that
readers do not score writing according to individual
taste.

On scoring day, all readers are led through a dis-
cussion of the scoring guide and are trained in prac-
tice sessions with the packets of sample papers.
Samples are also read at points throughout the day
to reinforce the rubric and to compensate for
fatigue. After half the papers are read, they are
shuffled and redistributed, and after the second
reading (first scores are hidden) the readers can

Tam *ills Test-Writing Sample Scoring Gaide

A. Question
Sometimes/we form an impressioa of a per-

son by noticing things around him/her. Some-
one's appearance, car, house, room, or locker
tell us about that person's interests, activities,
or personality.

Wnte about someone by telling about the
things around that, person; explain what those
things tell you about his/her interests, activi
ties, or personality. In doing this writing, you
may choose someone you know, a famous per-
son, a character from a book or TV, someone in
history, etc. You may do this writing as a lgogra-
phical sketch, a story, an essay, 4 letter, or some
other form.

B. Discussion of Skills
Each paper is to he read with three areiss of

skill in mind, and the student is to be rewakded
for what he/she does well in response tyl the
question;

1: Bask literacy: using the conventions of
written language at a level which does not
impair meaninig legibility, spelling, capi-
taliution,. punctuation.. .

We will ismume that the student pro-
duced 4 careful first draft; time limit of 35
minutes did not allcotw students to polish,
to edit.- to produce final (hafts. 44k few spell-
ing.and punctuation errors are not suffi-
cient reason for * low score.

2. Organization: organizing messages in sen-
tences and paragraphs which convey the
writer's meaning; sentences which are gram-
matically consistent, sentences which are
clear, sentences and paragraphs winch are
effectively ordered.

Here again, students did not have a
chance to rewrite. A. single error in para-
graphing, for instance, is not sufficient
reason for a low score.

3. Design: making choices .which result in a
unified composition; relatedness of form,
voice, purpose, and audience; appropriate'
choice of word and sentence structure;
appropriate kind and level of detail.

Each paper-is to he reed with. respect, .

with 'consideration of appropriateness of
voice, far -consistency of tone. A writer's
use of an overly maudlin tone, for instance,
is .tyot sufficient reason for a low, score.

C. Difieussion of tbe QUestion
The student is asked to write about one

cOsen person in terms of objects which reveal
somethmg about that person's interests, activi-
ties, or personality.

The question allows the writer to focus on
actiielties, interests, or personality. The writer

,. may ittelude all three but is not required to.
The question does esk that activities, interests,
or personality be related to things which are
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compare, and a chief reader can confer with readers
who consistently give inordinately high or low
scores.

Drake teachers over the years have developed the
following criteria for the assessment topic: It should
allow students to write from personal experience in
a variety of formsletter, story, or essay. It should
be something that can be handled by a very poor
writer as well as by a good writer. It should be
phrased in a positive way. And it should permit a
wide choice of subjects and leave room for imagi-
nation and invention.

The following two Drake assignments proved
successful with students and readers:

Write about an object you are especially attached
to, something which had personal meaning for you,
something which has become a part of your life.
You might want to consider the way you discoVered
it, the way it came into your life, or the way it has
taken on meaning through time. You may write a

letter, a story, a brief autobiography, an essay or
other form.
If you had to choose to be some form of life other
than a human being, what plant or animal form
would you choose? In developing your piece of writ-
ing, describe what it would be like to live as that
form of life and explore some of the reasons for
your choice. You may write a letter, a story, an auto-
biography, an essay or any other mode. You may
write from the point of view of that life form; pre-
tend that plant or animal has the power of thought
and speech and use the first person.

Holistic Scoring: Example No. 2. Jefferson County
Public Schools, a 79,000-pupil district west of
Denver, Colorado, annually assesses the writing of
students in the third, fifth, seventh, ninth, and elev-
enth grades. Because of the magnitude of the assess-
ment (about 6,000 papers for each grade level),
teachers from outside the district are hired tempo-
rarily as readers.

observed, bnt that ielidwfl may he implieit as
well as explicit. ;

Some writers'are apt to modify the queition,
or to reed hastily or poorly and-to onsitnr min .
imise reference to the "thinp," taking off
instead from "interests, itctivities, or persona-
ity." It is possible for such a paper to receive a
top score if the quality of writing merits that
score. The question should be considered a
prompt which offers choices, not *tightly cir .
cumscribed topic to which predetermined re-
sponses are expected.

D. Possible Scores
Seinence for wising at a score:
Is the paper in i.pper half or lower half of
the range?
is the paper in upper half of that segment or
lower half? (2,4,6,8)
Raise or lower score in recognition of partic.
War strengths or weaknesses in one of the
skill areas
It is hnportant to /-emember that there will

he * 'range within each score. 9, for instance,
should not be reserved for perfection 1 should
not he reservA for blank papers or ,total
illiteracy

ship to
descriptive or nar4tiVs track. Writing at tbSs
level will show evidence, of sentence control,
syntactic, variety.
Pipers in the lower half of the range. 'Writer
luts a more limited foots, handle& in a very

4 genera, superficial, or stereotyped manner,
Writing about activity,' interest, or personality
lacks detail and mk, digress or lose focus. Dic-
tioni sentence structure, paragraphing, and
'design may be limited or inippropriate,
The writer resp?nds to the topic, chooses a per-

2 sonyand writes *bout some activity, interest, or
persomdity trait, hut in a very limitt 1. way, a
few sentences. 4 longer peper falls in this range
if it lacks substance or focus, or is barely Uter-

i- ate, severely flawed.
Evasion: A paper which completely ignores the
question, or which is so idiosyncratic that it ii'
difficult to score. Give to table leftder.

9 Toit papers will select principle of organisa-
tion ,. inventive form. Will probably combine
rich 'narrative and descriptive detail which,

8 explicit or implicit, rendem -the- reletion- of. -
"thing4" to person.

Frantt: rantalpait Won High School Dirtriet* P.a. Box 60k
Larkspur. CA %OW (Sopriustal, hy permiosion o this school
diarkt.)
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The scoring guide is developed by committees of
district teachers for each grade level assessed. Jef-
ferson County uses a one-to-four holistic scale:

One needs intensive help
Ivo belovk grade level competency
Uhree at grade level competency
Four righ competency

rhe rubric committees developed a matrix de-
scribing the four competency levels in eight areas:
ideas, style and vocabulary, organization and para-
graph development, spelling, mechanical conven-
tions, grammar and usage, sentence structure, and
handwriting. A paper that rated a four, for exam-
ple, would exhibit "high competency" in all those
areas. Scores from two readers are added together
for each student's total.

All students in a given grade write on the same
topic. In 1976-77, t hose in each grade were shown a
different photograph and asked to describe what
was happening in the picture.

Papers are returned to each school about two
months after the assessment, along with the percen-
tage of scores at each competency level. The results
are useful to teachers: For example, if most fifth
graders at one school scored at "grade level com-
petency," the teachers could learn schoolwide strengths
and weaknesses by examining papers with scores in
that range. In addition, the district publishes a
handbook with suggestions for using the writing
samples for classroom instruction. According to
Cary Stitt, language arts resource specialist, the
teaching ideas are suggested by participating teachers
and by the results of the samples themselves.

For more information on the Colorado program,
you may write Cary Stitt, Jefferson County Public
Schools, 1209 Quail Street, Lakewood, CO 80215.

Primary Trait Evaluation
1 he primary trait method of evaluation was devel-

oped for use in the 1973-74 writing assessment of
the National Assessment of Educational Progress
(NAEP). It is a more focused method of scoring
writing than most districts use. Unlike the general
impressif,n method described previously, the pri-
mary tr iit method defines the grading scheme in
terms o the key skills needed for a particular writ-
ing task. In persuasive writing, for example, the
primary trait is the presentation of logical and com-
pelling arguments. In explanatory writing, the
primary trait is the presentation of facts in a clear
and orderly fashion. If the facts are not clear, the
writer has failed, no matter how clever or interest-
ing the paper may be.
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Primary trait scoring uses a four-point scale. In a
persuasive writing assignment, a "one" paper would
present no reasonable arguments; a "two" paper
would have one reason or perhaps two that were
not thought out particularly well; a "three" paper
would be a logically developed presentation con-
taining several reasonable arguments; and a "four"
paper would support good arguments with com-
pelling details. As with general impression scoring,
the primary trait scoring guides spell out Clese char-
acteristics in terms of each specific type of assign-
ment.

One advantage of primary trait evaluation is that
the scoring guides can contain criteria for measur-
ing secondary traits and mechanics as well. "In
developing primary trait scoring guides," says Ina
Mullis, NAEP analyst, "the amount of information
that can be obtained from a single writing task is
limited only by imagination, zeal and resources."
Other categories that can be analyzed are use of
tense, point of view, tone and revisions.

Analytic Scales

The third means of assessing writing samples,
analytic scoring, involves selecting for evaluation
certain aspects of a composition, such as content,
organization, or spelling. These aspects a:e given a
weighted score according to their assigned values
on a rating scale. These values have a low, middle,
and high ranking.

To rate a composition, one assigns numerical
values from a rating scale to these items and totals
the figures.

The choice and number of items to be included
on a rating scale are crucial. A scale that is lengthy
and that has too many detailed items will increase
the scoring time. Too many detailed items on a
scale, such as word count or conventions of style,
may cause these aspects to be over-emphasized in
lieu of more significant composition skills. Also, an
over-emphasis of details may cause the written
work to be evaluated in parts rather than as a
whole.

The use of an analytic scale has certain advan-
tages. A simple scale can help a teacher to evaluate
papers quickly and efficiently, and a teacher can
weigh and give more importance to certain aspects
of writing that he or she wants to have students
develop as skills.

The Use of NAEP Exercises
The NAEP reports its results in national terms

and according to region, race, level of parental edu-
cation, sex and size and type of community. Thus, a
local school district that wants to try an NAEP



exercise can compare its students' results with those
of other students from the same region, from the
nation as a whole and from similar socioeconomic
backgrounds.

The Bloomington (Minnesota) Public Schools
assessed the writing of its students with NAEP exer-
cises during the 1976-77 school year. First, a district
,teering committee determined the scope the assess-
ment should have. 'I-hen a writing assessment task
force chose to use the NAEP exercises. Task force
members ako w rote an additional test exercise and
a number of questions designed to measure certain
attitudes, goals and habits of the students.

Several exercises were then selected for each test
packet, none of which took m,,re than 45 minutes
to administer. The assessment was given to every
student in the fourth, eighth and eleventh grades
during regular class periods. Only a sample of the
papers from each grade was scored, because the
assessment\ purpose was to evaluate the district\
writing program, not the performance of individual
students. Because only a sample was used, the dis-
trict was able to try out a larger number of test
exercises. No student wrote on all the topics used at
his or her grade level.

Student writing abilities in five different areas
were tested: recording information, responding to
information, expressive writing, persuasive writing
and writing mechanics. Two exercises to measure
the ability to record information required students
to paraphrase a taped phone message. The third

ritten by Bloomington staff) asked students to
describe an auto accident pictured on a diagram.
Primary traits measured were coherence, clarity
and completeness. In the second category, respond-
ing to information, tasks included writing a thank-
you letter, addressing an envelope, writing a letter
applying for a job and writing a letter to a class-
mate. Fbe primary traits measured were appropri-
ateness (no irrelevant detail), coherence, clarity and
completeness.

Fo measure expresske writing ability, the exer-
cises asked students to respond to a recording, to
"pretend you are a pair of tennis shoes" anJ to
write a report giving facts about the moon.

For persuasive writing, eighth graders wrote a
letter to the PTA about a school carnival, and elev-
enth graders defended one side of the issue, "a
woman's place is in the home." Primary traits for
both tasks were awareness of the purpose and
audience of the writing, the quality of the argument
and the appropriateness of the tone.

To demonstrate writing mechanics, fourth grad-
ers responded to a photograph of a kangaroo, and
the high school students wrote about a building or

place they wanted to describe. The traits measured
were spelling, punctuation, errors of word choice,
capitalization, agreements of subject-verb, and pro-
nouns, run-ons and awkward sentences.

After the exercises had been selected, a consul-
tant from the NAEP had instructed the district
evaluation director in how to use the NAEP scoring
techniques so that Bloomington readers would be
trained to respond in the same fashion as NAEP
readers. The NAEP exercises and limited assistance
are available to any interested school district.

A committee of citizens and teachers developed
"minimum" and "desired" standards of student per-
formance. After the papers were scored, the com-
mittee reviewed the results, identified strengths and
weaknesses and made recommendations. The recom-
mendations wereforwarded to all principals and to
a district committee. The results and recommenda-
tions were also included in two published reports, a
brochure and a newsletter mailed to the community.

Evaluation in the Classroom
The three techniques described for largc-scale

assessment general impression, primary trait and
analytic scales can also be used on an informal
basis in the classroom. They can serve as guides for
teachers in grading papers or for students when
they are revising their writing efforts.

Three other evaluation techniques are especially
well suited to the classroom setting: individualized
goal setting, self-evaluation and peer evaluation.

[individualized Goal Setting
Individualized goal setting involves one-to-one

communication between teacher and student. This
communication can take a variety of forms- -the
teacher can respond to a student's paper through
written comments, taped comments, a rating scale
or a personal conference.

When reading a paper, says Mary H. Beaven in
Evaluating Writing, the teacher should look for
opportunities to make comments that will build an
atmosphere of trust (1). She suggests three possible
approaches:

As.king .for more information. *-I'd like to know
more about this. What did the other kids do? Do
you think there is a relation between this idea and
the one John was talking about yesterday in class?"

O n..eP f.ecting or rephrasing the student's. ideas, percep-
tions or.feelings. "You sound angry here. You really
do find school boring." Or, "You want to be both
an artist and a businessman."

O Sharing with the student lanes when the teacher has
lelt, thought or behaved in a similar way. "1 had
problems with my parents, too. -fhey insisted I be
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home by I I p.m. on weekends!" Or, "I still am
lonely perhaps all people feel that way at times."

When this bond of trust is established, ;!udents
abandon stilted, impersonal styles and begin to
write authentically. Trust-building comments also
motivate students to write more, because they see
they have a genuinely interested audience in the
teachers. The comments can also reinforce strong
points in each paper. "Comments such as 'No one
but you could have written it that way,' and 'Your
figure of speech is just right,' indicate effective ele-
ments of writing and help students develop critical
abilities," Beaven says.

After reading and commenting on a paper, the
teacher should establish one goal for the author to
work toward. It should be stated in a positive way.
As reinforcement, the next paper by that student
should be evaluated in terms of that goal. Addi-
tional goals should not be given until the student
can master the first one. Every three to four weeks,
depending On how much writing is done, each stu-
dent should revise a paper for more thorough
evaluation.

Individualized goal setting has several advan-
tages. The one-to-one communication permits the
teacher to diagnose each student's major problem
and prescribe an approach that is uniquely suited to
his or her needs. The goal may be highly specific for
one student (focusing on frequently misspelled
words) and very general for another (developing a
distinctive style). "By limiting attention to a few
goals at a time," Beaven adds, "the student is better
able to concentrate on the content of the communi-
cation." The single-goal approach also reduces the
amount of time teachers have to spend reviewing
each paper.

Of the three classroom evaluation techniques,
according to many experienced wriiing instructors,
individualized goal setting is the most effective for
creating a climate of trust. For this reason, it is wise
to use goal setting at the beginning of the year,
when students and teachers are just getting acquaint-
ed. The main disadvantage of this technique is that
it limits the writer's audience to one person, the
teacher, and it builds dependence on the teacher for
evaluation.

Self-evaluation
Self-evaluation is another effective method for

in .class assessment. Students comment on their
own papers and set their own goals for risk-taking

'Reprinted with permission from individualized Goal Setting, Self-
Evaluation, and Peer Evaluation," by Mary Heaven, in Evaluating
Writing. Urbana, Ill. National Council of Teachers of English, copy-
right, 1977,
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and improvement. At first, students evaluate their
papers and then turn them in to the teacher. The
teacher reviews thei ,. evaluations and sets prelimi-
Ildly goals. As students gain more experience, they
take more control of the process. Beaven presents a
list of questions in Evaluating Writing (1) that can
be used by students when evaluating their own
papers:

G How much time did you spend on this paper?
O (After the first evaluation) What did you try to

improve on or experiment with in this paper? How
successful were you? If you have questions about
what you were trying to do, what are they?
What are the strengths of your paper? Place a
squiggly line beside those passages you feel are very
good.
What are the weaknesses, if any, of your paper?
Place an X beside passages you would like your
teacher to correct or revise. Place an X over any
punctuation spelling, usage, etc., where you need
help or clarifice_on.

e What one thing will you do to improve your next
piece of writing? Or what kind of experimentation
in writing would you like to try? If you would like
same information related to what you want to do,
write down your questions.

o (Optional) What grade would you give yourself on
this composition? Justify it.2

The first question indicates to students that writ-
ing can be a long, arduous process. The teacher can
expand on this by bringing to class letters or other
writings in which famous authors describe the
amounts of time spent and the difficulties encoun-
tered in thtir writing. As students become more
knowledgeable about the writing process, the ques-
tion can be changed to determine the particular
sequence of steps followed in writing a composi-
tion. Beaven recounts one student's description of
tearing up many drafts, then writing something that
was poor. After a night's sleep, the composition
practically wrote itself. "My mind must have been
working on it, organizing it during the week," the
student wrote. Such experiences can be shared with
the class to show the different ways compositions
are written.

Students are ; sked to check their strengths
before their weaknesses, putting the emphasis on
the positive. "Most people have difficulty praising
themselves and accepting praise from others,"
Beaven says. Focusing first on the positive helps
combat this cultural conditioning. By asking the
students to identify their weaknesses, "teachers
indicate that it is acceptable to have problems in
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writing," she adds. I he student may ask for help
from the teacher, but the student remains in control
of the evaluation process. Red marks are applied
"only upon invitation."

Asking students to set their own goals has two
ad v a ntages:

It puts the student in further control ot he
evaluation.
Since writing has many stages and the student
ma y. be alone during most of them, the student
is in a unique position to know where he or she
needs to improve or experiment.

Determining a grade for the paper is another
learning experience for the students, forcing them
to sift through and balance the information. Beaven
says the teacher's and the student's assessments will
match 90 percent of the time. "The 10 percent dis-
crepancy pros ides a starting point for discussion in
indiv idual conferences," she says.

Self-evaluation takes relatively little class time
comnared to peer evaluation. and it takes much less
of the teacher's time than individualiied goal set-
tang. main disadvantages of self-evaluation are
psychological: If teachers use self-evaluation exclu-
siv ely, the y. invite parental criticism that they are
abdicating responsibility. And when teachers use
self-evaluation exclusively for more than two weeks,
Beav en adds, students become uncomfortable with
the freedom and beg teachers to give them grades.
-these problems seldom arise, however, if self-
evaluation is used intermittently along with other
types of evaluation.

Peer Evaluation

Peer evaluation provides students with an oppor-
tunity to hear and critique each other's work in
editing groups. This procedure develops students'
editing skills and relieves the teacher of much read-
ing and grading. One frequent criticism of peer edit-
ing is that it takes a gcod bit of class time before
students become adept at the process. Beaven sug-
gests following a sequence of activities that build
students' talents for working in groups before eval-
uation of compositions is even introduced.

First, students work in pairs on tasks that take 15
to 20 minutes these tasks need not be related to
writing or Fnglish. "Hie main criterion for selecting
partners is to "work with someone you do not
know" or have not worked with before. Next, stu-
dents work in groups of four on short-term tasks.
Students change groups each time a new task is
introduced. One group may work at the front of the
room, modeling behavior for the rest of the class.
Roles may be assigned, such as recorder and discus-

sion leader. When all students seem to be accepted
in the groups, the class continues to the next stage.

At this point, the teacher assigns students to
groups for longer projects. At the final stage, stu-
dents select their own groups for sustained projects.
The class may return to one of the other forms of
group work whenever necessary or appropriate,
Beaven explains. While the students practice work-
ing in groups, the teacher can introduce group eval-
uation. The teacher might start by asking students
to write in class and immediately share what they
have written. Then the students revise, proofread
and share their work again.

The teacher guides the group evaluation with
comments and questions that focus on how individ-
uals respond differently to the same stimulus.

"The climate for sharing comes when apprecia-
tion and expectation of differences are well-estab-
lished," Beaven explains. Then, the sharing can
move from the large group to the smaller groups.

Beaven suggests using these instructions to get
the groups started:

Identify the best section of a composition and de-
scribe what makes it effective.
Identify a sentence, a group of sentences or a para-
graph that needs revision. Revise it as a group, writ-
ing the final version on the back of the paper.
Identify one or two things the writer can do to
improve his or her next piece of writing. Write these
goals on the first page at the top.'

Studies of peer evaluation suggest that there is a
natural pattern of evolution for editing groups. At
first, students need structure, and Beaven suggests
providing them with rating scales. Students gradu-
ally assume more control, perhaps selecting their
own topics and goals from those on a prepared list.
Finally, they have enough experience that they
need only general guidelines like the three sugges-
tions above.

Aside from the benefits already cited for peer
evaluation, Beaven says, students develop interper-
sonal and other skills from the experience of work-
ing in groups. A problem can arise, however, if the
teacher does not trust the judgment of the students.
If the teacher checks the students' writing before
and after it is reviewed by the groups, he or she will
undermine the group process. In some cases, stu-
dents will make mistakes, overlooking an error or
correcting a passage with no mistakes in it. But
mistakes are part of the learning process, she says.
Students must be free to make mistakes and to
develop confidence in their own perceptions and
decisions, Beaven concludes.
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Writing Proficiency
A State-Mandated Evaluation

AS a result of new legislation that hecme effec-
tive on June 1, 1980, no California student will
receive a high school diploma without first demon-
strating proficiency in writing. The law mandates
that each school district set standards for profi-
ciency in reading, writing and computation. These
standards are to be set with the "active involve-
ment" of a cross section of the district's parents,
administrators, teachers and counselors. At the
secondary level, students also must be involved.

To ensure that students reach proficiency before
they arc ready to graduate, school districts are
required to assess writi ig at least once during the
fourth through the sixth grades, once during sev-
enth through the ninth grades and twice during
tenth thmugh the twelfth grades. Secondary schools
began testing during 1978-79, and elementary schools
began during l979-80.

Whenever tests indicate a student is not making
sufficient progress, the principal or his or her desig-
nee holds a conference with the student, the parent
and a teacher or counselor. A' the elementary' level,
attendance by the student is optional. Districts
must provide supplementary materials to help stu-
dents ho fail the test. Once a student demon-
strates proficiency for graduation, he or she is not
required to repeat that test.

Composition Starter

A Teaeher-Tested idea from
an English Journal Workshop

Provide pairs of students with one 6 x 6
inch piece of tagboard, one paper clip, two
rubber bands, eight toothpicks, a pair of seis .
sot% and. 20 minutes. Students are to discuss and .

cooperatively "create" an object. Objects are
explained by one of the two "inventors" to the
rest of the class.. After this has been completed,
the elass is asked to react in 'writing to the
object: (1) an advertisement, (2) poem, (3) a
short story, (4) a personal "imini-of.view" essay,
(5) an interview between a TV host and the
inventor, and so forth.

Olson
Uocoitt fligh &hoot
Manitotvot, Wh

Reprinted hen; the Deconher.1973, issue of the. Rnalish lour.
nal by permioion of the National Council a Teitehere, of
English.
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Each district determines the tests it will use and
sets its own standards. However, the California
State Department of Education provides technical
assistance. District and county offices of education
were mailed sets of sample exercises the department
developed and field tested. With the test questions
were statistics describing the performance of stu-
dents during field tests.

The state-developed exercises on writing include
objective questions and three actual writing tasks.
The multiple-choice questions test writing skills in
eight categories: sentence recognition, sentence ma-
nipulation, punctuation, capitalization, paragraph
development, word forms, language choices and
spelling.

The writing exercises measure performance on
three different tasks: writing a business letter, sum-
marizing a passage and writing an essay. The exer-
cise manual provides the actual exercise, the rubric
developed to score it and a sample of student writ-
ing illustrating each score on the rubric. Papers
were scored holistically, using the general impres-
sion method and a four-point scale.

The business letters, written by ninth graders,
were the easiest assignment, according to the man-
ual. The assignment was to write and order a book-
let. The summaries were the most difficult assign-
ment. Written by ninth and tenth graders, the
papers summarized an article on the use of adhesive
tape by athletes. The essays, written by eleventh
and twelfth graders, "proved to be the most stimu-
lating assignment, probably because of the topic
chosen," the manual says. The students were asked
to discuss one of the positive aspects of television.

The manual also includes exercises that measure
transfer of school skills to life situations. These gen-
erIlly involve more than one skill, so they are less
helpful for providing diagnostic information. if a
student misses an item, it may not be clear which
skill is lacking. Because the tasks cover more than
one skill, the exercises are grouped by task, rather
than by skill. The tasks concern:

Fill-in-the-blank forms
Charts, maps, matrices and graphs
Stories, articles, paragraphs, sentences and
directions
Signs, announcements and advei.tisements
Measurement scales and diagrams

The final section of the manual contains applied
performance tests. These also test more than one
skill and are structured to simulate a real-life situa-
tion. Some of the performance tests include writing
as part of the task. For example, one multipart test
has a hypothetical student with a part-time job con-
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sidering various forms of transportation. After sev-
eral steps that require math, the student begins
looking at different car models. One of the final
tasks reads:

On the basis of the information you have considered,
choose the vehicle (A or B) you feel best suits your
needs and budget. In a well-organized paragraph,
defend your decision. Your paragraph should state
your main idea, contain two supporting details, and
give a conclusion. The paragraph should be indented
and have at least three sentences. You may use the
dictionaries at Station 4 to check your spelling. Your
writing should be neat and legible.

For more information about the sample exercises
or other technical assistance available from the
state, contact:

Office of Program Evaluation and Research
State Department of Education
721 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 445-0297

District-Developed Proficiency Tests
Junior and senior high school students in the Los

Angeles Unified School District must demonstrate
writing proficiency through both an objective test
and a writing sample. The proficiency standacds
were developed with suggestions from three differ-
ent sources: a,, ad hoc advisory committee, ques-
tionnaires s it to heads of English departments and

questionnaires sent to the local schools. The advi-
sory committee included representatives of PTAs,
English teachers, the business community, the dis-
trict's four ethnic commissions, principals, counsel-
ors and students. The questionnaires sent to the
schools could be completed by anyone in the school
community who was interested.

All three groups said it was important to assess

writing with a writing sample, says Keiko Hentell,
teacher/adviser. They also said an objective test
should be included for diagnostic purposes. Group
members were asked to list the writing tasks they
felt every high school graduate should be able to do
and the specific skills necessary to accomplish these
tasks. The tasks and skills listed were then ranked
in order of importance. All three groups ranked the
same task as most important: writing a business
letter seeking or conveying essential information.
The top four tasks emphasized practical applica-
tions, such as filling out a business form and writ-
ing a resume.

The first writing proficiency assessment, WRITE:
SENIOR HIGH, was given to all district tenth
grade students in 1978. They completed two writing
samples: a business letter and a report to police
describing a stolen item. Both samples were scored
by the general impression holistic method, using a
scale of one to six.

For its objective test, Los Angeles uses a hypo-
thetical situation intended to put the student in a
frame of mind to write, according to Hentell. Sev-
eral multiple-choice questions follow that relate to
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the situation. Skills tested in the objective portion
are mechimics, punctuation, usage, vocabulary,
spelling, organization and lomat. -the test items
k4ere written by district English teachers.

I he second district-developed assessment, called
RITE: JUNIOR HIGH, was given to seventh

graders for the first time in the fall of 1979. An
elementary assessment, developed by a private test-
ing lab, was given to three grades in the spring of
1979. Assessments at all three levels include both
objective portions and writing sample. For more
information on the I.os Angeles programs, contact:

Instructional Planning Division
I.os Angeles Unified School District
450 N. Grand Ave.

os Angeles, ('A 90012
(213) 625-6424

1he I.os Angeles I rnified School District\ second-
ary tests will be marketed by C'TB McGraw-Hill
under the trade name WRITE: JUNIOR HIGH
and WRITE: SENIOR MG1!. -111e publisher also
developed a writing proficiency test in conjunction
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with Huntington Beach, a suburban district in Cali-
fornia. The Huntington Beach instrument, the Test
of Everyday Writing Skills (TEWS), contains both
objective and writing portions. The objective test
measures mechanics, spelling, punctuation, usage,
and sentence and paragraph construction. These
skills are applied to practical situations, such as
writing a personal letter, a note, a letter of com-
plaint, answering an ad or writing instructions.

Selected References for Chapter 5

(1) Beaen, Mary. "Individualized Goal Setting, Self-
Kaluatior and Peer Faluation," in the book
Lvaluanng Writing: Describmg. Meowing, Judg-
ing. by Charles R. Cooper and Lee Odell. Urbana,

National ('ouncil ot leachers of English, 1977,
135 156,

I 2) .1 Coflimon Growit/ fr .1 svs.sing CoMpelence
Written Express0m. I.os Angeles: Division of
Instructional and Curriculum Services, Office of
the County Superintendent of Schools, 1978.
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Chapter 6

Recent research raises questions about the instruc-
tional techniques commonly used in English classes.
I-caching grammar, for example, may not help stu-
dents become better writers. In fact, it may be
counterproductive, taking time away from writing
practice a mon. worthwhile activity, according to
most experts. On the other hand, although few
would argue that students can learn to write with-
out am practice, some studies indicate there is a
"saturation point where assigning more composi-
tions does noi automatically lead to better writing.
Other research indicates that it is important to inte-
grate reading. speaking and listening skills into

riting pi ograms.
I hest and other findings hate been unfolding

during the past 40 V ens of composition research.
In the last lite eijrs, the quantity of research has
greatly increased, spurred by the general concern
af.out students' writing: I-his chapter highlights
some of the best research results currently available.

Grammar Doesn't Work
I he aluc of teaching formal grammar is one of

the "most heat ily investigated problems in the
teaching of writing," P :chard Braddock writes in

book Research in Written Composition (,3).
lany studies based on objective tests, he says, con-
clude that instruction in formal grammar has little
or no effect on the quality of student writing. The
same conclusion was reached hy Roland Harris in
a twoyear study of actual student writing (12). In

this study, twelve- to fourteen-year-old students
were divided into two groups. One group was
taught formal grammatical terms and parts of
speech in addition to composition. The other group
was taught "sentence building and structure" along
with writing. All students wrote essays before and
after the experiment. Their work was examined for
frequency of grammthical errors and type of sen-
tence construction. Harris concluded that the study
of formal grammar "had a negligible or even a rela-
tively harmful effect upon the correctness of chil-
dren's writing" harmful because the time sp,;nt on
grammar drills could have been spent more profit-
ably on composition itself.

A large-scale study by four researchers in New
Zealand compared the effectiveness of teaching no
grammar, traditional grammar and transforma-
tional grammar. In the three-year study, the research-
ers examined the writing performance of 250 high
school students. Group A read literature, held class
discussions and wrote compositions. Group B stud-
ied traditional grammar as well as Group A's cur-
riculum. Group C studied transformational gram-
mar in addition to Group A's curriculum. The

:results of the study were summarized in Students
Can W-ite, (19) a handbook prepared by the Santa
Clara (California) County Committee on Writing:

Neither the tradit;onal nor the transformational
grammar group showed any benefits in writing that
the non-grammar group did not show.
There were no differences in control of sentence
structure, mechanics, content or style.
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I Acre v.er: no differ crux, in the aerage number of
voirds per communication unit (each clause in a
sentence pl,.s its subordinate o,ords).
I he transiormational group deeloped strong nega-

attitudes tokkard sentenc: study and their lan-
guage tex.thools.,
I he non-grammar group performed as %ell as or
better than the grammar groups on sentence-
combining assessments.!

The Limits of Writing Practice
Just as drill in foimal grammar seems to have

little or no effect on the quality of student writing,
research in writing frequency indicates that the
sheer number of writing assignments alone does
not ensure improvement. 'I-he January, 1978, Eng-
lish lyurnal contained a review by Elizabeth Haynes
of seeral studies (13). She found no significant
difference in the results for students who wrote a
large number of compositions as compared to
those ho wrote a moderate number. Another
study by. 1.ois Arnold, detailed in the January,
1964, Eng/i.sh Journa/ ( 1 ), found it made little dif-
ference if the frequency of assignments and inten-
sity of evaluation were varied for groups of students.
"Intensive evaluation of writing was no more effec-
tie than moderate ealuation," Arnold said.

Effective Evaluation
Intensive evaluation can be effective, however,

when it is coupled with in-class writing revision. A
1958 study by Earl W. Buxton compared the writ-
;rig improvement of three groups of freshmen at the
University of Alberta (4). Control group students
took courses that required no writing, while stu-
dents in a writing group and in a special revision
group wrote one 500-word essay a week.

In the writing group, students were free to write
on the assigned topic or on another of their choice.
No comments were made in the margin of the
paper, and no grades were given. At the end of the
paper, a reader wrote three to four sentences in
which he or she gave an overall impression, praised
as much as possible and suggested one or two ways
the next paper could be made clearer or more inter-
esting. No attempt was made to have the students
revise or correct their papers.

Students in the revision group received consider-
ably more direction. They were expected to write
on the assigned topic and to include a central idea,
evidence of critical thinking and material that was
organized and developed. They were encouraged to

'Reprinted with permissim. from Students Can Write! The Teach-
ing of Writing KI2. Santa Clara. Calif.: Office of the Santa Clara
County Superintendent of Schopls. 1977.
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organize preliminary thoughts in an outline, to
choose their words and illustrations carefully, to
dcelop unity within paragraphs and to make tran-
sitions between paragraphs. They were warned not
to make unqualified or inaccurate statements.
Readers' comments referred to the presence or
absence of these qualities and to errors in spelling,
punctuation and sentence structure. Comments at
the end of each paper gave an overall evaluation,
including praise and suggestions for improvement.
Each paper was given two grades, one for content
and organization and another for general correctness.

In the writing group, papers were returned with-
out discussion. In the revision group, the better
part of a class period was devoted to discussing
strong and weak points in the essays. Excerpts
demonstrating good points were read aloud to the
class. Students in the revision group were then
expected to correct their errors in class, as the
reader went from student to student answering
questions.

Students in all three groups wrote essays at the
beginning and at the end of their freshman year.
The essays were judged according to 15 criteria,
including variety, fluency, diction, use of figures of
speech and significance of material. The revision
group gained significantly over the writing group in
three of the 15 categories and over the control
group in six categories.

From this study, Buxton concludes that college
freshmen improve their writing most when the writ-
ing is '4.horoughly marked, graded and criticized"
and when students are expected to revise their pa-
pers in light of the criticism.

From his review of other studies, Richard Brad-
dock (3) also concluded that revision is effective in
improving student writing at least in the grades
covered by the various projects- -(sixth through
twelfth grades and the first year of college).

Few studies, however, have been made to deter-
mine the best ways to mark and grade composi-
tions. A study by Jerabek and Dieterich in the
May, 1975, College Composition and Communica-
tion (15) found that peer evaluation and taped
audio comments are the most promising new tech-
niques. Through peer evaluation, students learn to
recognize errors by critiquing the compositions
written by classmates. For the audio technique, the
teacher tapes his or her other comments instead of
covering the student's paper with red marks. Since
taping is faster than writing, the teacher can make
more lengthy comments. Hearing the teacher's
voice is elso more personal than reading comments
on a page, Jerabek and Dieterich reported.
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Valuable Prewriting Experiences
Prewriting experiences also improve composi-

tion, according to several studies. In her survey of
the research, Elizabeth Haynes defines prewriting
as "any of the structured experiences which influ-
ence active (student) participation ... in thinking,
talking, writing, working in groups." (13)

A 1971 study by Lois Widvey reported that writ-
ing ability was improved through the use of a
problem-solving process at the prewriting stage
(20).

In his doctoral dissertation, Ronald Dow deter-
mined that students improve their writing when
they are given opportunities to share what they
plan to write with peers (8).

Terry Radcliffe reported in 1972 that students
write better after they tape-record discussions about
their assignments (18). In the "talk-write process,"
the writer talks about his or her subject on tape,
while a discussion partner asks questions and com-
ments on the writer's plan. The writer then replays
the tape and selects and organizes parts of it to
include in the composition.

The High/Scope Project in Ypsilanti, Michigan,
obtained similar results with first and second grad-
ers (2). In a review of research for Language Arts,
Janet Emig comments that the findings reinforce
her "strongly held intuition" that stress on talking
and writing is superior to stress on reading and
listening in developing verbal growth (9).

ComposmgAn Art in itself
A document published by the Cidifonda

State Department of Education entitled Ert-
glish Language Framework for California Pub-
lic Schools i,oints out that there is a merked
difference between requiring students to do an
assignment and motivating them to compose *
paper. "The student who writes a report on
rocks until he or she finishes a prescribed tenth
page is only doing the asiignment,". the frame-
work explains. Composing, on the other hand,
is not simply- a passive exercise in following
directions; it must- be ail ;active, creative pro-
cess, and teachers must tteat ft as such:

Students in all grades need pre.vision. If students
are to write yell, they need time fit talk about and
think about where the assignment leads. They
need to be able to refer to notesandlnunuds kept
in response to actual experience and io ideas,
They need time to establish sn steitude toward
the subject. Occasions shaped by -the teacher who
has,spent the pecessary time, energy, and imagi .
nation on the assignment will draw the best front
students, requiring Ahem to search for and die
cover something they care about saying

0
The framework lists some questions teachers

might ask themselves as they try to turn cam.-
posing hato a creative process:

fiow can I help my student* recogaixe.that
all writing is an expresiion of their individ-
'uality, requires hard work, and is worthy
of their time?
What sorts of reel and vicarionirexperi.
once* motivate my students I. compose?

, How do I help students recolgolse that the
n' oral .compooing present itt a eaveriatket

or in a diacuaskan is part of Om eantposhsg

procesx relati'd to all the languaro arts
skills?
What criteria should I use in eyiluating
the effectivertess of student wrg
It writing skill positively infloced by the
study of grammar, usage, end syntawie
manipulation?
Are the terms !creative writine and "expo's-
itory writing" mutually exelusive?
Can a prescribed pattern of writing expe-
riences be implemented at a department,
school, or district level? °

To what degree must a coniposition teacher
observe research and promising new prac-
times in planning writing Programs?
How can I make my- students aware, that
.01Mposing is an ordering, or structuring',
of selected _experiences, feedings, events,
and ideas into spoken words, written words,
paint, clay, moverent, or sound?

The framework suggests seieral exercises that
teachers can use to acquaint students with var-
ions parts of the compsing processto make
them aware of their own Voices as writers, to
develop their sense of audknce and to give
them opportunities to expand their experien-
ces into a source from which they can draw con
tent It also deals with development of form,
style and evaluation, dinetiasing each aspect of
the composing 'MOW without specific refer.
ence to grade ItsveV4les English Language _
'Framework for CArsaiiii* Publk Schools is
svoihtble for $1.26,16cinnsles to for California
roshissits, from ihtblisaikuutstioles, Colitornio
Stu* Dopurtsuost.wt tutuootion. P.O. Box 211,
$oothterout,

.
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Prewriting iictiNities can include drawing. In his
doctoral dissertation on how seven-year-olds write.
Donald Graves compiled eight case studies, which
included observation of each child, interviews with
the child and parents (separately), ,a review of the
child's written work and ako testing (10). The case
study of one seyen-year-old. Michael, revealed a
young boy who found drawing an essential part of
the writing process.

In addition to the eight case studies, Graves's
researh included interviews with second graders in
tour classes (two informal settings and two formal),
observation of man.y children writing and a reiew
ot more than 1,000 student writings to discover
common traits. In Research in the Maching of En-
1,4141, 1) he reporh the following conclusions:

Int or mal erlironn),Lis gke greater choice to
children When children can choose IA hether to

rite and ,), hat to write, they write more and in
greatur length than IA hen specific assignments
are gken.

o I he f ormal er) ironments seem to tal, or girls;
the informal classes fa), or bo,s.

e An e rin-onment that requires large amounts of
assigned hung inhibits t hc! range, content and
amount ))I riting done by children.
I lie child's writing dceIoprnent leel has a

greater influence on his or her writing behaior
than the learning emironment, materiak and
methodologies do.
Boys seldom use the first person form in unas-
signed writing.
(ink IA rite more about "primary territory"
Nchool and home), IA hile boys write more
itbout themes .1escribed as secondary a nd ex-
tended geographical territories (metropohtan
areas beyond home and school, current events,
national ard world history, and geography).2

Do Not Forget Reading
Reading also improves writing, according to sev-

eral studies. In 1962. Frank Heys conducted a study
on the value of frequent writing assignments (14).
One group of students wrote a theme a week; the
other wrote less often and used the extra time to
read prose. On a compositiou test given at the end
of the experiment, the "reading" group performed
better than the "writing" group. A second test
showed the two groups to be about equal. Heys
concluded that "for many students, reading is a pos-
itive influeuce on writing ability."

In a similar study conducted by Mark Chris-
tiansen. an experimental group wrote 24 themes,

'Reprinted with permi.ssi,;n from "An Fxamination of the Writing
Process of Seven-Year-Old Children," by Donald H. Graves, in
Research in t'.e Tea( hing of English. Urbana, Ill.: National Council of
Teachers of English. copyright. 1975.
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Composition Starter

A Teacher-Tested Idea from
an English Journal Workshop
Tape a large picture to each desk. Let iach

student choose his or her own desk and write
about the picture, describing what is happen-
ing or what could happen.

Judy Nelson
Barrington Middle School
Barrington, Ilk -

Reprinted br permission of die Nadonal Council of Teachers of
English.

while a control group wrote eight themes and also
read prose selections (5). Both groups showed
improvement in written compositions, and there
were no significant differences between groups.
Christiansen concluded that the reading assign-
ments were as effective in improving writing as the
extra writing assignments were.

Other studies also show a positive correlation
between students who write well and the amount of
reading they do. Although no one has yet com-
pleted a study that focuses exclusively on the role
of reading in improving writing, Elizabeth Haynes
suggests, based on the studies she reviewed, that
teachers should incorporate more reading into the
writing curriculum (13). The authors of the Santa
Clara County handbook, Students Cun
reviewed the Heys experiment and cc nrred (19).
Their advice: "Do not isolate the teach,- of writ-
ing from reading."

Oral Language Is Also Important
No doubt, reading and writing reinforce each

other because the two skills mirror one another.
For the same reason, talking and listening are
related to writing. University of California profes-
sor Walter Loban studied the lanpuage abilities of
tenth, eleventh and twelfth graders and found high
correlations among the language skills of students
in these grades (16). Students with the highest writ-
ing scores also had the highest scores in reading and
oral language skills. Also, every student who ranked
superior in writing read above his or her chronolog-
ical age, and every student who ranked low in lan-
guage read below his or her chronological age.
Loban also found that those who were successful in
language came from higher socioeconomic groups.

"Although better education for lower socioeco-
nomic groups is a major concern," according to the
authors of Students Can Write, "another implica-
tion is clearly present: Relate (rather than separate)



speaking. reading, listening and writing. Emphasize
an integrated program."

"Complexity in writing may be fostered by the
school," the Santa Clara Counzy handbook con-
tinues, "but growth also depends on the age of the
pupils, the language of their background and their
oral use of complex sentence structure," Such sen-
tences are learned through "much oral discussion of
interesting and complicated ideas and the expres-
sion of new experiences. This discussion, ideally,
occurs at home and n other school periods, not just
the language period. Oral language expression," the
handbook concludes, "is now seen as more valuable
than it formerly was thought to be." (19)

Sentence Combining
Other helpful tools teachers can use are sentence-

combining exercises. Researcher Frank O'Hare
gave seenth graders "grammar free" oral and writ-
ten exercises in sentence combining. After practic-
ing the technique, the students "wrote at a level
beyond typical eighth graders and in many respects
similar to twelfth graders," and their compositions
were "significantly better- than those of a control
group (17).

I he Students Can Write (19) handbook recom-
mends the following teaching strategies. based on
the O'Hare study:

Writing programs should contain an enlarged lan-
guage de,elopment component in which sentence-
building evercises play an important role. Do not
focus on an one sentence pattern, use the entire
range of sNntactic alternatO,es.

Students should use these syntactic skills at the
prewriting statte of composition. In cases where
the, rewrite, these skilk should be used again.

Drill in sentence combining, if the pupil is not moti-
,ated. Nk ill not improve writing ability any more
than an,, other kind of drill the students consider a
boring, required task.

In her review of sentence-combining res( trch,
Elizabeth Haynes sounds one note of caution,
When Warren E. Combs (6) replicated the O'Hare
study in 1976, he found that students gained, but
that there were declines in syntactic fluency within
a few weeks atter the experiment. "In spite of this
de:crease." Haynes notes. "there remained signifi-
cant differences between e. 'mental and control
groups." Because of these ,nes, and because of
the relatively -sma'l numbe. studies on sentence
combining, Haynes suggests that teachers "should
be alert for further evidence of whether such prac-
tice results in greater syntactic fluency over a long
period of time." (13)

Teaching Implications
At the conclusion of her research summary, Eliz-

abeth Haynes synthesized the findings into these
recommendations for teachers;

Grammar, if it is taught at all, should not he
included in the curriculum on the grounds that it
will improve writing. This caveat applies to the
newer transformational and structural grammars as
well as to traditional grammar.
Writing assignments should emphasize quality of
learning, not quantity of production. With fewer
assignments, teachers will have moi time to devote
to direct instruction and careful attention to the
development of papers. Haylies advises trying to
solve communication probiems "before and during
the writing process . . Teachers might have greater
success with the evaluation process if fewer errors
were identified at a given time." (In Measuring
Growth in English (7), Paul Diederich recommends
that teachers build student confidence by writing
positive comments about the student's ideas. Then,
continuing to praise, the teacher can begin to offer
one suggestion for improvement at a time.)
.1 greater number of reading experiences should be
incorporated into writing programs. In order to
write successfully, students must have a subject they
can control. An increased amount of reading would
enhance this control. "It is little wonder that a high
school student enjoys keeping a journal," she says.
"He is able to write about himself -a subject he
controls from the viewpoint of an expert,"
Prewriting exercises should be used, with major
emphasis on instruction, not correction. These exer-
cises could include discussion groups, role playing,
interviews, debates, problem solving or workshop
activities. Such in-class projects give students the
opportunity to receive help from their peers as well
as from the teacher,
Revision should he built into the prewriting m )-
cess. Structured activities should lead the student
through a series of steps during which he or she
thinks through a composition and discasses, orga-
nizes and revises during the writing period. Revi-
sion that is done during the writing process and by
the student's own choosing may be more beneficial
to him than any amount of teacher-recommended
revision.
Make the writing process a positive experience _for
all students. Until research provides additional
answers, this is perhaps the single most important
thing that teachers of composition can do. Writing
topics should be geared to the interests of the stu-
dents, and there should be greater use of personal
writing, such as keeping a journal. Students should
be asked to revise as a matter of self-editing or
improving their papers, not as a matter of correct-
ing things done wrong.3

'Reprinted with permission from "Using Research in Preparing to
leach Writing." by Elizabeth Haynes. in the English Journal. Urbana.
III.: National Council of Teachers of English. copyright 1978.
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rhe philosophy of a positive approach is explained
by Diederich in Measuring Growth in English: "I
believe very strongly that noticing and praising
whatever a student does well improves writing
more than any kind or amount of correction of
what 'he does badly, and that it is especially impor-
tant for the less able writers, who need all the
encouragement they cLn get." (7)

-1-h f. research findings discussed in this chapter
have guided the direction of the Bay Area Writing
Project (BAWP) and its spin-off, the Calicornia
Writing Project (CWP), since their inception, accord-
ing to officials of both programs.
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Chapter 7

>

OMMTERS

lid I HR..% Hf f NII ot the articles appearing in this chapter on the
cc ot computer, in teaching v.riting appear.. in the Nem:mber De-
,e1Uher. 14S2. issue ot ClaNsro,,m ''omptocr New% teopy right. 1952).
and the are reproduced here by pernussion of the publisher, 341

uhurn St , Watertov.n. Si N 02172. I he main article. "WORD PRO-
(./ 551 \ Ilms Will It Shape the Student as a Writer'" highlights a
round tAhle discussion teatunng Henn, F. Olds. Jr., the editor 01

omputer eq, N. and these indR iduals..Art Bardige. presi-

dent of a software company; Jonathan Choate, a mathematics teacher
imoked in the development of a text processor for children; Beth
I ov.d. a former English teacher and now an educational computer
specialist; Marilyn Martin, a high school English teacher; and Jeff
Nils;m, a i eighth grade teacher and contributing editor to Classroom
Computer. .Vews. In addition to the highlights from the round table
discussion, short statements from each of the participants are also
included.

WORD r ROCESSING
How Will It Shwe the Student as a Writer?

All educators and parents have heard the moans
of children assigned the task of writing a composi-
tion or report for school. It is not surprising that
children faced with writing, rewriting, dictionary
and thesaurus searches, and then hand cramps
from copying and recopying to produce a "perfect"
paper, are not enthusiastic about the chore.

Teachers, as well, may lose thir enthusiasm
about teaching writing when faced with pouring
through messy, misspelled and run-on products
from their students.

This lack of enthusiasm on the part of both
teachers and children has made many adults poor
writers.

But some say the word processor (or text editor),
which is fast replacing the typewriter as a secre-
tarial tool, may come to the rescue. They say it will
make children better writers by eliminating the

drudge of handwriting and by allowing children the
fieedom to express themselves without worrying
about mistakes. Others say there is a long road to
travel before the word processor can be used as an
effective tool to teach writing. Accessibility, they
say, is the key, and it will be several years before the
dream of having a computer in front of every stu-
dent is realized.

Classroom Computer News invited a group of
educators from various disciplines and backgrounds
to discuss how word processing will help or hinder
educationand what its future in schools will be.

Here we present a short statement from each of
our educators and highlightc from the lively discus-
sion that ensued.
Henry Olds: Where do the idealism and the reality
of using word processing to teach writing come
together?



MI Ban lige's Statement
Art Atwell., is pretisiest f faeroitte froyst Cambridge,

Messeeloeseus, cootputer software cestpsay ils is envelop-
ing a word processor for very roues children.,

A new generation of word processors is begin-
ning to:arrive for microcomputers. These will
no longer be so complicated that long command
charts must be learned. They will not be just
Automatic secretaries that make typing and cor-
rections much easier. And they will no longer
require special additions to the computer to
make lower-case letters, nor wilLthey be priced
at levels only businesses can afford. There will
be word processors designed or authors, for
researchers and for students in classrooms. A
word processor designed forj education will
look and perform very differ ntly from those
that are now familiar, A word processor designed
for learning will become the foundation for
new curricula in reading and writing, and for
new instructional techniques.

The new educational worll processors will be
much simpler for students and teachers to learn
to use. They, will be constructed in a conceptu-
ally simpler way because developers will have
had eiperience with the first generation of
word processors. This simpler conception will
make it much easier to use and to understand
the way it works. New programming aechniques
and communication procedures will make the
program friendly and fun, visually interesting
and easy to work with. Different word proces-
sors will be wrinen for different-aged students
and for students in very different learning
situations. And all of these improvements and
specialiied versions will be available at much
lower costs because they will be going into
homes and schools, not businesses. ,

As exciting ait these prospects art, this is only
the beginning; We are beginning to see a com-
pletely new generati+in of educational software .
a new variety of curriculum materials, that
bring the full power of the otimputer to learn.
ing. The new generation of word processors will
not be simply electronic typewriters that merely
respond to the student'. input, but they w:11
boom' curriculum toots--Issraingwarefrom
which *tusk** can karst writing mml reading.
They will replace textbooks enil workbook' es
well se paper ettil penal" for asosiestte-
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Beth Lowd: I'd love to know, because I started out
as the wide-eyed idealist thinking that this was
going to change the teaching of writing. I think that
the structure of schools, the way they're dealing
with this technology, is killing it. I see simply that
it's not ready yet; we don't have the technology in
our classrooms--in big enough quantities and we
don't have teachers that know what to do with it,
once they get it. And we haven't got a curriculum
which allows kids to develop typing skill, for exam-
ple, that will make the more efficient use of the
equipment possible. There's just a whole lot of pre-
requisites that have to come, it seems to me, before
kids in large numbers in schools are going to be
able to take advantage of the wonder that we all
feel when we write with word processors.

I honestly don't think that large numbers of
school systems will get their acts together very
rapidly to use this wonderful tool. I think that
homes are more more likely places for use. Unfortu-
nately, there aren't adults there who necessarily
have ever found any joy in writing.
Jonathan Choate: Beth, I teach in a private school
which has resources that do what you dream about.
It works. We had four Apples in a room. The
teacher would bring down a group, and we'd have
three kids to a terminal. And I could spend half an
hour with twelve kids and teach them to use it. By
the end of the year, over 120 kids were using a word
processor. So technology is learnable. And I think
the real key is accessibility to the resources. The
teachers seem to accept it, and are beginning to
iethink how they teach writing.
Henry Olds: Jon, I acknowledge that your expe-
rience is somewhat special, but what do teachers see
in this use of the text processor? What effect does it
have upon the kids and upon their sense of the
teaching of writing?
Johathan Choate: Well, first of all, more and more
teachers have become involved. We started with
one and then other teachers saw what was happen-
ing. I should say that all of them said the quality of
the writing improved significantly. There's no ques-
tion about that. The efficiency of the writing has
improved. In a curriculum that demands a lot of
kids' time, it was inefficient for kids to be spending
a tremendous amount of time doing something that
they could do in probably a quarter of the time,
given the technology.

Henry Olds: I noticed a phenomenon years ago
when typewriters began to creep into classrooms.
The approach then taken was that you should have
whatever you're writing finished and totally cor-
rected before you go to use this scarce resource to
do your final copy. I think I see some of that



already happening with the computer a strong
tendency tor teachers to let kids use it only for
doing their final copies.

What I am trying to get at is the value of the
resource and what its effect is on people. When I
k as taught to write, I Was taught to do revisions
too. I he first draft was on a really old yellow piece
ot paper, newsprint. For the next draft I was given
a piece of white paper, but it still had lines on it.
And then for the next draft I was given a piece of
really nice white paper, and it didn't have lines on
it, and that was my final draft. Nice paper was the
valuable resource. -Fhere was not enough of that
nice white paper, so they gave us the old yellow
paper.

We don't have enough word processors around,
!hey become the white paper. The question is
whether schools will ever get to the point where
they'll be willing to say, in effect, that every kid
should have one of these tools available all the
time, which is really the place we've got to get to.
I'm not sure the schools are ever going to be willing
to say that.
Art Bardige: I'm positive they will get to that point.
Absolutely positive. Because I see two things hap-
pening. I see.the price of textbooks, of paper going
up. I .ee the price of this technology going down. I
think at some point it's going to be pretty clear that
this technology is going to be as cheap over the long
haul as the textbook is. At that point, we'll see
schools going to it in a very significant fashion,
Jonathan Choate: So far, most word processors
hav e been secretarial tools. They have not been
designed for people's writing. That's changing,
There\ a whole new generation of writing machines
now. If you're going to have a word processor for
children, or for the home market, it's got to be easy
to use, and you've got to have instructions within
the machine. The text processor that we developed
has all the instructions right there. There are
prompts that tell you precisely how to do things.
Henry. Olds: Jon, you raised the distinction between
the secretarial use and the instructional use, and
presumably you've been addressing that in the
Bank Street Writer, Would you comment a little bit
more about that?
Jonathan Choate: What we tried to do is design a
word processor for junior high school. There were
two fundamental design factors. One, that it had to
be really simple and easy to use. Most existing
word processors are very difficult. And the second,
and probably more important, pedagogically, was
that when students use the word processor, they
should begin by using it co write their unedited

Jonathan Choate's Statement
Jonathan Choate is chairman' of the mathematics depot t-

ment at the Groton School, a private boarding school in
Groton, Massachusetts. He it Intentional Educations' proj-
ect manager on the Bank Street Writer, a Sext processor for
children.

There is no question that a word processor
helps students write more efficiently. The qual.
ity of the written work produced by students
who use word processors is at least as good if
not better than what they would produke by
dther methods. My colleagues who teach writ-
ing say that they can be far more demanding in
terms of the quality of the work they expect
becaiise the revision process is so easy. Spelling
and graMmatical errors are very easy to change
so the palters, look better. More importantly,
ijr:Le blocks+W text can be moved easily, stu-
dents can also inove their ideas around and try
presenting their iheughts in different orders
without having to rerite the paper. Writers
have far more freedom t,o ploy with their ideas.

Word processors may *Thaw students to 'write
in a new antl potentially "letter way. Since
errors are so easy to correct, wiikers ton now let
their ideas flow out and then later-correct their
work for spelling, grammar, etc. Students will
really be able to foal* on the content, of what
they write and then worry about the f4krlin.
Word processor* ore about to come o the

market that are designed to be used by student
writers and not by secretaries. Secretarial word
processors are very 'powerful and difficult to
learn how to use and ere not the type of tool i.
student should be using. This new generation \
of programs. will make the teak of writing on a \
computer terminal so much easier then it is
nowf ,

we nave the technology sod it is getting het-
ter every day. It does make the task of putting
words in a .graphie form easier. It allows the
users far more latitude * playing with their
ideas. In short, it allows people to become net.
ter writers.

Computers are still very expensive and it will
he a long, long time before every student will
have access to one for large blocks of time. For
this returns, we, a* educator., have Oro big
responsibilities. Firet, to design programs that
allow for a wide verioty of teat-processor uses.
It would he a big mistake to design programs
that assume that twiny modest has unlimited
access to a termhtal whirs* in moony Ablations
there will he maly one totaabassi for an
school, Seeonst fun* waft be made av
so that all dodos*. have *came
technology.
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thoughts, not to write their correct thoughts. We
wanted to distinguish clearly between the compos-
ing and the editing processes and make the shift
from one to the oilier deliberate. The writing pro-
cess begins by sitting down and composing on the
keyboard without being hung up on making mis-
takes. I think that's the real power.
Art tiardige: I think that we're going to be surprised
in the change in the new generation of word proces-
sors, the ease with which they work, for example.
All the word processors that currently exist use con-
trol keys so the child has to push one key, and
another key simultaneously. Not easy for young
children. I think that getting typing skills is also a
problem a problem that the word processor devel-
opers have to address. And one of the ways of
addressing it is to put programming in there which
gets kids to learn how to type as they're learning
how to use the word processor.
Henry Olds: Many people ask me, "What word pro-
cessor should I get?" Jon and Art, you each have
one coming out. Are there other people working on
educational word processors or are your projects
unique?
Jonathan Choate: I heard that someone's about to
announce the S50 home word processor.
Art Bardige: I think we're going to see a flood com-
ing out very shortly. I don't know of anybody else
other than the two of us, but the times are ripe. I
think that you're going to see a lot of new educa-
tional software coming out.
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Henry Olds: Do you think the market is such that
teachers will, in November and December, be able
to find educationally oriented word processors on
the market?
Jonathan Choate: Yes, they will.
Art Bardige: The Bank Street Writer will be out in
the fall, the word processor that I'm working on
will be out the first of the year, and I think we'll see
some more stuff in the spring.
Jess Nikon: It seems to me the problem isn't word
processors or computers at all, it's the willingness
on the part of the English teachers to teach writing.
Most English teachers in high school don't teach
writing. I remember the University of Florida
studiet, only 20 percent of the kids had written
more than once a month. And word processor-
schmerd processor, it doesn't make any difference.
I think there has to be a more profound change.
Beth Lowd: The problem is the view that people
hme of the writing act--as a one-shot deal. Once
you've done it, it's done, single copy; just as you
were saying, write the paper and you hand it in and
you get a grade. And that's always been the wrong
way to teach writing, I thinkwhether yJu're writ-
ing on paper or whether you're writing using a com-
puter. When I taught Englishand I love to teach
writing kids went through two or three revisions,
even when they had to copy it over by hand for me,
because revision and restructuring and adding and
elaborating and changing words and correcting the
flow and the sound of things was important. And I

Beth Lowd's Statement
Beth Lowd is a former English teacher, and now a

computer spoialist for the Lexington Public Schocils, Massa-
chusetts.

As an ex-English teacher, I have been excited
about the potential a wOrd processing for
improving students' revision skills ever since I
first saw Applewther. But as yet I've been
unable to set up a cituation in which word pro-.
cessing really works the promised wonders on
more than a small handful of kids.

Several factors have stood in the way of suc-
cess. Firit, one computer and-printer for & class
of twenty to twenty-five elementary or junior
high students is simply not enough. A student
can't have access to it at the moment he/she
needs it. Ideally, a student should be able to
confer with the teacher or with peers about a
rough +limit, make some notes about needed
iminovirnents, and go right to the computer
while the ideas are fresh. In reality, it may b'e a

week or more between turns for an individual
because everyone is using the same equipment.
By that time, the task is stale, the motivation
gone.

Why is it 'so long between turns? One reason
is atudentr' lack of typing skilL Simply put, it
may take an average student more than an hour
to type in a page or two when he/she coald writes
by hand in less than half that time. So Much
time is taken by each student for composing/
typing, that little or none is left over for revi-
sion or even for editing. Another time killer k
the slowness- of beginners using the editing'
functions of the word processor.itself.'Given a
chance to become accustomed to the commands,
students can work fairly quickly, but infre-
quent use tends to make learning the editor
very slow for most children.

The typing problem also tends to limit the
length of the draft copy that students produce.
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don't think we have very many writing teachers
who have taught that way before. They need to
learn to teach that way, in my opinion, because
writing is an evolving kind of ming.

I also agree that simply typing a final draa on the
computer is a real waste. It's a waste of the compu-
ter's time; it's a waste of the kid's time. It has
nothing to do with the writing act at all. But you've
got to teach teachers about that.

Marilyn Mai in: I think you hit on the key idea
when you said change the mariner in which we
teach writing, or in which we conceptualize the
teaching of writing. Because it's not going to work
in the large class of twenty to twenty-five to thirty
people. You have to break it up into groups, I

think. And I haven't successfully been able to work
with word processing with my own students, becau,e
we don't have the setup. But I have been in scho )1s
where I've seen it work. But they change the idea
that they have about the teaching of writing. And
instead of just having writing assignments or in-
class writing, children begin doing tasks with the
word processor that contribute back to the school--
such as writing the school newspaper on the word
processor or writing reports for different activities
and organizations. Word processing gets the kids
working at writing in a real way. I think there are
many practical applications that can come before
the more idealistic or creative uses that we all feel as
writers but that most teachers aren't ready for yet.
If they can see how it makes some practical tasks

elaboration by making additions easy to insert,
While word processing is designed to encourage
kids' lack of typing skill tends" to counteract
this benefit The typing is so slow and painful
that they make their sentences shorter, putting
in less detail than they do on paper. Since one
of the objects of wrhing programs in the ele-
mentary school is to htlp students freely express
and elaborate their thoughts, this lower volume
of output is a problem.

Besides too little equipment and lack or typ-
ing skill, two other factors can make experi-
ences with a word processor unsuccessful: inap-
oropriate hardware or software, and the inflexi-
bility of ttchool scheduling. Trying to use a
tape-bascl (instead of disk-based) word proces-
sor is an invitation to frustration. Stories get
Iost, time is wasted and patience wears thin.
Computers with very limited memory capacity
also spell disaster, causing lost stories and there-
fore more abbreviated writing next time. Sint-
ilarly, using a program whose editing commands
require a lot of practice means many students

easier and allows them some control and manage-
ment, it may come to play a more important part in
what they do.

Beth Lowd: Sometimes I put notes on paper; some-
times I envision sections of what's on my mind writ-
ten on a chalkboard, and I think about the
interactions of those things. Usually I prewrite
from a list and then take each piece and amplify it
to make something that is worthwhile. I think
there's potential in computers for graphically mov-
ing ideas around in relation to one another, maybe
putting general topics or examples in boxes
perhaps with a light penand being able to move
them around on the screen in relation to one
another will get the relationship of ideas that you
want, the flow of notions.
Marilyn Martin: I think so too. At the secondary
level, one of the big handicaps on writing is time.
And when you have longer papers and composi-
tions, students will say, "I didn't have time to write
this over. I got to the last paragraph and I really
should have said that first, but I just can't go back."
And so often they will discover that, as we discov-
ered as writers, that things have to be rearranged.
And I think that if they had the opportunity to do
that, we would see a great improvement, because
kids do have the ideas. They have some problems
with mechanics, and they also have a problem with
time and patience. I think that any help would
make a lot of difference in what they turned in as a
product.

will never acquire the skin needed to really
revise freely, Finally, the need for all students
to move on after forty-minute periods can
doom the effort, Acciss time becomes too short
or too broken up to make any coherent writing
or revision posSible.

One find note: I speak here . about experi-
ences in elementary school for a good reason.
During the first writing experiences; children
develop lifelong habits and attitudes about
themselves as writers. Thus,' waiting until ,se-
nior high rhetoric class to introduce word pro-
Cessing is not the answer.

In summary, until schools can afford writing
labs for English classes and free-access word-
processing stations scattered liberally, around
the schol, and until we see fit to teach typing _
earlier (or eliminate the need for it through
voice-recognition technology), I see no sense in
waging otn time, students time or scarce equip-
ment time ott word processing to improve
writing, .
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Marilyn Martin's Statement
Marilyn Martin is a secondary school English teacher and

a student in the Computers in Education prognsaat Lesley
College, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

As a tool, word processing allows students to
work at the bait blocks of writing such tha
vocabulary, phrasing and sentence as well as at
the more advanced elements of competition
such as, style, tone and diction. Some 'very good
softwire is being developed to utilise the fea.
tures of word processing in the editing 4r
author mode, thus .moving the writing expo-
rience *way from drill artd practice and htto the
realm of exploration and revision. Word'pro.
ceasing also can help the student manage u
number of practical tasks such as writing letters
end papers, SI well as publishing the school
newspaper or producing class and activitY report*.

In its purest form, however, word ProreouPg
acts as an extension of the writer's mind and
allows him/her to tome to the, board as tom.
poser, and creator. As a musician approaches a
keybt;ord and works at combining notes until
the sound is right, io *writer con approach the
computer keyboard and through word process-
ing work at, tumbhing words and developing
ideas until they look rightand rutzt right.

Of couture, this is the final measure od tvritingt
how it reads, what It caninsunicates. Teachers,
know that reading and writing are Mutual pro-

Beth Lowd: I think another interesting notion that
word processing makes possible is multiple stages
in your writing development. For example, what
about rereading your draft with a particular pur-
pose in mind? Rereading it for structure. Rereading
it for specificity. Rereading it for mechanics. Most
times kids only reread for mechanics. I think you
can build into a word processor the possibility of
blocking text in some way, and then of moving
those blocks around to see how it reads when it's in
a different order.
Art Bardige: How about a word processor com-
bined with a data base manager?
Beth Lowd: It's that sort of a thing. I think that
would be a really wonderful tool for learning to
write. Because what you're talking about is compos-
ing your ideas. And that's the essence of what the
computer can help you do, whether you're pro-
gramming or whether you're writing, or whether
you're solvin¢ some other problem.
Marilyn Mertin: If writing labs could be set up so
that teachers could break up a traditional large-size
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vessel that cannot be taught in isolation, anti,
that bringing writing tt) fruition requires react-
ing it.

Word promising allows studenti To manage
their writing with east, A° manipulate it* el&
meat* to their sub/action, and to read what
they have written« Then 'with equil ease, they

, tau correct and- reviie whet they have wrftten,
examining Jdoiss and clarifying thought.

/ Teacher* ten guide students in the use of
word processing at the aptur:priate 'oi
need or mastery. Existing., riculunt;r4. be
adapted to lessons- entered on the word prates.'
sor by the teacher, or throUgh amignments tom.
pitted independently by the student. Such
individualized learning is of pcisil help to the
student who needs remsiial work, and' is
boon to the regular classroom teschir's sttempta
to work (*operatively with the resetting apechsh
ist or reoetwee room teacher.

Word proemial con be an inteeral part eit
the language arts program. This must himot
nixed by school administratre whom, jets it is to
deign curriculum and providie equiptamat sal
space for the Masher. With -,ut the tool eanl
-means to use it, the wont p .*eessor,

piece of easehiiery in tbe busiimes.
meat and become as Mmitem se theTy
it has *Iready begun to replete,

class into small groups, and have sevei Al types of
activities (including word processing) going on in
that class, writing might become a more important
part of the curriculum without threatening the
teacher.

Beth Lowd: You should give the word processor
first to the teacher. Then teachers will begin to see
that writing can be something differcntthat it can
be fun to do.

Then you have t.o find a way to get the teacher
past reading all of those boring compositions that
are so terrible. Perhaps, if the process cpuld be
broken down and if the kid could get a handle on
one little piece of that writing at one time, and stay
with it, it could be more exciting for the teacher. If
we didn't just look at the product all the timethe
final big thing, the due dateand we would make
the writing process more ongoing, I think that
teachers might then teach itand the students
might respohd.

Jonathan Choate: The question is which comes
first? Can the word processor help bring about the
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change, or is some change going to have to take
place first?
Jeff Nilson: Well, I think it might be a little bit of
both. What I see happening in some school districts
is big comprehensive programs from big publishers
that have word processors hooked ina grammar-
composition series that has all kinds of computer
software and a word processor hooked to it. And
teachers might, if it saves them a little bit of trouble
and a little bit of time, use it if it can be put into a
neat management system. Teaching English and
grading compositions for 125 kids is no picnic. Two
minutes a shot is five or tix hours of work.
Teachers don't want to do that. And a word pro-
cessor isn't really going to make a.difference, unless
it's linked into a very big system. It's going to be a
very slow difference in my opinion. The world that
all of you are describing is a world that I don't
really see.

Art Bardige: My word processing program is really
an instructional program. We have to rethink all of
our notions about instructing kids in reading and
writing. You know the word processor is just as
good a reading tool as it is a writing tool, and we
have to think about it in that way too. And what
I've tried to do is to begin to think about how you
use this to teach kids about writing, and not just to
help them or make it easier for them.
Beth Lowd: I am very fearful of the computer doing
too much, and the word processor providing too
much, and interfering with the human factor. It's
scary to give teachers a new role, which is what the
word processor can do. The teacher's role does
change. The teacher becomes much niore of an edi-
tor writing consultant someone to talk .over your
writing problems with and to try to solve problems
with.

Art Bardige: We're in a time of retrenchment,
where we think teachers don't want to accept new
ideas and new things. But I think there will follow a
time in which they will be more open to accept new
ideas and new technologies and new things, and in
which they rill have seen things operate in the
homes and t egin to understand these things.
Beth Lowd: I think it's going to be a political strug-
gle, though. I am hopeful too, but there is a whole
segment of society out there that isn't thinking or
feeling the way we are.
Art Bardige: You know, I think the word processor
offers teachers the chance to write their own curric-
ulum in a sdphisticated way. And one of the rea-
sons that I'm so optimistic about all of the computer
curriculum matcrial is that it has an independent
flexibility and a variety to it that the textbook and
the whole textbook curriculum approach has never
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had and doesn't offer. It's easier to change, easier to
try new and different kinds of things, easier to mess
with. I think this is going to offer teachers a way to
write their own curricula.
Beth Lowd: It could make curriculum writing much
more a creative process, rather than the nitty picky
little thing about how you get it letter perfect to get
it reproduced for the teachers by fall.
Art Bardige: Maybe that's one of the ways you
could introduce this stuff into a school system.
Teachers who are involved in writing curriculum in
the summer workshop, or writing a curriculum
guide or whatever. Give them these tools and these
machines. Give them the currently existing word
processors or the ones that are just going to be
coming out. They start using them; they feel the
strength of them. I don't want to let a vision of the
way computers are placed in sritools currently and
the kinds of machines that currently exist narrow
our focus about what. computers can do in educa-
tion and what they ought to do.
Marilyn Martin: But they have to have administra-
tors allowing them time and space and money.
They have to have priorities established that are
going to give them that. It's very frustrating now
dealing with teachers and providing in-service train-.
ing because they are interested, wanting to learn,
but they aren't given the time. It's not a very good
time to be working towards changes in the schools.
It's very painful to try.
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Art Bardige: No, I think it is, in fact, a very good
time to be working for change. It's not a good time
to change within the schools, but it's a very good
time to be working for change. And that's why I'm
less concerned about .vhat we do tomorrow, or
what we're going to do this coming year than I am
about what we'll do in the '85-'86 school year,
because whatever happens now is just pioneering,
but I think we'll be able to show some real advan-
tages a year or two down the line.
Beth Lowd: This year we're going to be planning
with the English department ways they can incorpo-
rate word processing into their plans for the next
ten years. It's going to take some time and a lot of
money to put things in place where they're going to
be useful. I couldn't agree with you more that you
need to plan, you need to dream, you need to be as
creative as possible about using this new tool.
Art Bardige: I think we're going to learn some crea-
tive ways of dealing with this. Maybe the computer
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doesn't sit in the classroom, maybe we have five
computers in an elementary .,chool, and not one in
each classroom. Maybe there's a writing lab, or
maybe they go dcwn to the library. Maybe there's
an after-school program in which they get to work
on the machines. jt shouldn't deter us from think-
ing about how we can use these things in all of their
capacities in all of their capabilities. It's impor-
tant to get started. It's important to buy one pro-
gram, put it in the hands of one teacher, and begin
to try out the various ways in which this thing could
work. And not wait for nirvana down the road,
when all this stuff comes down like manna from
heaven.

Beth Lowd: Well, I couldn't agree with you more. It
certainly has been our philosophy, and I think it's
paid off. I think we've learned a lot about things
you do and don't do when you have computers in
the classroom. We're more ready to plan now, as a
result, to plan in very serious ways.

Henry F. Olds, Jr.'s Statement
Henry F. Olds. Jr., is the editor of Clinfoom Computer

News.

One morning I mentioned to a friend that I
had awoken with a clear sense of what I wanted
to say in an article I was writing and was anx-
ious to get to a text processor AO do some com-
posing on the machine. She said, "So this
morning you've been text processing in your
head." I told her I thought her remark was very
profound because that was exactly what I had
been doing. After alittle more than a year of
using a text processor for almost everything I
write, I no longer write or think about things I
write about in the same way. I truly do word
process in my head.
-An examplewe all are familiar with the

feeling of taking out a. -fresh, clean piece of
paper and sitting down to write something.
"How do I begin?" we think. Four hours later
we may still be thinking about how to begin.
The sense that writing is a linear process is so
deeply embedded in our consciousness that we
are almost totally convinced that the writing of
something must start with a beginning

A year of text processing has completely
changed my writing consciousnewI no longer
start with beginnings because / have become
aware thatZ rarely know what the formal arm-
ture of what I want to say should be before I

have tried to say it. With the text processor, I
can easily merge form and content once my,
vision is clear.

So, freed from premature , coneerns for the
form of things, I can proceed with setting down
whatever I want to say. Writing now, as never
before, has become a mode of discovery.

I set no reason why my experience, which
seems no to be uncommon among other users I
have talked with, would not be shared by stu-
dents who have Ile 'opportunity to use a text
processor for their written Work. Might it not
be the ease that a large number of students
would find writing with a text processor far eas-
ier and more pleasurable than either longhand -

or typing? Might it be that a large number of
writing problems would disappear when much
of the pain was removed from the task?

As a professional writer, I know that excel-
lence in writing requires hard work. It is a
craftsometimes an artthat demands great
energy and attention. But hard work comes
only after the joy of it hasheen diseavered. If in
the beginning there is only hard work and no

- joythe current status of most writing instruc-
tionthere will be very, little writing of any
reasonable quality. I believe ihat putting text
processors in the bands of students can startthe
writing process in the appropriate placewith
the joy of creation and the wonderof discovery.
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